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Preface

The new book on “Application of Solar Energy” reveals the latest results in the research
upon the direct exploitation of solar energy and incorporates seven chapters, written by
twenty-four international authors with advanced personal contributions in solar energy. All
these contributions are developed in areas we believe to be most promising regarding the
efficient application of solar energy in practical directions. The authors explain their new
concepts and applications in a high-level presentation, which, although very synthetic, still
remains clear and easy-to-read, feature that distinguishes the new book in the present time
of tight concentration of creative efforts. According to the small volume accredited for the
writing, the description of new applications is presented in detail and in plenum, a necessa‐
ry quality for the eve of stringent time savings from today.

The present “Application of Solar Energy” science book continues the series of previous
first-hand texts in the new solar technologies with practical impact and subsequent interest.
The editor and the publishing house will be pleased to see that the present book is open to
debate and they will receive readers’ feed-back with great interest. Criticism and proposals
are equally welcome.

The editor addresses special thanks to the contributors for their high quality and innovative
labour, and to the Technical Corp of editors for transposing the text into a pleasant and con‐
venient presentation.

Prof. Dr. Eng. Radu D. Rugescu
University “Politehnica” of Bucharest

Romania





Chapter 1

Proof of the Energetic Efficiency of
Fresh Air, Solar Draught Power Plants

Radu D. Rugescu

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/54059

1. Introduction

The thermal draft principle is currently used in exhaust chimneys to enhance combustion in
domestic or industrial heating installations. An introductory level theory of gravity draught in
stacks was issued by the old German research institute for heating and ventilation (Hermann-
Rietschel-Institut) in Charlottenburg, in a widely translated reference book (Raiss 1970). Tech‐
nological and practical aspects of air draught management are clearly exposed in this works,
but a wide-predicting theory still lacks. As early as in 1931 a surprisingly advanced proposal to
use thermal draught as a propelling system to generate electricity from solar energy was for‐
warded by another German researcher (Günter 1931). Major advancements in convective
flows prediction during the last decades of the 20th century were accompanied by a series of
publications and we cite first the basic book due to a work from Darmstadt (Unger 1988). The
related topic of convective heat transfer, often involved in thermal draught, was also intensively
studied and the advanced results published (Jaluria 1980; Bejan 1984). With these records the
slippery analytical theory of natural gravity draught was set well under control. Thermal ener‐
gy from direct solar heating is regularly transformed into electricity by means of steam tur‐
bines or Stirling closed-loop engines, both with low or limited reliability and efficiency (Schiel
et al. 1994, Mancini 1998, Schleich 2005, Gannon & Von Backström 2003, Rugescu 2005). Steam
turbines are driven through highly vaporised water into tanks heated on top of supporting
towers, where solar light is concentrated trough heliostat mirror arrays. High maintenance
costs, the low reliability and large area occupied by the facility had dropped the interest into
such renewable energy power plants. The alternative to moderately warm the fresh air into a
large green house and draught it into a tower, checked only once, gave also a very low energet‐
ic efficiency, due to the modest heating along the green house. This existing experience has fed
up a visible reluctance towards the solar tower power plants (Haaf 1984).

© 2013 Rugescu; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 Rugescu; licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



However, a simple and efficient solution exists which is here demonstrated by means of en‐
ergy conservation. This method provides a superior energetic efficiency with moderate costs
and a high reliability through simplicity. It consists of optimally heating the fresh-air by
means of a mirror array concentrator and an efficient solar receiver, and accelerating it fur‐
ther in the tall towers through gravity draught (Fig. 1, Rugescu 2005).

Figure 1. Project of the ADDA solar array gravity draught accelerator.

This genuine combination has already a history of theoretical study (Rugescu 2005) and an in‐
cipient experimental history too (Rugescu et al. 2005). First designed for air acceleration with‐
out  any moving parts  or  drivers  with application to  infra-turbulence aerodynamics  and
aeroacoustics, the project was further extended for green energy applications along a series of
published studies (Rugescu et al. 2006, Rugescu 2008, Rugescu et al. 2008, Rugescu et al. 2009,
Rugescu et al. 2010, Cirligeanu et al. 2010, Rugescu et al. 2011a, Rugescu et al. 2011b, Rugescu
2012, Rugescu et al. 2012a, Rugescu et al. 2012b). The demonstration of the high draught tower
energetic efficiency provided below is expected to convince the skeptics and to bolster again
the direct solar energy exploitation in tall tower power plants (Rugescu et al. 2012 b).

2. Gravity-draught accelerator modeling

A schematic diagram of a generic draught tower is drawn in Fig. 2. The fresh air in its ascend‐
ing motion up the tower, due to the gravity draught, is first absorbed, from the immobile at‐
mosphere (w0=0), through the symmetrically positioned air intakes at the level designated as
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station “0”, close to the ground (Fig. 2). It turns upright along the curved intake and accelerates
afterwards to the velocity w1 through the laminator. It then enters the solar heater, or solar re‐
ceiver, at station “1” into the stack. Due to warming and dilatation into that receiver by absorp‐
tion of the thermal flux q̇ it accelerates further to velocity w2 at receiver exit “2”, from where
after the heat transfer to the walls is small and is supposedly neglected and the light air is
draught upwards with almost constant velocity up to the upper exit of the tower “3”, under the
influence of the differential gravity effect of almost constant intensity g between the inner and
outer zone of the atmosphere. The tower secures an almost one-directional flow and conse‐
quently the problem will be treated here as one-dimensional.

The ideal gas behavior under the influence of a gravity field of intensity g,  flowing up‐
ward with  the  local  velocity  w into  a  vertical  duct  of  cross  area  A  and  subjected  to  a
side wall heating by a thermal flux q̇  is fully described by the 3-D conservation laws of
mass, impulse, energy, by the equation of state and by the physical properties of the gas,
the air in particular.

The air flow of the material, infinitesimal control volume dV ≡ A(x) dx into the vertical pipe
of variable cross area A and subjected to side heating by a thermal flux q̇(t , x) is described
by the conservation laws of mass, impulse and energy successively:

dMV
dt ≡

d
dt ∫

dV

ρdV =
∂

∂ t ∫
dV

ρdV − ∮
∂dV

w ⋅n ρdS =0 (1)

d HV
dt ≡

d
dt ∫

dV

ρwdV =
∂

∂ t ∫
dV

ρwdV − ∮
∂dV

w w ⋅n ρdS = ∮
∂dV

τ ⋅n dS + ∫
dV

ρg dV (2)

d EV
dt ≡ =

∂
∂ t ∫

dV

(e +
w 2

2 )ρdV − ∮
∂dV

(e +
w 2

2 ) wn ρdS = ∮
∂dV

τ ⋅n ⋅w dS + ∮
∂dV

q̇ dS + ∫
dV

g ⋅w ρ dV (3)

wheree and k are the intensive inner energy and kinetic energy of the gas, respectively. The
stress tensor τ acts on the walls only, meaning the boundary of the control volume.

The computational solution of the stack flow further depends on the initial and limit condi‐
tions that must fit the physical process of thermal draught (Bejan 1984) and may be man‐
aged in simple thermodynamic terms. In its general form, the dynamic equilibrium of the
stack flow was first debated in a dedicated book (Unger 1988), with emphasize on the static
pressure equilibrium within and outside the stack at the openings, the key of the entire stack
problem. The one-dimensional steady flow assumption with negligible friction was account‐
ed and we add the proofs that this approach is consistent with the problem. In that regard
we analyze in a new way the flow with friction losses, estimate their magnitude and add a
different accounting for compressibility at entrance. Our point of view faintly modifies the
foregoing results regarding the compressibility of the air during inlet and exit acceleration,
still consists of a necessary improvement.

Proof of the Energetic Efficiency of Fresh Air, Solar Draught Power Plants
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Figure 2. Control volume into a generic stack.

The aerostatic influence of the gravitation is then given by the pressure gradient equation
inside (density ρ) and outside (density ρ0) the tower,

d p
d z = − g ρ,

d p
d z = − g ρ0 (4)

The right hand term in these equations is nothing but the slope to the left of the vertical in
each pressure diagram from Fig. 3.

This means that the inner pressure in the stack (left, doted line) is decreasing less steeply
and remains closer to the vertical than the outer pressure of the atmosphere. The dynamic
equilibrium is established when, following a series of transforms, the stagnation pressures
inside and outside become equal (Fig. 3). While the air outside the stack preserves immobile
and due to the effect of gravitation its pressure decreases with altitude from pou(0)≡p0 at the
stack's pad to pou(ℓ)- at the tip of the stack "4", the inner air is flowing and consequently its
pressure pin varies not only by gravitation but also due to acceleration and braking along the
0-1-2-3-4 cycle.
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Figure 3. Dynamics of the gravitation draught.

Under the assumption of a slender tower with constant cross area A, meaning a unidirec‐
tional flow under an established, steady-state condition with friction under laminar behav‐
ior or developed turbulence, the conservation laws for a finite control volume from stage
“1” to station “z” are further developing into the conservation of mass,

ρw =const . (5)

and energy for the compressible flow, with the assumption ρ
1
≈ρ0,

p0
ρ0

=
p1
ρ1

+
κ −1
2κ w1

2 ↔ p0 = p1 +
k
2

ṁ2

ρ0A 2 (6)

for  the entrance into the stack.  In  other  words the air  acceleration takes  place  at  tower
inlet between 0-1 as governed by the energy compressible equation with constant density
ρ0 along,

p1 = p0 −
Γ
2 ⋅

ṁ2

ρ0A 2 (7)

Proof of the Energetic Efficiency of Fresh Air, Solar Draught Power Plants
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where A is the cross area of the inner channel, ṁ the mass flow rate, constant through the entire
stack (steady-state assumption) and the thermal constant Γ with the value for the cold air

Γ ≡
κ −1
κ =0.28826 (8)

The air is warmed in the heat exchanger/solar receiver between the sections 1-2 with the
heat q per kg with dilatation and acceleration of the airflow, accompanied by the “dilatation
drag” pressure loss. Considering again A=const for the cross-area of the heating zone too, the
continuity condition shows that the variation of the speed is simply given by

w2 =w1 / β (9)

The impulse equation gives now the value of the pressure loss due to air dilatation,

p2 +
ṁ2

ρ2A 2 = p1 +
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 −ΔpR (10)

where a possible pressure loss into the heat exchanger Δpf due to friction is considered. Once
the dilatation drag is thus perfectly identified, the total pressure loss ΔpΣ from pad's outside
up to the exit from the heat exchanger results as the sum of the inlet acceleration loss (7) and
the dilatation loss (10),

p2 = p0 −
ṁ2

2ρ0A 2 +
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 −
ṁ2

ρ2A 2 −ΔpR ≡ p0 −ΔpΣ, (11)

equivalent to

p2 = p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r (2−Γ) + Γ

2(1− r) −ΔpR (12)

The gravitational effect (4) continues to decrease the value of the inner pressure up to the
exit rim of the stack, where the inner pressure becomes

p3 ≡ p2 − gρ2ℓ= p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r (2−Γ) + Γ

2(1− r) −ΔpR − gρ2ℓ (13)

Either the impulse equation in the form

ṁ
A (w2 −w1)= p1 − pin(z)−Δpf − gρ2z, (14)

Application of Solar Energy6
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or the energy equation in the form

κ
κ −1 ( pin

ρ −
p1
ρ1

) +
w 2−w1

2

2 = ( q̇
ṁ Pin − g)(z − z1) (15)

appears for the receiver, heated zone, and

p2− pin(z)=
κ −1
κ gρ2(z − z2), p2− p3 =

κ −1
κ gρ2(z3− z2) (16)

for the free ascending flow above the receiver, with Pin for the perimeter length of the inner
channel walls.

At the upper exit from the stack the gas is diluting and braking into the still atmosphere,
thus the compressible Bernoulli equation applies,

p3 +
κ −1
κ

ρ2
2 w3

2 = p4, p3 +
κ −1
κ

ρ2
2w3

2A 2

2ρ2A 2 = p4, (17)

when constant density during this process is assumed again. The pressure variation at
stack’s exit is very small and this ends in the fact that other simplifying hypotheses do not
give results consistent with the physical phenomena.

Modifying eq. (14) the inner static pressure at stage z with friction is immediately delivered
into the following expression

pin(z)= pou(z)−
1 + r

2 (1− r) ⋅
ṁ
ρ0A 2 −Δ pf (z) + g Δρ z (18)

where the relative heating of the air is expressed in terms of densities,

r ≡
ρ0-ρ2
ρ0

=1−
ρ2
ρ0
≡1−β (19)

Proof of the Energetic Efficiency of Fresh Air, Solar Draught Power Plants
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with a given control value for

β =
ρ2
ρ0

<1 (20)

Using eq. (17) the static pressure of the exhausted air becomes

p4(ℓ)= pou(ℓ)−
1 + r −Γ

1− r ⋅
ṁ2

2ρ0A 2 + Δ pf (ℓ)− g Δρ ℓ (21)

which is used in the equilibrium condition as follows.

The values of the pressures and velocities into the main sections result from the equilibrium
condition of the pressures above the upper exit, where the inner p4(ℓ) and the outer
p4*≡pou(ℓ) values should be equal. That means the square bracket in (21) is set to zero.

In this way (Unger 1988, Rugescu 2005, Rugescu et al. 2005), the mass flow rate through the
stack mainly depends on the relative heating of the air, expressed in terms of densities, and
results when the pressure difference between the interior and the exterior of the tower exit
recovers by dynamic braking of the air (Fig. 3).

Δ p(ℓ)
g ρ0 ℓ ≡

1 + r −Γ
1− r ⋅

ṁ2

2g ℓ ρ02A 2 +
Δ pf (ℓ)
g ρ0 ℓ − r =0 (22)

For negligible friction losses (Δ pf (ℓ)=0) the equilibrium mass flow rate becomes

R 2 ≡
ṁ2

2gℓρ02A 2 =
r (1− r)
1 + r −Γ (23)

slightly higher than the predicted value of the previous models (Unger, 1988).

When the friction losses are considered, the actual value for the quadratic mass flow rate re‐
sults from the second degree equation (22-12) which gets the form,

a ( ṁ
ṁℓ

)2
+ b

ṁ
ṁℓ

− r =0 (24)

where at the nominator a reference free-fall mass flow rate appears,
ṁℓ =wℓρ0A,

based on the Torricelli free-fall velocity

wℓ2 =2g ℓ, (25)

Application of Solar Energy8
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When the friction losses are considered, the actual value for the quadratic mass flow rate re‐
sults from the second degree equation (22-12) which gets the form,

a ( ṁ
ṁℓ

)2
+ b

ṁ
ṁℓ

− r =0 (24)

where at the nominator a reference free-fall mass flow rate appears,
ṁℓ =wℓρ0A,

based on the Torricelli free-fall velocity

wℓ2 =2g ℓ, (25)
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with the constants

a =
r / R

wℓ2ρ02 A 2 , b =
32 ν0

AD 2 gρ0
( Tw

Tc
)1.7

(26)

For an example slender, tall stack with the inner channel of elongation ℓ / D =70 / 2 the re‐
sulting contribution of friction is really small,

b / a =2%,

meaning that the difference from the frictionless flow is actually smaller than 0.5 ‰. Conse‐
quently the non-friction result in (23-13) should be considered as accurate. Its quadratic
form shows the known fact that the heating of the inner air presents an optimal value and
there exist an upper limit of the heating where the flow in the stack ceases.

Formula (23-13) shows that the non-dimensional quadratic mass flow rate R2 is in fact sim‐
ply the squared ratio of the exhibited stack entrance speed w1 over the free-fall speed wℓ, due
to the constant cross area of the stack,

R 2(r)≡ ( w1
wℓ

)2
=

r (1− r)
1 + r −Γ , (27)

and is given by

R 2(r)≡
ṁ2

wℓ2ρ02A 2 =
r (1− r)
1 + r −Γ (28)

The entrance speed exhibits a maximum at the theoretically optimal heating ropt,

d R 2 / dr =0, ropt 2 + 2(1−Γ) ropt − (1−Γ)=0, (29)

namely

(1 ) (1 )(2 )optr = - - G + - G - G (30)

The optimal heating for the standard air appears at a relative density reduction

ropt ≡ (ρ0 −ρ) /ρ0 =0.392033→ R 2(ropt)= Rmax
2 , (31)

meaning an equal increase of the absolute temperature of (1+r) times, when the normal air
temperature should be raised with around 120ºC above 27ºC to achieve a maximal dis‐
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charge. Due to Archimedes’ effect (Unger, 1988), these values are an optimal response to the
craft balance between the drag of the inflated hot air and its buoyant force.

A slightly improved model is delivered when the following conditions at the upper exit are
introduced, starting from equation (19). The constant density assumption along the upper
stack ρ2 =ρ3 =ρ4 was used. Recovery of the static air pressure, previously considered through
a compressible process governed by the Bernoulli equation (Rugescu 2005)

p4 * = p3 + Γ
ṁ2

2ρ2A 2 (32)

is here replaced with the condition (Unger 1988) of an isobaric exit p4 * = p3 which, consid‐
ered into (19) for replacing p3, ends in the equilibrium equation

p4 * = p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r (2−Γ) + Γ

2(1− r) −ΔpR − gρ2ℓ (33)

This means that the dynamic equilibrium is re-established when the stagnation pressure
from inside the tower equals the one from outside, at the exit level,

p4 * ≡ pin(ℓ)= pou(ℓ)≡ p0(0)− gρ0ℓ (34)

This equation is the end element that allows determining the equilibrium value of the air
mass flow rate passing through the stack. Equaling (20) and (21),

p0 − gρ0ℓ≡ p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r (2−Γ) + Γ

2(1− r) −ΔpR − gρ2ℓ (35)

Reducing by the quotient gρ0ℓ the equilibrium equation appears in the form

Δ p(ℓ)
g ρ0 ℓ ≡

1 + r −Γ
1− r ⋅

ṁ2

2g ℓ ρ02A 2 +
Δ pR(ℓ)
g ρ0 ℓ − r =0 (36)

Depending on the construction of the heat exchanger the drag largely varies. For simple,
tubular channels the pressure loss due to frictions stands negligible (Rugescu et al. 2005a,
Rugescu 2005, Rugescu et al 2005b) and the reduced mass flow rate (RMF) results from the
simple equation

R 2 ≡
ṁ2

2g ℓρ02A 2 =
r ⋅ (1− r)

r (2−Γ) + Γ (37)
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It gives an alternative to the previous solution of Unger (Unger 1988)

R 2 =
r (1− r)

1 + r , (38)

or to the one from above (Rugescu et al. 2005a)

R 2 =
r (1− r)
1 + r −Γ , (39)

and gives optimistic values in the region of smaller values of heating (Fig. 4).

The behavior of the chimney flow for various heating intensities of the airflow, in the limit
case of equal far stagnation pressures (FSP) and for the three different models described is
reproduced in Fig. 4, where the limiting, linear cases of the dynamic equilibrium are drawn
through straight, tangent lines. These are in fact the derivatives of the mass flow rate in re‐
spect to r for the two limiting cases of heating.
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41

42
1

0.215934 
0.267366 
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R2(r) 

r 

Present solution 

Unger 1988 
Rugescu et al. 2005b 

0.
39

20
3

0.171572 

Figure 4. Stack discharge R2 versus the air heating intensity r.

Differences between the present solution and the previous ones, as given in the above dia‐
gram, are non-negligible and show the sensible effect of the variation in modeling of the
compressibility behavior at entrance and exit of the stack. This is explained by the tinny var‐
iations in pressure and density during the very small acceleration of the air at tower inlet
that makes the flow highly sensible to pressure perturbations, either natural or numerical.
The same applies for the tower exit. For this reason the previous solution was obtained by
completely neglecting the air compressibility at tower upper exit, where the static pressure
was taken into consideration instead of the dynamic one.

Numerical simulations of the ducted airflow and the experimental measurements on a scale
model support of the present model. The conclusion of this very simplified but efficient
modeling of the self-sustained gravity draught, with no energy extraction, is that the heating
of the air must be limited to between 0.3÷0.5 in terms of the relative density reduction
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through heating, or to between 90÷150ºC in terms of air temperature after heating, because
under the accepted assumptions the product ρT  preserves almost constant. The optimal
heating is thus surprisingly small. The maximum of function in Fig. 4 is flat and the minimal
heating limit of 100ºC could be taken as sufficient for the best gravity draught acceleration.
Recollection must be made that for the Manzanares green-house power station the air tem‐
perature increment was of 20ºC at maximal insolation only (Haaf 1984), fact that explains
the failure of this project in demonstrating the ability of solar towers to produce electricity.

The accelerating potential and the expense of heat to perform this acceleration at optimal
conditions result from equations (37)÷(39). In a practical manner, the velocity c2 results in re‐
gard to the free-fall velocity (Torricelli) cℓ. Its upper margin is given by (40) through (37),
while the lower margin by (41) through (38),

c2H =
r ⋅2gℓ

(1− r) r (2−Γ) + Γ , (40)

c2L =
r ⋅2gℓ
1− r 2 (41)

In fact these formulae render identical results for the optimal values for r (Table 1). For a
contraction aria ratio of 10 the maximal airflow velocities in the test chamber ce of the aeroa‐
coustic tunnel versus the tower height are given in Table 1.

ℓ cℓ c1 c2 ce

m m/s m/s m/s m/s

7 11.72 4.85 8.28 82.8

14 16.57 6.86 11.72 117.2

30 24.26 10.05 17.15 171.5

70 37.05 15.35 26.20 262.0

140 52.40 21.71 37.05 370.5

Table 1. Draught vs. tower height for a contraction ratio 10.

The value of ce was computed according to the simple, incompressible assumption, which
renders a minimal estimate for the air velocity in the contracted entrance area. Compressibil‐
ity whatsoever will increase the actual velocity in the test area, while drag losses, especially
those in the heat exchanger, will decrease that speed.
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3. Experimental results

With the existing small-scale test rig built by the team of University “Politehnica” of Buchar‐
est, the tests that have been conducted led to the values for air velocity in the tube as given
in the diagram below. The average values, measured at a distance of 1.7 m from the entrance
area of the tube, were registered as 2.115 m/s air speed with the contracted area effect (simu‐
lation of a turbine) and of 6.216 m/s without turbine simulation. Air temperature at the exit
section was recorded to be of 195oC and 123oC, respectively (Tache et al. 2006).

Small-Scale Model Experimental Measurements
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Figure 5. Experimental measurements on the small-scale model

The turbine simulation and the image of the inner electrical heater, simulating the solar re‐
ceiver, are shown in figures below.

Figure 6. Turbine simulator
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Figure 7. The air heater.

Figure  8.  Small-scale  model  of  the  draught  tower  driver(overall  view,  ¼  contraction  area,  hot  resistors,  exit
temperature)

The experimental values recorded during the measurement session and the ones obtained

from numerical simulations are listed in Table 2.
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No. Measured Air Velocity [m/s] Simulated Air Velocity [m/s]

With contraction
Without

contraction
Speed Ratio With contraction

Without

contraction
Speed ratio

1 2.101 5.703 2.714

Vm
in

 =
 2

.1
9

Vm
in

 =
 5

.9
0

2 2.190 7.110 3.247

3 2.051 5.767 2.811

4 1.996 7.310 3.662

5 2.127 6.920 3.253

6 1.867 5.521 2.957

7 2.414 7.208 2.986

8 2.027 5.966 2.943

9 2.051 5.703 2.780

Vm
ax

 =
 3

.2
9

Vm
ax

 =
 7

.0
7

10 2.307 6.920 3.000

11 2.276 5.966 2.621

12 2.027 5.351 2.639

13 2.076 5.767 2.778

14 2.276 6.329 2.780

15 1.937 5.703 2.945

Mean values 2.115 6.216 2.941 2.740 6.485 2.260

Table 2. Experimental and simulated air velocity values

The differences between these values are small, with greater values (~29.55%) when ac‐
counting for the turbine effects and much smaller values (~4.33%) in the other case.

4. Design example

As already stated, the optimal air heating for a good draught effect (Fig. 4) stays between
50÷100ºC and the computational problem is the following. Given the solar radiance flux, the
reflectivity properties of the mirrors and the albedo of the tower walls, find the required
area ratio of the solar reflector to the tower cross area that assures the imposed air heating.
Considering the optional heating for a good mass flow-rate, formula (30) shows that, near
the extreme pick, the discharge rate little depends on the heating intensity r. It was shown in
(31) that the optimal rarefaction is placed around r=0.4, when the maximal discharge rate of
R2=0.216 manifests. Even at a moderate rarefaction of r=0.14 only, meaning a 50ºC tempera‐
ture rise above 27ºC,
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ρ
ρ0

≅
T0
T =

300
350 ≡0.8571, r ≡1−

ρ
ρ0

=1−0.8571≡0.142857, (42)

the discharge of the stack exhibits a good value of 2/3 of the maximal one,

R 2(r)≡
r (1− r)
1 + r −Γ =

0.142857⋅0.8571
1 + 0.142857−0.288256 ≡0.1433 (43)

At half of the optimal heating, that means at 100ºC, the discharge is comfortably up to 90%
of the maximal one, or

R 2(r)≡
r (1− r)
1 + r −Γ =

0.25⋅0.75
1.25−0.288256 ≡0.1950 (44)

Under these circumstances it is fairly reasonable to accept for the further computation a
moderate rarefaction of r=0.14 or 50ºC heating. With this value and the configuration in Fig.
2, meaning a 2-m internal diameter and again a tower height of 70 meters, the entrance ve‐
locity of the air becomes

w1 ≡ 2gℓ⋅ R 2 = 1372.931⋅0.1433=14.03 m / s, (45)

where the density of the air is still the normal one ρ0 =1.225kg/m3. Then the mass flow rate
equals the value of

ṁ ≡ρ0w1A=1, 225⋅14.03⋅3.1415926≡54, 0 kg / s (46)

Considering now a rough constant pressure specific heat of the air of

cp =1005
J

kg ⋅ K ,

the power consumed with the heating of the air raises to

Q1 ≡ ṁ ⋅cp ⋅ΔT =54.0⋅1005⋅50≡2712498.3 W (47)

Under a global heating efficiency of 80% the required total solar irradiation is

Q ≡Q1 / η =2.7124983 / 0.8≅3,39 MW (48)

The lunar-averaged solar irradiation in Bucharest with the daily and annual values respec‐
tively are given below (University of Massachusetts 2004),
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S =3.87
kWh

m 2day
=1414

kWh
m 2year

,

for a local horizontal surface, under averaged turbidity conditions. From the ESRA database,
the value of 3.7 results. In the same database, the optimal irradiation angle is given equal to
35º, although the local latitude is 45º. The difference is coming from the Earth inclination to
the ecliptic. As far as the mirror system is optimally controlled, the radiation at the optimal
angle must be accounted, as equal to:

S =4.25
kWh

m 2day
, (49)

and the mean diurnal insolation time at the same location in Bucharest equal to

tS =6.121
h

day (50)

The following solar irradiation intensity received during the daylight time results

QB ≡
S
tS

=
4.25

6.121 ≡0.6943
kW
m 2 (51)

The reflector area, directly facing the Sun results, with the value of

AS ≡
Q
QB

=
3390

0.6943 ≡4882.4 m 2 (52)

Due to different angular positions of the mirrors versus the straight direction to the Sun, due
to their individual location on the positioning circle, at least 50% extra reflector area is re‐
quired to collect the desired radiating power from the Sun, or

AR ≡1.5⋅ AS =4882.4⋅1.5≡7323.6 m 2 (53)

When 3-m height mirrors are accommodated into circular rows of 200 meters diameter, that
means a built surface of 1885 m2 each, a number of 4 concentric rows must be provided to
assure the required solar radiance on the draught tower, or 8 concentric semi-circle rows
placed towards the north of the tower. The solution is materialized in Fig. 1. The provided
power output must be considered when at least a 40% efficiency of the air turbine is in‐
volved, contouring a 2.71⋅0.4≅1 MW  real output of the power-plant.

In contrast to the natural gravity air advent, when a turbine or other means of energy extrac‐
tion are present, the characteristic of the tower suffers a major change however. The tower
characteristic includes now the kinetic energy removal by the turbine under the form of ex‐
ternally delivered mechanical work.
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5. Turbine effect over the gravity-draught acceleration

The turbine could be inserted after or before the air heater. For practical reasons, the turbine
block is better imbedded right upwind the solar receiver (Fig. 9), forcing the raising of the
position of the receiver and thus a better insolation of the heater along the whole daylight.

According to the design in Fig. 16, a turbine is introduced in the SEATTLER facility next to
the solar receiver, with the role to extract at least a part of the energy recovered from the sun
radiation and transmit it to the electric generator, where it is converted to electricity. The
heat from the flowing air is thus transformed into mechanical energy with the payoff of a
supplementary air rarefaction and cooling in the turbine. The best energy extraction will
take place when the air recovers entirely the ambient temperature before the solar heating,
although this desire remains for the moment rather hypothetical. To search for the possible
amount of energy extraction, the quotient ω is introduced, as further defined. Some differen‐
ces appear in the theoretical model of the turbine system as compared to the simple gravity
draught wind tunnel previously described.
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Figure 9. Main stations in the turbine cold-air draught tower.
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To describe the model for the air draught with mechanical energy extraction we shall re‐
sume some of the formulas from above. First, the process of air acceleration at tower inlet is
governed by the same incompressible energy (constant density ρ0) equation,

p1 = p0 −
ṁ2

2ρ0A 2 (54)

The air is heated in the solar receiver with the amount of heat q, into a process with dilata‐
tion and acceleration of the airflow, accompanied by the usual pressure loss, called some‐
times as “dilatation drag” (Unger 1988). Considering a constant area cross-section in the
heating solar receiver zone of the tube and adopting the variable r for the amount of heating
rather than the heat quantity itself (19), with a given value for

β =
T1
T2

<1, (55)

the continuity condition shows that the variation of the speed is given by

c2 = c1 / β (56)

No global impulse conservation appears in the tower in this case, as long as the turbine is a
source of impulse extraction from the airflow. Consequently the impulse equation will be
written for the heating zone only, where the loss of pressure due to the air dilatation occurs,

p2 +
ṁ2

ρ2A 2 = p1 +
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 −ΔpR (57)

A  possible  pressure  loss  due  to  friction  into  the  lamellar  solar  receiver  is  considered
through ΔpR.

The dilatation drag is thus perfectly identified and the total pressure loss ΔpΣ from outside
up to the exit from the solar heater is present in the expression

p2 = p0 −
ṁ2

2ρ0A 2 −
ṁ2

ρ2A 2 +
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 −ΔpR ≡ p0 −ΔpΣ (58)

Observing the definition of the rarefaction factor in (54) and using some arrangements the
equation (58) gets the simpler form

p2 = p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r + 1

2(1− r) −ΔpR (59)
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The thermal transform further into the turbine stator grid is considered as isentropic, where
the amount of enthalpy of the warm air is given by

q =
p1
ρ1

⋅
1−β
β +

ṁ2

ρ1
2A 2 ⋅

1−
Γ
2 β
β +

Γ
2 −1

β 2 −
ΔpR
ρ1

⋅
1
β

If the simplifying assumption is accepted that, under this aspect only, the heating progresses
at constant pressure, then a far much simpler expression for the enthalpy fall in the stator
appears,

Δh 23 =ωq =ωcpT2r (60)

To better describe this process a choice between a new rarefaction ratio of densities ρ3/ρ2 or
the energy quota ω must be engaged and the choice is here made for the later. Into the isen‐
tropic stator the known variation of thermal parameters occurs,

T3
T2

=1−ω r , (61)

p3
p2

= (1−ω r)
κ
κ−1 , (62)

ρ3
ρ2

= (1−ωr)
1
κ−1 (63)

The air pressure at stator exit follows from combining (62) and (59) to render

p3 = p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r + 1

2(1− r) −ΔpR (1−ωr)
κ
κ−1 (64)

Considering the utilization of a Zölly-type turbine, its rotor wheel keeps thermally neutral
by definition and thus no variation in pressure, temperature and density appears in the ro‐
tor channel. The only variation is in the direction of the air motion, preserving its kinetic en‐
ergy as constant.

Thus the absolute velocity of the airflow decreases from the value c3 to the value c3sinα1 and
this kinetic energy variation is converted to mechanical work delivered outside. Conse‐
quently ρ4 =ρ3, p4 = p3, T4 =T3and thus the local velocity at turbine rotor exit is given by

c4 =
c1

(1− r)(1−ωr)
1
κ−1

(65)
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The air ascent in the tube is only accompanied by the gravity up-draught effect due to its
reduced density, although the temperature could drop to the ambient value. We call this
quite strange phenomenon the cold-air draught. It is governed by the simple gravity form of
Bernoulli’s equation of energy,

p5 = p3 − gρ3ℓ (66)

The simplification was assumed again that the air density varies insignificantly during the
tower ascent. The value for p3 is here the one in (65). At air exit above the tower a sensible
braking of the air occurs in compressible conditions, although the air density suffers insig‐
nificant variations during this process.

The energy equation in the form of Bernoulli is used to retrieve the stagnation pressure of
the moving air above the upper exit from the tower, under incompressible condition when
the density remains constant,

p6 * = p5 −
Γ
2 ρ5c5

2 = p5 +
Γ
2 ⋅

ṁ2

ρ3A 2 = p5 +
Γ
2 ⋅

ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
ρ0
ρ3

(67)

Value for p5 from (66) and for the density ratio from (54) and (63) are now used to write the
full expression of the stagnation pressure in station “6” as

p6 * = (p0 −ΔpR)(1−ωr)
κ
κ−1 −

ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
r + 1

2(1− r) ⋅ (1−ωr)
κ
κ−1 +

ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ⋅
Γ
2 ⋅

1

(1− r)⋅ (1−ωr)
1
κ−1

− gρ4ℓ (68)

It is observed again that up to this point the entire motion into the tower hangs on the value
of the mass flow-rate, yet unknown. The mass flow-rate itself will manifest the value that
fulfils now the condition of outside pressure equilibrium, or

p6 * = p0 − gρ0ℓ (69)

This way the air pressure at the local altitude of the outside atmosphere equals the stagna‐
tion pressure of the escaping airflow from the inner tower. Introducing the equation (68) in
equation (69), after some re-arrangements of the terms, the dependence of the global mass
flow-rate along the tower, when a turbine is inserted after the heater, is given by the devel‐
oped formula:

R 2(γ)≡
ṁ2

2gℓρ0
2A 2 =

1− r

(r + 1)(1−ωr)
κ+1
κ−1 −Γ

(1−ωr)
1
κ−1 +

p0
gρ0ℓ

(1−ω r)
κ
κ−1 −1 −

ΔpR
gρ0ℓ

(1−ωr)
κ
κ−1 } (70)

where the notations are again recollected
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r =
ρ0 −ρ2
ρ0

, the dilatation by heating in the heat exchanger, previously denoted by r;

ω = the part of the received solar energy which could be extracted in the turbine;
ΔpR= pressure loss into the heater and along the entire tube either.

All other variables are already specified in the previous chapters. It is clearly noticed that by
zeroing the turbine effect (ω = 0) the formula (70) reduces to the previous form in (37), or by
neglecting the friction to (38), which stays as a validity check for the above computations.

For different and given values of the efficiency ω the variation of the mass flow-rate through
the tube depends of the rarefaction factor r in a parabolic manner.

6. Discussion on the equations

Notice must be made that the result in (70) is based on the convention (60). The exact expres‐
sion of the energy q introduced by solar heating yet does not change this result significantly.
Regarding the squared mass flow-rate itself in (70), it is obvious that the right hand term of
its expression must be positive to allow for real values of R2. This only happens when the
governing terms present the same sign, namely

{(r + 1)(1−ω r)
κ+1
κ−1 −Γ}⋅ {1− (1− r)(1−ωr)

1
κ−1 +

p0
gρ0ℓ

(1−ωr)
κ
κ−1 −1 −

ΔpR
gρ0ℓ

(1−ωr)
κ
κ−1 } : 0 (71)

The larger term here is the ratio p0 / (gρ0ℓ), which always assumes a negative sign, while not
vanishing. The conclusion results that the tower should surpass a minimal height for a real
R2 and this minimal height were quite huge. Very reduced values of the efficiency ω should
be permitted for acceptably tall solar towers. This behavior is nevertheless altered by the
first factor in (71) which is the denominator of (60) and which may vanish in the usual range
of rarefaction values r. A sort of thermal resonance appears at those points and the turbine
tower works properly well.

7. Discussion on denominator

The expression from the denominator of the formulae (70), which gave the flow reportedly,
it can be canceled (becomes 0) for the usual values of the dilatation rapport (ratio) gamma
and respectively quota part from energy extracted omega. This strange behavior must be ex‐
plained. The separate denominator in (72) is,

A≡ {(r + 1)(1−ωr)
κ+1
κ−1 −Γ}=0 (72)
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Figure 10. The denominator zeros from (71)

It is yet hard to accept that such a self-amplification or pure resonance of the flow can be
real and in fact the formulae (71) does not allow, in its actual form, the geometrical scaling of
the tunnel and of the turbine. The rigor of computational formulae is out of any discussion,
this showing that the previous result outcomes from the hypotheses adopted. Among those,
the hypothesis of isobaric heating before the turbine is obviously the most doubtful.

8. Improved model

Analyzing the simple draught only, observe how easily the hypothesis of isobaric heating
leads to an incomplete result, by eliminating the drag produced by the thermal dilatation
and the acceleration throw heating, thus reducing the problem to a linear one, without phys‐
ical anchorage. It could be presumed that the acceptance of relation (57) for the cooling in
the stator, relation where it was presumed that the anterior heating performed isobaric, in‐
duces an excessive rigidity in the computational model. Replacing this very simple relation
between the temperatures and the heat added to the fluid through a non-isobaric relation
complicates drastically the model, which becomes completely nonlinear.

It remains to be analyzed whether such an inconvenient model leads to physically accepta‐
ble results for the values of mass flow-rate in the turbine tower.

The isobaric relation (60) will be replaced by the exact equation,
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Δh 23 ≡cpT2(1−
T3
T2

)=ωq(r), (73)

where the heat received in non isobaric heat exchanger is expressed, through the equation of
energy, in the complete form:

q(r)= cpT0
r

1− r − (1−
Γ
2 )⋅

γ
Γ(1− r)2 ⋅

ṁ2

ρ0
2A 2 −

ΔpR
Γ(1− r)ρ0

, (74)

to take also into account the possible pressure losses due to friction in the solar receiver ∆pR.

The absorbed heat (74) will also be used in its complete form in the relation that supplies the
pressure at stator exit:

1
3

2 2
1 ,

p

p q
p c T

k
k

w
-æ ö

ç ÷= -
ç ÷
è ø

(75)

fact that obviously induces another level of non-linearity. Using also the equation of state,
the pressure from the stator exits writes from (71),

p3 = p2
−

1
κ−1 p2 −ω(r p0 −

2−Γ
2 ⋅

r
1− r ⋅

ṁ2

ρ0A 2 −ΔpR) κ
κ−1 , (76)

and for the value p2 the pressure losses from the entrance through Bernoulli acceleration and
in the heater will be now respectively inferred,

p2 = p0 −
ṁ2

ρ0A 2 ( Γ2 +
r

1− r )−ΔpR (77)

Taking into account the draught from the tower (66) and the fluid brake at exit (67), the
equilibrium of static pressure reads

(p2 −ωβχ p0)
2
κ−1

(p2 −ωβχ p0)κ

gρ0ℓ
−β +

Γ
2

ṁ2

ρ0
2A 2gℓβ

p2

2
κ−1 + (1−π) p2(p2 −ωβχ p0)

1
κ−1 =0 (78)

Here the notation was used:

π =
p0

g ρ0ℓ
> >1 (79)
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In the followings the undimensionalised flow-rate D2 will be considered as the solving vari‐
able of the problem, a variable that naturally appears from the previous equation (78), under
the form of the ratio

D 2 ≡
R 2

π =
ṁ2

2ρ0
2A 2gℓ

⋅
gρ0ℓ

p0
=

c1
2

2R T0
≡ ( c1

c0
)2

, (80)

where also naturally appears the characteristic velocity c0of the air c0, namely

c0 ≡ 2 R T0 ≈415, 5 m / s (81)

The characteristic velocity c0 is actually related to the local sound velocity in the air a0, mani‐
festing proportional to it, so that the relative mass flow-rate can be written in the absolutely
equivalent form,

a0 ≡ κ R T0 ≈348,2 m / s (82)

in connection with which the relative flow-rate couls also be expressed, in the form

D 2 ≡
R 2

π =
κ
2

c1
2

a0
2 ≡

κ
2 M1

2, (83)

in other words this flow-rate is proportional to the squared local Mach number of the flow.

From (78) the equation of the flow-rate D2is obtained as a function of the working condi‐
tions, expressed through the parameters ω and r,

(a ⋅c −b D 2)5 (c −b D 2)1,4 −c 2,4 + d ⋅c 0,4 D 2(c − e D 2)5 + f ⋅c 1,4(c − e D 2)2,5(a ⋅c −b D 2)2,5 =0 (84)

where the constant coefficients are again reproducing those working conditions,

a ≡ 1−ωr ,
c ≡ 1− r ,
f ≡ 1−π,

e ≡ 2r + Γ(1− r),
d ≡ Γπ,
b ≡ e −ωr (2−Γ).

(85)

The algebraic, non linear equation (80) is now solved using a standard numerical method to
obtain solutions for the mass flow-rate, as depending on the different working conditions
concerning the heating level applied in the solar receiver r and respectively the degree of
recovery of the heat introduced through the receiver ω. For a complete recovery of energy
(ω=1), the numerical solutions are given in the following table (Table 3):
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It proves however that the above given model is not properly reproducing the Stack-Tur‐
bine (S-T) characteristic at low heating rates (r→0), while at the upper end (r→1) it accepta‐
bly does this. The same improper behavior is observed when for example a compressible,
variable density acceleration at the stack entrance is considered in the simple draught. In
that case the "false" equation appears,

ṁ2

2gℓρ02A 2 =1− r , (86)

or

D 2 − (1− r) /π =0 (87)

A very slight change in the assumptions could therefore deeply affect the result of the simu‐
lation modeling, due to the small overall magnitudes of pressure and density gradients
along the S-T channel.

Γ D2

0 3,50

0,1 -

0,2 (1,280)

0,3 (0,875)

0,4 0,611331000

0,5 0,428261326

0.6 0,298397500

0,7 0,199248700

0,8 0,1098315 şi 0,012898027

0,9 0,0634500 şi 0,055130000

1,0 0,00

Table 3. The equilibrium flow-rate as a function of the rarefaction γ for ω=1

The results are plotted in the diagram from Fig. 11. The discharge characteristic of the tunnel
resulting from the given assumptions is drawn in dark red.
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Figure 11. Discharge characteristic of SEATTLER tower.

9. Energy output of the gravity-draught accelerator

The main concern and reluctance for the classical solar towers comes from the regular per‐
ception that the energetic efficiency of those systems is unsatisfactory. Largely correct, this
perception does not further stand valid for gravity draught towers and to prove this a piece
of attention must be allocated to the energy balance.

The equation of energy in its rough form (3) needs thus further attention. Pointing the val‐
ues to the exit station “2” of the receiver (Fig. 2) we first observe that the gain in kinetic ener‐
gy eg given by the tower directly, per kilogram of air, defined by

eg ≡
w2

2

2

is equal to

eg =q − g(z2 − z1)−cp(T2 −T0) (88)

where the first right-hand term is the total heat introduced into the stack per one kg of air,
and the last term represents the heat consumed for directly heating the air to the final tem‐
perature T2. The second term, which acts as a reducer of the efficiency, is relatively small in
comparison to the others.

The quantity of kinetic energy transferred to the air is the difference that remains available.
This entire amount could be used to produce energy, without any thermal or mechanical
loss. Physically, the heat introduced in the air to create the up-draught along the tower
could entirely be extracted into useful mechanical work through a low temperature wind
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turbine, and the draught is maintained due to the low air density despite the energy extrac‐
tion in the tower.

The process remains however greatly dependent to the optimal selection of the heating level
and of the utilization of the solar radiation in an efficient manner. The problem with the
cloudy weather and the energy stocking during the night are solved through heat accumula‐
tors of specific construction.

10. Conclusion

The principle of a solar energy power plant, based on a mirror-type collector, is depicted in
the nearby drawing. It represents the application of the WINNDER thermal accelerator prin‐
ciple into the ecological and sustainable means of accelerating the air without any moving
device and, consequently, with a very low noise and turbulence level, ideal for aeroacoustic
applications. A multiple-rows array of controllable ground mirrors are installed around. In
this manner a highly efficient utilization of the solar energy is available, due to the known
high release coefficient of the mirror surfaces. Means to follow the Sun along its apparent
trajectory are common and available at low cost today. Problems regarding the maintenance
of the system can be solved through a proper technological and economic management of
the facility.

It does not seem however equally attractive for energy production, despite the clean method
involved, but this represents a first sight impression, easily dismounted through an in-depth
analysis. The computational model depicted above shows that the resources for producing
energy trough the solar gravity draught are high enough and represent an interesting re‐
source of green energy of a new and yet unexplored type.

Low temperature 
solar receiver 

Figure 12. Principle of WINNDER concentrator for aeroacoustic applications.
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Although  the  equipment  costs  of  the  present  project  are  much  higher  than  the  Green‐
house power plant ones, it is believed that the overall costs are still competitive and the
proposed solution of reflector tower is useful. One of the explanations resides in the fact
that  the  reflexivity  of  the  mirrors  is  very  high.  The  design  example  given  above  high‐
lights the main factors.

Figure 13. STRAND air turbine.

This example shows that a circular ground surface of roughly 0.8 ha at maximum must be
used to produce a 1 MW power output, or 0.8 ha/MW. The figure is to be compared to the
one of Manzanares power-plant in Spain, built under the solar green-house collector pro‐
gram, where the amount of occupied soil equals 90 ha/MW or 100 times more (peak output
of 50 kW for a collector diameter of 240 meters). This capacity is also higher than the surface-
to-power production intensity of photoelectric cells of 1.0 ha/MW (Energy Form EIA-63B).
The costs of Solar cells of 4.56 $/PeakW (1995) are still high.

After the data in (Schleich et al. 2005) this value equals 0,94 and this adds to the very high
absorbing properties of the tower walls. It serves here as a nice illustration of possible extra
applications of the chimney draught effects in directly producing electrical power.

As another comparison item, the newly renovated Solar Two solar thermal electric generat‐
ing station, located in California’s Mojave Desert, consists of 1,900 motorized mirrors sur‐
rounding a generating station with 10 megawatts of capacity, which began operation in
early 1996. It is part of an effort to build a commercially viable 100-MW solar thermal system
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by 2000 (Energy 1997). The 10-MW Solar Two solar thermal electric plant near Barstow, CA,
began operation in early 1996 on the site of the Solar One plant. Solar Two differs from Solar
One primarily in that it includes a molten-salt storage system, which allows for several
hours of base-load power generation when the sun is not shining.

The molten salt (an environmentally benign combination of sodium nitrate and potassium
nitrate) allows a summer capacity factor as high as 60%, compared with 25% without stor‐
age. The plant consists of 1,926 motorized mirrors focused on a 300-ft-high central receiver
generating station rated at 10 MW. Molten salt from the “cold” salt tank (at 550ºF) is heated
to 1,050ºF and stored in the “hot” salt tank. Later the hot salt is passed through a steam gen‐
erator to produce steam for a conventional steam turbine.

Equipment costs of WINNDER are higher than for the Greenhouse power plants, still the
overall costs of exploitation and maintenance are competitive and the proposed combination
of mirror array and draught tower is literally efficient. It remains to convince the investors
of the efficiency of this exotic energy producer.

The gravitational up-draught due to Archimedes’s effect does not contribute, in any way, to
the balance of energy. It simply remains the driver of the air into the stack and the solar en‐
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Chapter 2

Fuel Production Using Concentrated Solar Energy

Onur Taylan and Halil Berberoglu

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/54057

1. Introduction

Limited reserves of fossil fuels and their negative environmental effects impose significant
problems in our energy security and sustainability. Consequently, researchers are looking
for renewable energy sources, for instance solar energy, to meet the energy demands of a
growing world population. However, terrestrial solar energy is a dilute resource per foot‐
print area and is intermittent showing substantial variability depending on the season, time
of the day, and location.

One strategy to overcome these drawbacks of solar energy is to concentrate and use it for
cleaning and upgrading dirty fuels such as coal and other hydrocarbons or converting re‐
newable feedstocks such as biomass into carbon-neutral solar fuels. In this way, the inter‐
mittent and dilute solar energy can be concentrated and stored as a chemical fuel which can
be easily integrated to our existing energy infrastructure. These advantages of solar fuels
produced with concentrated solar radiation make them an attractive solution in our quest
for renewable and clean fuels. Figure 1 shows the energy potential and carbon emissions by
most commonly used fuels along with solar hydrogen.

Most common and available methods for solar fuel production are thermolysis, cracking, re‐
forming, gasification and through thermochemical cycles. All these methods require high
temperatures to produce solar fuel. Therefore, in these methods, there are some qualities of
the feedstock or the reactor that need to be satisfied to attain high temperatures and efficient
solar fuel production. For instance, the physical size and porosity of the feedstock play an
important role. As the surface area-to-volume ratio of the feedstock increases, more reaction
sites will be available for the reaction to occur, which increases the process efficiency. The
feedstock should also have a narrow bad gap to lower the energy requirement for chemical
process. Additionally, the material on the reactor walls should have high optical absorption
to increase the temperature of the reactor and withstand high temperatures, and the win‐
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dow material should have high transmissivity to let the solar energy in to the reactor. More
detailed property requirements are given by Nowotny et al. [1].

Figure 1. Comparison of different fuels in terms of their energy produced and CO2 emission [1].

This review chapter consists of four sections. Following the introduction, the second section
“Concentrated Solar Fuel Production Methods” reviews the different routes of producing
solar fuels according to the feedstock material used in the processes. These include (i) ther‐
molysis of water, (ii) thermochemical cycles, (iii) cracking of gaseous hydrocarbons, and (iv)
gasification and reforming of coal and biomass. These methods are compared with each oth‐
er based on their temperature, pressure, thermodynamic efficiencies, and by-products. The
third section “Concentrated Solar Reactors” provides a comprehensive review of different
concentrated solar reactor designs reported in the literature. This section first reviews the
current solar concentration methods and describes in detail the effects of concentrating fac‐
tors on the heat flux and temperatures that can be achieved. Then, the section describes the
design and basic principles of operation of different solar reactors, their applicability for the
different methods described in the preceding section, and their temperature and pressure
capabilities. Moreover, the section summarizes the reported solar to fuel conversion efficien‐
cies of each design. Finally, the chapter ends with the conclusions and outlook of fuel pro‐
duction with concentrated solar energy outlining the challenges, new research directions
and novel applications.
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2. Concentrated solar fuel production methods

This section describes different methods of producing solar fuels according to the feedstock
material used in the respective processes.

2.1. Thermolysis of water

The term “thermolysis of water” refers to the thermal decomposition of water molecules in‐
to hydrogen and oxygen gases. Historically, due to high availability and simple molecular
form of water, researches on solar fuel production started with direct hydrogen production
by thermolysis of water using solar energy as,

2 2 2

300K

1H O H + O2
kJΔH =286 mol

®
(1)

The reaction given in Equation (1) is an endothermic process, i.e., it requires energy to break
the bonds. However, breaking all the bonds in water molecules requires temperatures as
high as 2500 K [2]. At lower temperatures, partial decomposition occurs. Although it is pos‐
sible to reach 2500 K with concentrated solar energy, the reactor where this process takes
place shows material issues related to high temperatures. Additionally, after the dissociation
of water molecules, hydrogen and oxygen gases require separation at high temperatures in
order to prevent back-bonding, i.e., reproduction of water molecules with an exothermic
process. Some solutions include cooling the reactor down by injecting a gas or expanding
these gases through nozzle at the end of the reactor [2, 3]. Other solutions include using
double or tubular membranes or using multi-stage steam ejectors to lower the exit pressure
[4]. However, these solutions further reduce the efficiency of the process, and thus no com‐
mercial plant using this technology exists.

2.2. Thermochemical cycles

Some metal oxides are reduced using solar energy since metals provide good storage and
transport of energy, such as solar energy. Such metal oxides include, but not limited to ZnO,
MgO, SnO2, CaO, Al2O3 and Ce2O3. The reduction step of these metal oxides is generally fol‐
lowed by an oxidation step at lower temperatures than reduction step in order to produces
solar fuel, mainly hydrogen. The reduced metal oxides generally react with CO2 or steam. If
steam is used in oxidation that step is called hydrolysis. The thermochemical cycles of differ‐
ent metal oxides are generally compared based on their temperature requirements for the
reduction step, the reaction or dissociation rates and reaction kinetics.

ZnO is one of the most popular oxides mainly due to its abundance and relatively low tem‐
perature requirement for complete dissociation when compared to other metal oxides. Ad‐
ditionally, since ZnO is a simple metal oxide, it does not undergo multiple reactions before
its full dissociation. The dissociation of ZnO occurs as according to,
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2

2000K

1ZnO Zn+ O2
kJΔH =546 mol

®
(2)

The complete dissociation of ZnO to Zn requires temperatures higher than about 2300 K
whereas, for instance, the dissociation of MgO as another simple metal oxide requires about
3700 K at atmospheric pressures [3, 5]. As in water thermolysis, partial dissociations can oc‐
cur at lower temperatures. Although hydrolysis of zinc is exothermic as given by Equation
(3), only 24% of Zn could be oxidized to produce H2 at a reactor temperature of 800 K and an
atmospheric pressure [6].

2 2

300K

Zn+H O ZnO+H
kJΔH =-62 mol

®
(3)

Figure 2 shows the overall process of hydrogen production from zinc-oxide.

Figure 2. Flowchart for thermochemical hydrogen production from zinc-oxide using concentrated solar energy [5].
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As an alternative to ZnO reduction, Abanades et al. [7] proposed SnO2 reduction using solar
energy. Once the SnO2 is reduced to SnO in gaseous form using solar energy at tempera‐
tures nearly 1600oC, hydrolysis of SnO with steam at about 550oC and ambient pressure
takes place in another step to form hydrogen gas as,

2(s) (g) 2

1873K

1SnO SnO + O2
kJΔH =557 mol

®
(4)

(s) 2 (g) 2(s) 2

773K

SnO +H O SnO +H

kJΔH =-49 mol

®
(5)

The advantages of SnO2/SnO reduction when compared to ZnO/Zn reduction are that (i) the
SnO2-to-SnO conversion can be increased in Equation (4) by decreasing the pressure of the
solar reactor which increases the overall conversion efficiency [7] (ii) SnO has higher melting
and boiling points when compared to those of Zn, so that quenching rate of SnO is not as
important as of Zn [7] (iii) in ZnO/Zn dissociation, Zn needs to be quenched rapidly below
its condensation temperature to prevent recombination, while this is not the case with
SnO2/SnO system.

There are some other metals that can be reduced with faster reaction kinetics such as Ce2O3.
However, the reduction of Ce2O3 to CeO2 starts at temperatures higher than 2300 K [8, 9].
Full dissociation requires higher temperatures. This requirement of high temperatures cre‐
ates some material limitations on the material of the reactor and increases the cost of the re‐
actor significantly. Although there are some lab-scale prototypes of Ce2O3/CeO2 solar
reactor, it is not preferred due to these limitations and high cost.

Another research was also started with producing hydrogen gas from hydrogen sulfide, H2S, as,

2 2 2

300K

1H S H + S2
kJΔH =91.6 mol

®
(6)

Hydrogen sulfide is a toxic by-product gas of sulfur removing process from natural gas, pe‐
troleum and coal. Thermal decomposition of hydrogen sulfide requires about 1800 K [10]. It
is advantageous over the other metal oxide reduction processes discussed above since this
thermochemical process is only a one-step process that does not require additional oxidation
step to produce hydrogen. Additionally, the temperature requirement for dissociation is
lower than that for the direct water thermolysis. However, the product gases need to be
cooled down after the dissociation as in the water thermolysis or other metal oxide reduc‐
tion processes [11]. Some studies showed that the temperature of reduction could be re‐
duced to about 1500 K, and they showed that the reproduction of hydrogen sulfide is
unimportant below 1500 K [3, 12, 13].
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In general, the solar chemical process is a clean way to produce hydrogen without any car‐
bon prints. Therefore, the hydrogen as a product of the solar chemical process can be used in
fuel cells directly as it is pure. The solar chemical reduction step of the process produce
nanoparticles with high surface area to volume ratio, e.g., Zn, SnO which also create addi‐
tional reaction centers for the hydrolysis to occur [7]. Therefore, the oxidation or hydrolysis
occurs fast due to high mass transport of gases in the solid phase [7]. As in the other dissoci‐
ation processes, the products of the dissociation also need to be cooled in order to prevent
re-oxidation. Sandia National Laboratories of US released a comprehensive report on the
thermochemical cycle selection with initial selection for further research [14], and Table 1
summarizes the studied thermochemical cycles [15].

2.3. Cracking of gaseous hydrocarbons

The term “solar thermal cracking” or “solar cracking” is used for thermal decarbonization of
natural gas or other hydrocarbons. As a result of cracking, hydrogen, carbon and other pos‐
sible products are formed without CO2 emissions. Therefore, this process is another method
for clean fuel production. Cracking requires high temperatures of about 1500 K [16] that can
be reached using concentrating solar collectors. For example, Maag et al. [17] tested a con‐
centrated solar collector with a concentrating factor of 1720, and obtained a maximum tem‐
perature of 1600 K within the solar cavity reactor. In general, the advantages of solar
cracking are the increase in value of feedstock using solar energy, pure and uncontaminated
products and no CO2 emission [16].

As being the simplest hydrocarbon and the main constituent of natural gas as given in Table
2, methane has been mainly considered for solar cracking. Chemical reaction of evolution of
carbon black and methane is given in equation (7) [18, 19]. The kinetic mechanism of meth‐
ane cracking at 1500 K and atmospheric pressure was proposed as [20, 21],

2CH C H H C H 2H C H 3H 2C +4H4 2 6 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 (solid) 2® + ® + ® + ® (7)

Another important aspect of producing hydrogen and carbon black (solid carbon) is their
market values. Hydrogen and carbon black have a market value of about $135 billion per
year and between $7 and $11 billion per year depending on the grade of the carbon black in
the world, respectively [22].

Under an EU project named SOLHYCARB, a 50-kWth indirectly heated, cavity type solar re‐
actor was developed for methane cracking [8]. Its 10-kWth prototype was built and tested us‐
ing natural gas, and 97% conversion was obtained with a maximum temperature above 2000
K under concentrated solar irradiation of 4 MW/m2 [23]. The difficulties that prevent this
technology to become commercial are mainly the cost of the reactor and the complicated
flow pattern inside the reactors. For example, in order to prevent particle accumulation on
the window, some inert gas is introduced to the reactor with high flow rates and pressures,
or indirectly heated solar reactors are used which decreases the solar-to-fuel conversion effi‐
ciency and further increase the cost.
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Cycle Reaction Steps

High Temperature Cycles

Zn/ZnO
Fe3O4 →

2000−2300 Co

3FeO+1
2O2

3FeO + H2O →
400 Co

F e3O4 + H2

FeO/Fe3O4

CdO →
1450−1500 Co

Cd + 1
2O2

Cd + H2O + CO2 →
350 Co

CdCO3 + H2

CdCO3 →
500 Co

CO2 + CdO

Cadmium carbonate

CdO →
1450−1500 Co

Cd + 1
2O2

Cd + 2H2O →
25 Co ,electrochemical

Cd (OH )2 + H2

Cd (OH )2 →
375 Co

CdO + H2O

Hybrid cadmium

M n2O3 →
1400−1600 Co

2MnO + 1
2O2

2MnO + 2NaOH →
627 Co

2NaMnO2 + H2

2NaMnO2 + H2O →
25 Co

M n2O3 + 2NaOH

Sodium manganese
F e3−xMxO4 →

1200−1400 Co

F e3−xMxO4−y + y
2O2

F e3−xMxO4−y + yH2O →
1000−1200 Co

F e3−xMxO4 + yH2

M-Ferrite(M = Co, Ni, Zn)

H2SO4 →
850 Co

SO2 + H2O + 1
2O2

I2 + SO2 + 2H2O →
100 Co

2HI + H2SO4

2HI →
300 Co

I2 + H2

Low Temperature Cycles

Sulfur-Iodine
H2SO4 →

850 Co

SO2 + H2O + 1
2O2

SO2 + 2H2O →
77 Co ,electrochemical

H2SO4 + H2

Hybrid sulfur

Cu2OCl2 →
550 Co

2CuCl + 1
2O2

2Cu + 2HCl →
425 Co

H2 + 2CuCl

4CuCl →
25 Co ,electrochemical

2Cu + 2CuCl2

2CuCl2 + H2O →
325 Co

Cu2OCl2 + 2HCl

Hybrid copper chloride 2CH4→C2H6 + H2→C2H4 + 2H2→C2H2 + 3H2→2C(solid)+4H2

Table 1. Summary of Thermochemical Cycles [15].
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Volume Fractions (%)

CH4 C2H6 C3H8 C4H10 CO2 N2

Methane 100 - - - - -

Modified Algeria Gas 91.2 6.5 2.1 0.2 - -

Modified Groningen Gas 83.5 4.7 0.7 0.2 - 10.8

North Sea Gas 88.2 5.4 1.2 0.4 1.4 3.2

Table 2. Compositions of Natural Gas from Different Sources [20].

2.4. Gasification and reforming of coal and biomass

Gasification is a chemical process that converts carbonaceous feedstock into gaseous fuels
under a controlled amount of oxygen and/or steam [24]. Main difference between gasifica‐
tion and combustion is that products in gasification have useful heating value. In gasifica‐
tion, pressure inside the gasifier is generally in the range from 20 to 40 bar, whereas
methanol or ammonia synthesis requires 50 to 200 bar [25]. In addition, temperatures inside
the gasifier is generally in the range from 1400 to 1700oC [25].

Pyrolysis is a thermochemical process that occurs before gasification, and it decomposes the
complex hydrocarbons into smaller and less complex molecules in the absence of oxidizers.
In pyrolysis, the yield of solar char can be maximized by slowing the heating rate, lowering
the temperature or allowing a longer residence time [26]. On the contrary, a higher heating
rate, a higher temperature, and a shorter residence time maximize the gas yield. Additional‐
ly, liquid yield at an intermediate temperature can be maximized by increasing the heating
rate or minimizing the residence time. Tar is an undesired by-product of gasification and
pyrolysis. It can cause condensation and consequent plugging, formation of aerosols and
polymerization into more complex structures [26].

Gasification is an endothermic process and requires energy to occur. In case of conventional
gasification, this energy is supplied from the partial combustion or gasification of feedstock
which emits CO2 to the atmosphere. Use of concentrated solar energy eliminates or reduces
the CO2 emission and utilizes the clean high-temperature gasification process. Additionally,
fuel value of the feedstock is increased with solar gasification. For example, fuel value of
coal can be increased by about 45% using solar coal gasification [27], and CO2 emission can
be reduced by about 30% when compared to conventional coal gasification [28].

Solar gasification of coal and other carbonecous products is the process of converting these
feedstock materials into some synthesis gas (syngas) which includes H2, CO, CO2 and water
vapor using solar energy [29]. The gasification products can be further processed. For exam‐
ple, syngas can be processed to form methanol or ammonia or used in cement production,
and lean gas can be combusted for heating or used in power stations to generate electricity
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[16, 30]. Solar gasification can be performed using CO2 or steam. In general, steam gasifica‐
tion of coal can be written as,

2 2 2Coal+aH O bH +cCO+dCO® (8)

This process is endothermic and requires temperatures above 1000oC. Solar gasification of
petcoke, coal and other carbonecous feedstock started with directly irradiated solar reactors
[31]. These designs have high reaction rates and kinetic and high fuel-to-product conversion.
However, these reactors have problems with their aperture cover. As a cover, quartz win‐
dow is commonly used to allow the concentrated solar power into the reactor. In directly
irradiated reactors, quartz window has to withstand the high pressures inside the reactor
and should not be covered with particles as the gasification occurs. As in the solar cracking,
additional flows of inert gases are introduced into the reactor to prevent particle accumula‐
tion on the quartz window, but these additional flows introduce additional complexity and
cost to the reactor [30]. In EU project SOLSYN [31], a 5-kW reactor prototype was built for
solar coal gasification. The temperatures in this reactor could go up to 1700oC with the solar
concentrating ratio of nearly 3000, but the general operation temperature was kept at
1220oC. The peak conversion efficiency was found to be 29% [31].

Similar to coal and other carbonecous feedstock, biomass can also be gasified in solar re‐
actors.  Conventionally,  gasification  of  biomass  has  been  done  using  the  exhaust  gas  of
combustion of  fossil  fuels  or biomass itself.  Biomass includes demol wood, wood chips,
sewage sludge, almond shells, straw, etc. If the biomass is used, nearly 30% of the initial
biomass  has  to  be  combusted  with  oxygen to  drive  the  gasification  process  due  to  the
temperature requirement [15]. This temperature requirement varies between 600 – 1000oC
[32]. Additionally, one of the other disadvantages of conventional biomass gasification is
the  formation  of  tar  which  blocks  and clogs  the  equipment.  There  have  been  some ef‐
forts  to  eliminate  the  tar  formation with  proper  selection of  materials,  operating condi‐
tions and the design of the gasifier [32].

Solar-assisted gasification of biomass has advantages over the conventional process. The
main advantages are the elimination of tar formation, even at temperatures as high as
1200oC, and high and rapid conversion of biomass to syngas. At the National Renewable En‐
ergy Laboratory (NREL) of US, bluegrass was gasified with a maximum conversion of 95%
and about 5% of the products were hydrocarbons, ash and char [33]. The resident times can
be less than 5 seconds [33]. There is also a solar reactor design to combine solar biomass gas‐
ification and steam reformation [33].

3. Concentrated solar reactors

This section defines and compares different solar concentrators and gives examples of di‐
rectly irradiated and indirectly heated solar reactors for the solar fuel production processes
defined in the previous section.
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3.1. Solar concentrators

There are two main types of concentrated solar collectors, categorized depending on their
optical configurations. First type is parabolic trough systems in which there is an absorber
tube in the focal line of parabolic reflectors. Linear Fresnel reflectors can also be included in
this type of concentrated solar collectors. Second type is point focus solar collectors which
include dish systems and heliostats. Dish systems have a solar receiver located in the focal
point of the paraboloidal concentrator, and heliostats direct sun light to a solar receiver lo‐
cated at the top of a solar tower. Figure 3 shows the schematic of each solar collector type.
Before going into details of each collector type, some terms need to be defined.

Figure 3. Solar concentrators, (a) parabolic trough, (b) linear Fresnel, (c) dish collectors, and (d) heliostats with solar
tower [34].
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Concentrating ratio is the ratio of the radiation intensity at the receiver by the radiation in‐
tensity received by the concentrator. Concentrating ratio plays an important role on the
maximum achievable temperature at the receiver. Solar collector efficiency, η, is a product of
Carnot efficiency, ηCarnot, and the receiver efficiency, ηreceiver, as,

4
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(9)

where To and Trec are the surroundings and receiver temperatures, respectively, α and ε are
the absorptivity and emissivity of the receiver, G is the solar irradiation, C is the concentrat‐
ing factor and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67x10-8 W/m2.K4). Figure 4 shows the so‐
lar collector efficiency as a function of receiver temperature when ambient temperature is
300 K, absorptivity and emissivity are both 1, and the solar irradiation is 1000 W/m2. The fig‐
ure shows that higher thermal efficiencies and higher receiver temperatures can be obtained
with increasing concentrating ratios. Therefore, the selection of solar concentrators mainly
depends on the temperature requirement of the application.
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Figure 4. Theoretical solar reactor efficiency, η, as a function of receiver temperature, Trec, for different concentrating
ratios, C.

3.1.1. Parabolic-trough systems

Parabolic-trough collectors consist of several tubes interconnected in the focal line of highly
reflective sheet material. These linearly connected tubes are generally referred as evacuated
tubes since they consist of two concentric tubes whose annulus is vacuumed. The working
fluid is circulated in the inner tube. The inner tubes are generally made of metals, and out‐
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side of the inner tube has selective coating to increase the absorption and decrease the heat
loss. The outer tubes are generally made of glass, and they can also have selective coatings.

Applications  of  parabolic-trough  collectors  can  be  divided  into  two  sections  depending
on the temperature of  application.  The low temperature applications,  varies  from 100oC
to  250oC,  include  domestic  hot  water,  space  heating  and  heat-driven  refrigeration  [35].
Their  concentrating  ratios  are  between  15  and  20.  The  high  temperature  applications
have temperatures up to 400oC, concentrating ratios of 20 to 30 [35]. Theoretical limit for
concentrating  ratio  can  go  up  to  100  [2].  These  collectors  are  mainly  used  in  power
plants  that  are  driven by  steam.  In  the  parabolic  trough collectors,  the  pressure  within
the inner tube can reach 10 MPa.

There are other configurations of cylindrical absorber tubes which are not commonly used
[36-38]. One type has a circulation tube inside the inner cylinder which carries the working
fluid. This circulation tube is attached to the inner tube with a cylindrical fin. In this type,
the absorbing surface is the fin itself, not the inner tube. Another type cylindrical absorber
has a delivery tube inside the inner tube, and the working fluid delivered by this delivery
tube fills the space in the inner tube. In another tube type, working fluid fills the annulus
[37].

These parabolic-trough collectors and other cylindrical absorber tubes may have diffuse or
specular reflectors at their back. Diffuse reflectors are generally flat surfaces that cover the
entire back of arrays of tubular collectors. However, specular reflectors have parabolic surfa‐
ces, and they cover the back of only one cylindrical absorber. If specular reflectors are used,
the absorber tubes have to be in the reflector’s focal line.

Line focus collectors are mounted with axes either in north-south or east-west direction.
Hence, single axis tracking for this kind of collectors is sufficient to track the sun throughout
the year. Collectors with axes in north-south direction track the sun from sunrise to sunset
each day. Alternatively, collectors with axes in east-west direction track the sun seasonally.
The spacing between each line of collectors in a solar farm with parabolic trough collectors
is determined considering sun shadow line in the winter when the solar radiation comes
with a larger azimuthal angle [38].

As an example, Nevada Solar One is in operation in Boulder City, Nevada, USA since 2007,
covers 400 acres and has a capacity of 64 MW [39]. Figure 5 shows a picture of this power
plant. Another and largest power plant with parabolic trough collectors is Solar Energy
Generating Systems (SEGS) VIII-IX, built on approximately 240 acres and operating at 80
MW each near Harper Lake, California, USA. SEGS are also integrated with conventional
natural gas turbines to operate at nights. It was reported that solar energy covers about 90%
of the power production [40].

Another design is the absorber tubes with Fresnel reflectors. Fresnel reflectors that are
mounted close to the ground direct and concentrate solar irradiation to the absorber tubes
that are elevated at a higher level than reflectors. A secondary reflector on the back side of
the absorber tube is also use to direct all the irradiation to the absorber tube. The main ad‐
vantages of using Fresnel reflectors are that they have less wind load than the reflectors of
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parabolic trough collectors since these reflectors are located at a lower position, and no re‐
quirement for vacuum in the absorber tubes and for rotating joints [42]. However, the main
disadvantage of Fresnel reflectors is that they have lower concentrating ratios than parabolic
trough collectors [43].

Figure 5. Parabolic-trough collectors in Nevada Solar One power plant [41].

In Calasparra, Spain, Novatec Biosol built a power plant with 28 rows of linear Fresnel re‐
flectors that produces 30 MW of electrical power in an area of nearly 200 acres. Figure 6
shows a picture of this power plant. The power plant uses steam, and the temperature and
pressure of the steam produced reach to 270oC and 55 bars, respectively [44, 45].

Figure 6. Linear Fresnel reflectors in the power plant Thermosolar Power Plant (PE2) in Spain [46].
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3.1.2. Point focus collectors

Parabolic dish collectors concentrate sunlight to the focal point of the parabolic reflectors.
These collectors have two-axis sun tracking system. In the focal point of the parabolic reflec‐
tor, a working fluid is heated directly to a maximum temperature of about 1000 K [47]. This
working fluid is generally used to drive a Stirling engine or a gas turbine to produce elec‐
tricity. The typical parabolic dish collectors have a diameter of 5 to 10 m, and each can pro‐
duce up to 0.4 MW [47, 48]. The concentrating ratios parabolic dish collectors vary between
1,000 and 10,000 [2]. The reflector is usually made of silver or aluminum coated glass. This
kind of collectors can be used in applications with relatively low power requirement in re‐
mote areas.

One of the first examples of power plant using parabolic dish collectors was supposed to be
Maricopa Solar Plant in Arizona, USA before its contractor company was announced bank‐
ruptcy in 2011. Figure 7 shows a picture of this power plant. This power plant consists of 60
parabolic dish collectors that heat the hydrogen to drive Stirling engines. The power plant
has a capacity of 1.5 MW. This technology is not commercially operational and available in
large scale power production.

Figure 7. Parabolic dish collectors in Arizona, USA [49].

Some solar thermal power plants use arrays of heliostats which are sun-tracking flat mirrors.
These mirrors or heliostats with two-axis tracking system direct solar irradiation to the receiver
located at the top of a tower on a concrete support. In order to direct the sunlight to the receiver
with sufficient accuracy all the times, a motor drive system with a large gear reduction is neces‐
sary [50]. Due to the presence of the tower, these power plants are sometimes referred as power
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tower systems. Concentrating ratios for these systems vary between 500 and 5000 [2], and the
temperature at the receiver can exceed 2000 K depending on the concentrating ratio. These pow‐
er plants can be used for converting solar energy to chemical energy, such applications include
reduction of zinc oxide and coal gasification [51].

Throughout the technological development of heliostats, their sizes become larger and larg‐
er in order to decrease the production cost since their cost is a strong function of production
rate. Although the initial development of heliostats started in 1975, one of the first proto‐
types of heliostats in 1980s by Sandia Labs, USA had an area of 37 m2 [52]. Currently, Planta
Solar (PS) 20 solar power plants use heliostats with each of their area as 120 m2 [53]. Another
improvement in the development of heliostats is the material choice. Glass mirrors with
steel support structure are being replaced by silver polymer mirrors with silver-steel alloy
structure in order to increase the structural durability and reduce the weight of heliostats
[52]. Some designs also have circular mirrors instead of rectangular ones to reduce stress on
the support structure.

The Crescent Dunes Solar Energy Project in Tonopah, Nevada, USA will be an example to
the central tower power plants once it is completed late 2013. It will be built on approxi‐
mately 1600 acres, and it will produce 110 MW of electrical power using molted salt as a
phase changing storage medium [54]. As another example, PS 20 which is operational since
2009 has a cavity receiver at the top of a 165-m tower. Figure 8 shows the picture of this
power plant. It heats up water in the cavity, and steam reaches an outlet temperature of
maximum 550 K. This solar power plant consists of 1255 heliostats with a total area of 30
acres. The solar power plant is backed up with natural gas burnt conventional turbine, and
the total power production is 20 MW. PS 20 power tower is cooled with water which is gen‐
erally replaced by air cooling if the power plant is built on deserts due to lack of water re‐
sources. The cooling is necessary for the materials used in the power towers.

Figure 8. PS 10 (back) and PS 20 (front) solar thermal power plants with heliostats with solar towers [55].

To reach the necessary temperatures for the solar fuel production methods given in the pre‐
vious section, tower or dish type collectors should be used. For further reference, a review
paper on the volumetric receivers for the concentrating solar thermal power plants dis‐
cussed different designs from the projects of the last 3 decades [56]. Another good review
was done on comparison of parabolic trough, dish systems, solar towers and tubular sys‐
tems with Fresnel reflectors by Pavlovic et al. [57].
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3.2. Solar reactors

In this section, different solar reactors that were designed for fuel production using concen‐
trated solar energy are discussed and compared in terms of their operating conditions and
design parameters. Depending on the reactor design, these reactors were fed feedstock with
or without solid particles to perform hydrolysis, cracking, gasification, etc. These particles
not only allowed a more uniform temperature distribution inside the reactor, but also help‐
ed the reactor to reach higher temperatures faster. These particles also acted as additional
reaction sites due to their high surface are to volume ratios. In some designs, feedstock was
diluted with some inert gas, such as Argon, to increase the produced fuel yield. An auxiliary
gas was also fed to prevent particle deposition on the window surface. In some designs, re‐
actors were supplemented with a cooling system for products to prevent them recombine.

In general, the solar energy is transformed into thermal energy in the structure of volumetric
receivers. In some designs, solar energy directly heats the feedstock in the reactor which is
referred as directly irradiated solar reactors. Additionally, some of these receivers have a po‐
rous metal or ceramic absorber to be heated by solar energy. Metal absorbers can be heated
up to 1000oC whereas SiC absorbers can reach 1500oC as maximum temperatures. Then, this
thermal energy is transferred to a working fluid that passes through the porous absorber.
This kind of reactors is referred as indirectly heated solar reactors.

3.2.1. Directly irradiated solar reactors

In this section, examples of directly irradiated solar reactors are presented with their design pa‐
rameters, temperature and pressure allowances, their power outputs and their solar fuel pro‐
duction rates. These examples are selected to give a wide range of applications and designs.

Maag et al. [17] tested a 5 kW-prototype of a solar reactor seeded with particles for thermal
cracking of methane. The cylindrical reactor was 200 mm in length and 100 mm in diameter.
It had a 60 mm aperture area. The concentrator was covered with a 240 mm-diameter quartz
window as shown in Figure 9. In their experiments, they used a sun-tracking parabolic con‐
centrator that has a diameter of 8.5 m and could reach a concentrating factor up to 5000
suns. They tested the reactor in the temperature range from 1300 to 1600 K with a concen‐
trating factor of 1720 suns. They varied the volume fraction of carbon in the range of 0 to
7.2x10-5 and gas inlet flow rate in the range of 8.6 to 15.6 l/min. They reported maximum
methane-to-hydrogen conversion of 95% at a residence time less than 2 seconds, and an ex‐
perimental solar-to-chemical energy conversion efficiency of 16%, whereas their theoretical
prediction of the same conversion efficiency was 31%.

Yeheskela and Epstein [58] developed and tested 10-kW particle-seeded solar chemical reac‐
tor for producing hydrogen and carbon nanotubes from methane. They used iron pentacar‐
bonyl and ferrocene as catalysts to produce multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The reactor was
300 mm in length, and the quartz window which covered the reactor as shown in Figure 10
was 200 mm in diameter. Additionally, He was used as a screen protector gas to eliminate
the particle deposition on and near the window, and N2 was used as a tornado generator
gas. The average reported temperature within the reactor core was 1450oC.
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ed the reactor to reach higher temperatures faster. These particles also acted as additional
reaction sites due to their high surface are to volume ratios. In some designs, feedstock was
diluted with some inert gas, such as Argon, to increase the produced fuel yield. An auxiliary
gas was also fed to prevent particle deposition on the window surface. In some designs, re‐
actors were supplemented with a cooling system for products to prevent them recombine.

In general, the solar energy is transformed into thermal energy in the structure of volumetric
receivers. In some designs, solar energy directly heats the feedstock in the reactor which is
referred as directly irradiated solar reactors. Additionally, some of these receivers have a po‐
rous metal or ceramic absorber to be heated by solar energy. Metal absorbers can be heated
up to 1000oC whereas SiC absorbers can reach 1500oC as maximum temperatures. Then, this
thermal energy is transferred to a working fluid that passes through the porous absorber.
This kind of reactors is referred as indirectly heated solar reactors.

3.2.1. Directly irradiated solar reactors

In this section, examples of directly irradiated solar reactors are presented with their design pa‐
rameters, temperature and pressure allowances, their power outputs and their solar fuel pro‐
duction rates. These examples are selected to give a wide range of applications and designs.

Maag et al. [17] tested a 5 kW-prototype of a solar reactor seeded with particles for thermal
cracking of methane. The cylindrical reactor was 200 mm in length and 100 mm in diameter.
It had a 60 mm aperture area. The concentrator was covered with a 240 mm-diameter quartz
window as shown in Figure 9. In their experiments, they used a sun-tracking parabolic con‐
centrator that has a diameter of 8.5 m and could reach a concentrating factor up to 5000
suns. They tested the reactor in the temperature range from 1300 to 1600 K with a concen‐
trating factor of 1720 suns. They varied the volume fraction of carbon in the range of 0 to
7.2x10-5 and gas inlet flow rate in the range of 8.6 to 15.6 l/min. They reported maximum
methane-to-hydrogen conversion of 95% at a residence time less than 2 seconds, and an ex‐
perimental solar-to-chemical energy conversion efficiency of 16%, whereas their theoretical
prediction of the same conversion efficiency was 31%.

Yeheskela and Epstein [58] developed and tested 10-kW particle-seeded solar chemical reac‐
tor for producing hydrogen and carbon nanotubes from methane. They used iron pentacar‐
bonyl and ferrocene as catalysts to produce multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The reactor was
300 mm in length, and the quartz window which covered the reactor as shown in Figure 10
was 200 mm in diameter. Additionally, He was used as a screen protector gas to eliminate
the particle deposition on and near the window, and N2 was used as a tornado generator
gas. The average reported temperature within the reactor core was 1450oC.
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Figure 9. Schematic of design of Maag et al. [17].

Figure 10. Schematic of design of Yeheskela and Epstein [58].
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Abanades and Flamant [59] designed nozzle-type directly-irradiated solar reactor for meth‐
ane cracking. They used a graphite nozzle with an inner diameter of 10 mm and a length of
65 mm. The schematic of the proposed design is shown in Figure 11. The reactor walls were
made of stainless steel, and they were water cooled for their durability. Additionally, the
products were also cooled to eliminate recombination of products [60]. The obtained conver‐
sion of methane to hydrogen exceeded 95% in molar basis, while the rest of the by-products
were C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6. With a direct normal irradiation of 980 W/m2, the temperature of
graphite nozzle had a maximum temperature of 1385oC, while their model estimated the
maximum wall temperature as 1890 K.

Figure 11. Schematic of design of Abanades and Flamant [59].

Klein et al. [61] investigated the performance of directly irradiated solar methane cracking
process with and without CO2 present in the reactor. The reactor, as shown in Figure 12, had
a diameter of 160 mm, a length of 266 mm and an aperture diameter of 60 mm. The gas exit
temperatures with CO2 only (no methane) in the reactor were in the range from 1000 to
1250oC. Additionally, the exit temperatures were in the range from 1100 to 1450oC with CO2

and methane, when the CO2 and methane molar ratio were varied from 1:1 to 1:6. Overall,
the experimental results were similar to the studies where no CO2 was introduced into the
reactor. Moreover, when the reactor was fed with CO2 and carbon black and the gas exit
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temperature reached 1000oC, 20% of carbon particles reacted with CO2. When the exit gas
temperature was increased to 1350oC, about 70% of the carbon particles reacted with CO2.

Figure 12. Schematic of design of Klein et al. [61].

Z’Graggen et al. [62] designed a 5-kW prototype reactor for steam-gasification of petroleum
coke using concentrated solar energy. The reactor had a 5-cm diameter aperture which was
covered by 3-mm-thick quartz window. The window was cooled by oil, and swept by an in‐
ert gas to prevent particle accumulation on the window. The solar concentrating ratio was
about 5000, and the maximum temperature in the reactor was about 1800 K. The walls of the
cavity were covered with Al2O3 and insulated from the backside with Al2O3-ZrO2. Figure 13
shows the design of Z’Graggen et al. [62]. As a result of the steam-gasification of petroleum
coke, H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 were produced with a chemical conversion ratio of 87%. The
overall solar-to-chemical conversion efficiency was about 9%.

Figure 13. Reactor design of Z’Graggen et al. [62].
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3.2.2. Indirectly heated solar reactors

Directly irradiated solar reactors work with high conversion efficiencies. However, they
have problems, such as accumulation of particles on the window. In order to overcome this
problem and the need for inert gas feeding, indirectly heated solar reactors are alternatively
introduced. This section gives some design examples of indirectly heated solar reactors for
different solar fuel production methods.

Gordillo and Belghit [63] modeled the reaction kinetics without pyrolysis using finite vol‐
ume analysis in a two-phase biochar solar gasification reactor with a bubbling fluidized bed
as shown in Figure 14. Bubbling was used to introduce fluidizing gases to the reactor. They
found that concentrating solar energy and high gas flow rates affected the temperature dis‐
tribution within the packed bed. Therefore, a uniform temperature distribution could not be
obtained which adversely affected the reaction kinetics. Additionally, they showed that al‐
though energy conversion efficiency (η), defined as in Equation (10), could be as high as
55%, it decreased with increasing the steam velocity or the bed temperature [64].

product product

solar feedstock feedstock

m LHV
Q m LHV

h =
+

&
& & (10)

where ṁ  and LHV  refer to the mass flow rate and lower heating value, Q̇solaris the solar
irradiation,  subscripts  product  and  feedstock  denote  gaseous  products  and  fed  feedstock,
respectively.

According to Hathaway et al. [65], problems with the preceding reactor designs had poor
heat transfer characteristics [63], formation of ash and tar which block the radiative heat
transfer and insulate the reaction zone, and intermittency of solar energy. Hathaway et al.
[65] investigated the effects of using molten salt on the reaction kinetics in solar gasification
of biomass. For the analysis of pyrolysis which occurs before gasification, they prepared tab‐
lets using microcrystalline cellulose, and for the analysis of steam gasification, they used
tablets of wood charcoal powder. They carried out a series of experiments in the tempera‐
ture range from 1100 to 1250 K to show the effects of molten alkali carbonate salts (lithium,
sodium and potassium carbonate) on reaction rates using the experimental setup shown in
Figure 15. They showed that introducing molten salts increased the rate of pyrolysis by 74%
and increased the rate of gasification by more than an order of magnitude since molten salts
acted as a heat transfer medium for gasification which ended up with more uniform temper‐
ature distribution within the solar reactor. On the contrary to the other studies, the catalytic
effect of molten salt on pyrolysis was not observed for the reason that pyrolysis happened
rapidly, and then gasification occurred. However, the catalytic effect of molten salt on gasifi‐
cation was observed. Introducing the molten salt increased the pre-exponential factor (i.e.,
rate of reaction in steady state process) by 24.4 times and increased the activation energy by
about 4%. Additionally, using molten salt avoids the tar production (as a by-product of un‐
catalyzed gasification, occurs especially on startup), and molten salts can act as an energy
storage unit to overcome the intermittency effect of solar energy.
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Figure 14. Model of Gordillo and Belghit [63].
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Figure 15. Experimental setup of Hathaway et al. [65].

Rodat et al. [66] developed a 10 kW tubular reactor prototype, which was indirectly heated,
for methane cracking as shown in Figure 16. They used a graphite cubic cavity as a receiver
and a quartz window. The quartz window was swept by nitrogen which prevented O2 to
enter the cavity. The reactor reached 2070 K, and the products included C2H2 with maxi‐
mum mole fraction as 7%. As given in Equation (7), C2H2 is the last step of H2 and carbon
black evolution. The graphite cavity was purged by N2. For this configuration, the reactor
required about 4000 seconds to reach the required temperature of 1800 K when the experi‐
ment started at 300 K under the direct normal irradiance of 1000 W/m2 [67].

Figure 16. Schematic of design of Rodat et al. [66].
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Lichty et al. [69] designed and analyzed the thermal characteristics of a cavity reactor prototype
for solar-thermal biomass gasification as shown in Figure 17. The maximum recorded tempera‐
ture was 1660 K on the central tube under 7.5 kW power input. They quantified the reacted bio‐
mass based on CO and CO2 as these gases showed the ratio of reactants underwent a complete
reaction, and the authors reported an average biomass-to-CO and CO2 conversion as 58.4%. The
residence time was about 4 seconds. They also compared the syngas production of grass and lig‐
nin pyrolysis and cellulose gasification using mass spectrophotometer.

Figure 17. Reactor design of Lichty et al. [69].

In the design of the German Aerospace Center for directly irradiated solar reactor to reform
natural gas is given in Figure 18, porous ceramic absorber coated with Rh catalyst was used
[12]. A concave quartz window was also mounted on the concentrating solar collector [12].
The operating conditions were chosen as 1400oC and 3.5 bars, and a volumetric flow rate of
3.8 l/min with 5% methane in argon [70, 71].
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Figure 18. Design of the German Aerospace Center for natural gas reforming [12].

Maag et al. [72] simulated the performance of a 10 MW commercial-size reactor. The reactor
consisted of four graphite absorber tubes with an outer diameter of 24 mm placed in a 0.2 m-
cubic graphite cavity as shown in Figure 19. The graphite cavity had an aperture of diameter
9 mm which was covered by quartz window. They predicted 100% methane-to-hydrogen
conversion when flow rate of methane was 0.7 kg/s at a reactor exit temperature of 1870 K.
Spectral properties of quartz window were estimated using a band model, and view factors
were calculated using Monte Carlo ray-tracing method. The energy balance for the overall
system was solved with finite volume method. The results showed that it was possible to
increase solar-to-chemical energy conversion efficiency from 42% to 60% when the outlet
temperature was lowered to 1600 K and, subsequently, the methane flow rate was doubled,
but then quality of carbon black as a product would be poorer.

Figure 19. Schematic of design of Maag et al. [72].
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Osinga et al. [73, 74] designed 5-kW indirectly heated solar reactor for the reduction of ZnO.
There were two different versions of the reactor. First one had the inner cavity made of
graphite, and the second one had the inner cavity made of SiC. Figure 20 shows the second
type, reactor with SiC absorber. Both reactors could reach temperature of 1700 K in about 80
minutes after the solar energy was input to the reactor. The reactor with graphite absorber
had a vacuum pressure of 10 mbar whereas the pressure inside the reactor with SiC absorb‐
er was kept at 1 bar. ZnO and C mixture was reduced to Zn, CO and CO2 from which Zn
can be reacted with water to produce ZnO and H2 as in Equation (3) [75].

Figure 20. Reactor design of Osinga et al. [73].
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The reactor with SiC absorber was scaled up to a capacity of 300 kW and operated by Wieck‐
ert et al. [76] under the EU project, called SOLZINC. They used solar tower with heliostats to
deliver concentrated solar power of 300 kW to the volumetric reactor. The second cavity
where the mixture of ZnO and C was present reached to maximum temperature of nearly
1500 K, and overall ZnO-to-Zn conversion reached 95% with a Zn production of 50 kg/h.

Piatkowski et al. [31, 77] designed a 5-kW indirectly heated solar reactor with packed bed for
solar steam-gasification. Figure 21 shows the reactor design of Piatkowski et al. The authors
used different carbonecous feedstock, such as African coal, sludge and charcoal. Beech char‐
coal gave the maximum solar-to-chemical conversion efficiency of 29% at a temperature of
nearly 1500 K. The solar reactor has two cavities separated an emitter plate made of SiC-
coated graphite. The aperture diameter was 6.5 cm which was followed by a 3-mm-thick
quartz window. The walls of the lower cavity was also covered by SiC, and insulated by
Al2O3-SiO2. The reactor received the concentrated solar energy with concentrating ratios up
to 3000, and the maximum temperature measured in the upper cavity was about 1700oC.

Figure 21. Reactor design of Piatkowski et al. [31, 77].
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Summary of the operating conditions of the discussed designs for methane cracking is given
in Table 3.

Reference
Maximum

Temperature (oC)

Inlet CH4

Dilution

(%vol.)

Reactor

Dimensions

(mm)

Aperture

Diameter

(mm)

Inlet Flow

Rate(l/min)

Catalytic or Fed

Conversion

Directly Irradiated Solar Reactors

Maag et al. [17] 1327 6-30 (in Argon)
100 (diameter)

200 (length)
60 8.6-15.6

Carbon black

seeded

Yeheskela and

Epstein [58]
1450 98 (in catalysts)

200 (diameter)

300 (length)
200 5-9.7

Flow with Fe(CO)5,

Fe(C5H5)2

Abanades and

Flamant [59,

60]

1110 11-20(in Argon)
10 (diameter) 65

(length)
10 0.9

No particle

feeding

Klein et al. [61] 1471
10-24 (in Argon

or CO2)

160 (diameter)

266 (length)
60 37-60

Carbon black

seeded

Indirectly Heated Solar Reactors

Rodat et al. [66] 1800
10-20 (in

Argon)

18 (tube

diameter) 200

(cube side)

90 -
No particle

feeding

German

Aerospace

Center [12]

1400 5 (in Argon) - - 3.8
Reactor walls with

Rh

Maag et al. [72] 1600
10-20 (in

Argon)

24 (tube

diameter) 200

(cube side)

9 10-48
No particle

feeding

Table 3. Operating Conditions of Different Reactor Designs for Methane Cracking.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The research to find an alternative fuel to fossil fuels is led by how the new technologies are
economically competitive with the fossil fuel technologies, rather than their efficiencies.
However, the economical aspect of fossil fuels should also include the cost for CO2 emis‐
sions or sequestration of CO2 when fossil fuels are compared to solar fuels since solar fuels
have no CO2 emission. Furthermore, as the fossil fuels deplete and the demand for fossil
fuels will exceed their production, their prices will be subjected to significant increase. In
this way, the investors in fuel or electricity production sector would see solar fuels as an al‐
ternative to fossil fuels with the current level of both technologies. As an outcome, the world
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would become a more sustainable environment with reduced atmospheric CO2 level and
less pronounced risk for global warming.

It should also be noted that the solar fuel production methods introduced in this chapter are
at different levels of maturity. For instance, most of the thermochemical cycles are in labora‐
tory and research scale, whereas gasification and reforming processes are in fully operation‐
al or pilot stage. To give some examples on solar fuel production, the targets and predictions
of the US Department of Energy (DOE) [78] for both cost and process efficiency are summar‐
ized in Table 4 for the ZnO/Zn thermochemical cycle. The predictions show that it is possi‐
ble and feasible to meet the DOE efficiency and 2015 cost targets. However, the cost target of
DOE in 2025 is a challenging objective. The main constituent of cost in thermochemical solar
production is the plant capital cost, i.e., cost for heliostats and solar tower, rather than the
direct cost for the process. Although process efficiencies are reported and predicted as given
in Table 4, the overall solar-to-fuel conversions are still low, less than 10% [1].

by 2015 by 2025

DOE Target Prediction‡ DOE Target Prediction‡

Cost ($/gge†) 6 6.07 3 4.18

Process Efficiency (%) 30 35 35 42

†gge refers to gallon-of-gas-equivalent.

‡Based on predicted ZnO-to-Zn conversions of 70% in 2015 and 85% in 2025.

Table 4. Targets of Department of Energy of US [14] and predictions [78] for cost and efficiency for ZnO/Zn
thermochemical cycle.

In summary, the advantages of solar fuels include:

• Energy content or heating value of feedstock is increased by converting it to another
form, solar fuel.

• Producing storable and transportable fuel which is not possible if solar energy is directly
used. Thus, eliminates the intermittency problem of solar energy.

• Solar fuels are clean and sustainable. The thermochemical cycles and thermolysis of water
that are used to produce solar fuels have no CO or CO2 emissions. However, carbon emis‐
sion occurs for the gasification or reforming of carbonecous feedstocks. If these feedstocks
are biomass cultivated with CO2 from the atmosphere, they are carbon neutral.

On the other hand, these are not mature technologies and still suffer from technical chal‐
lenges which form the basis for future research including:

• High temperatures needed for solar fuel production processes. High temperatures can be
reached with high concentrating ratios. However, high concentrating ratios bring high
cost to the system, and high temperatures restrict the material choice.
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• Recombination of product gases, especially in thermochemical cycles, is a significant
problem. This recombination significantly decreases both the process and overall solar-to-
fuel efficiency.

• Quenching is introduced to products in order to reduce the recombination. However,
quenching adds additional cost and complexity to the reactor and the process manage‐
ment. For some solar thermochemical processes, membranes are also required to separate
product gases.

• Particle accumulation on the window of the reactor is a problem in directly irradiated solar
reactors. This problem can be eliminated by introducing an inert gas with high flow rates to
the reactor which further complicates the management of reaction in the reactor. Another
solution is to heat the reactor indirectly which reduces the solar-to-fuel efficiency.

• Multiple-step chemical reactions are needed to produce hydrogen in most of the thermo‐
chemical cycles. More reactions add further components to the system which increase the
cost and the management of the overall fuel production process.

• CO and CO2 formation can be noteworthy in case of solar gasification and reforming of
carbonecous feedstock, although solar fuels are accepted as clean fuels.

These drawbacks of the solar fuel production prevent the technology to be converted to
large scale commercially available power plants. However, solar fuel production processes
are thermodynamically efficient, favorable developments to increase the feedstock’s heating
values with the unlimited free solar energy. Therefore, in a long-term prospect, solar fuel
production is a promising technology that needs significant research efforts for efficiently
producing clean and sustainable fuels.
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Sustainability in Solar Thermal Power Plants
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Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

In the last two decades, there has been growing interest in developing indicators to measure
sustainability, which is currently seen as a delicate balance between the economic, environ‐
mental and social health of a community, a nation or even our planet. The current measure
of sustainability tends to be an amalgam of economic, social and environmental aspects.
Economic indicators have been used to measure the state of regional economies for over a
century, and social indicators are largely a phenomenon of the postwar world. However, en‐
vironmental indicators are relatively new and attempt to incorporate the ecosystem into the
socio-economic indicators of a study site.

Any interest in defining these indicators primarily comes from the need to monitor perform‐
ance and to indicate improvements resulting from specific actions. While economists have
little difficulty in applying quantitative indicators, sociologists can have great difficulty in
creating useful indicators for assessing the quality of life of a social group, as this is an issue
that can be approached from different perspectives, many of them intangible. Scientists in‐
volved with the environment are considered less likely to have difficulty in establishing
practical indicators with which to assess the ecological integrity of an ecosystem, either gen‐
erally or in specific qualifying aspects.

However, sustainability is more than the interconnection of the economy, society and the
environment. It may be something greater and more noble than a dynamic, collective state
of grace, a theory such as Gaia (a set of scientific models of the biosphere in which life is
postulated that fosters and maintains suitable conditions for itself, affecting the environ‐
ment), or even the spirit. Instead of asking how can we measure sustainability, it may be
more appropriate to ask what degree of sustainability is it?
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1.1. The concept of sustainability

The concept of sustainability has penetrated most life spheres, not only as a political require‐
ment but also as something that clearly resonates deep within us, even if we have a poor
understanding of what it is. The concept first emerged in the mid-1970s, but it exploded on
the world stage in 1987 with the Brundtland Report (1987), in which sustainable develop‐
ment was defined as meeting present needs without compromising the ability of future gen‐
erations to meet their own needs.

Even though this is a very noble goal, this definition challenges interpretation or operational
implementation. Most of us would see our personal needs in the context of our circumstan‐
ces and not as absolute entities. Therefore, our perception of the needs of future generations
would impoverish the imagination. "How much is enough?" is a question we have to ex‐
plore together, but it can only be answered separately. However, we rarely ask this key
question individually, let alone collectively.

Once the Earth's ecological integrity is assured and our basic needs are met, how much is
enough? The question should be considered in most developed countries, where in the
midst of wealth there is still inequality. Increasing inequality is a necessary characteristic for
the growth and advancement of an economy. Although it is desirable to achieve a high
standard of living, there are finite limits. Our concern for the environment generally de‐
creases with more prosperity, and we should not expect that our pursuit of sustainability
should increase as our material wealth increases. Kerala, Cuba, Mennonite and Amish com‐
munities are all examples of small societies that practice sustainability, and they all exhibit
traits of greater equity, justice and social cohesion.

There are other definitions that ignore human needs and express sustainability in terms of eco‐
logical integrity, diversity and limits. However, these definitions also challenge objective inter‐
pretation. Such deficiencies in the definitions can cause considerable frustration in a rational
way of thinking, particularly for those trying to measure sustainability (Trzyna, 1995). Mean‐
while, a reductionist mindset has the ability to link quantitative and productive activity, as in
the case of sustainable agriculture, forestry, land management, fisheries, etc. Consequently,
growth and sustainable development have been captured as the dominant paradigm. Sustain‐
able development is held up as a new standard for those who really do not want to change the
current model of development (Gligo, 1995), and sustainable development alone does not lead
to sustainability. In fact, it is possible to support the longevity of an unsustainable path (Yanar‐
ella and Levine, 1992). However, the concept is still with us and is becoming stronger.

In general, we have a better understanding of what is unsustainable rather than what is sus‐
tainable. Unsustainability is commonly seen as the degradation of the environment (in its
broadest sense), the strains of the human population, wealth and green technology in its
global limits. Because these effects are entirely of our own construction, their control is, at
least in theory, within our capabilities. Human nature tends to promote physical and biolog‐
ical limits towards survival rather than sustainability. We likely think of sustainability in
terms of justice, interdependence, sufficiency, choice and above all, (if we were to think
deeply about it) the meaning of life.
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Sustainability is also non-material life–the intuitive, emotional, and spiritual creativity for
those who strive for all forms of learning. Perhaps some truths are really fundamental and
universal, if their meaning and spirituality are components of sustainability. These morals
and values, however, are not necessarily absolute and can be very difficult to define. For ex‐
ample, values are qualities that are derived from our experiences. If they confirm our default
values, then we are more likely to adopt these values. When our experiences are continually
at odds with implicit values, we are more prone to change our personal values with respect
to the projected values.

Our inability to define sustainability means that we cannot prescribe it. The future may de‐
velop according to our vision and ability to always recognize global limits. Sachs (1996)
presents three perspectives of sustainable development: the competition implies the pros‐
pect that infinite growth is possible over time; the astronaut perspective recognizes that de‐
velopment is poor over time; and the home accepts the prospect of finitude in development.
These may be respectively considered as the dominant paradigm perspective, the precau‐
tionary principle and conservationist.

Accepting sustainability as a concept can create as many difficulties as the concept of evo‐
lution did 150 years ago. During this time, we have not addressed physical consequences
involving the collective proficiency requirements for all  companies;  thus,  in general,  hu‐
man awareness has created the concept of ecological crisis with little consequence. There‐
fore,  any discussion of  sustainability is  essentially a debate about the meaning of  what,
who, why and how we believe individually and collectively. However, we are very reluc‐
tant to participate in the debate on a collective basis, even locally, let alone nationally or
globally, in part because it is a messy and time-consuming proposition, i.e., there is a cri‐
sis of perception on which one side resides banality, while on the other side there is un‐
certainty and fear.

1.2. General indicators

Indicators and measurements are essential components in closed physical systems because
they are an integral part of the scientific method. In this context, each indicator must be
enclosed between target value limits to guide political and social action. Its usefulness for
socio-biophysical closed systems (e.g., human welfare) and, in particular, to open physical
systems (e.g., businesses, national economies, regional sustainability) is still unknown be‐
cause knowledge of the full impact of external factors may not be possible. However, the
Earth is ultimately a closed system, except for the flow of energy. In that sense, measures
are needed that are theoretically possible globally, but local measures are potentially more
meaningful and actionable. The impact of some issues can only be evident at the global
level,  for example, global warming and ozone depletion, even though the solutions may
be local.

Henderson (1991) wrote extensively on indicators, and particularly on current paradigms.
The proliferation of indicators is indicative of the confusion and uncertainty of what has
been measured as well as the absence of debate and understanding.
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1.2.1. Economic indicators

There is much discontent with economic indicators, as the majority states that they are indi‐
cators of something more than the economy. Some do not believe that there are significant
economic measures of sustainability.

The most common indicator is  the Gross National  Product (GNP),  now replaced by the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  Daly and Cobb (1994) developed the Index of Sustaina‐
ble Economic Welfare (ISEW),  which recently has been refined as the Genuine Progress
Indicator (GPI)  by Cobb,  et  al.  (1995).  Consumption remains the basis  of  the index,  but
instead  of  adding  only  negative  or  harmful  consumption  (e.g.,  environmental  protec‐
tion),  positive beneficial  consumption is  also added (for  example,  voluntary work,  child
care,  housework,  etc.).  It  is  difficult  to  conceive  of  an  index  where  consumption  is  the
basis for measuring sustainability.

GDP and GPI are aggregations of specific economic indicators, which can be equally sensi‐
tive in terms of time, or the actions of adjustment, but which do not apply to social or envi‐
ronmental concerns. Economic indicators are therefore not particularly useful as measures
of sustainability, even though economic considerations must be taken into account.

The basis of modern economic theory has a political and a cultural component that address‐
es scarcity of resources. Affirming the need for a theory that goes beyond that and reflects
the basic human needs would be very helpful.

1.2.2. Social indicators

Overall, there are five types of social indicators: informative, predictive, problem-oriented,
program evaluation, and goal set. Several of them are partly economic, environmental and
sustainable; they can be combined and compared, such as socio-economic indicators.

Indicators such as the standard of living, which is measured by analyzing time series data
on observable phenomena, are called objective. Indicators such as quality of life, which
measures the perceptions, feelings and responses through questionnaires with classified
scales, are called subjective. The correlation between these conditions is very low, and there
are considerable difficulties related to indicator aggregation and the design of weighting
schemes.

1.2.3. Environmental / ecological indicators

Environmental indicators tend to relate most closely to human activity but may include eco‐
nomic, social and sustainability parameters. Measures may include the quality of living con‐
ditions and work environments, including air, land and water, as well as the productive use
of resources.

Ecological indicators are more concerned with natural ecosystems; in some cases, human
impact is not as obvious. The indicators for the integrity of ecosystems and biodiversity are
prominent. The OECD produces a “pressure-state-response” model that many countries
have used in the preparation of their "State of the Environment.”
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Most indicators have thresholds and targets. At present, there seems to be no drive to ag‐
gregate indicators or obtain a unique index. However, the Framework Convention on Cli‐
mate  Change (UNFCCC) and the  Global  Environment  Facility  (GEF)  have  very  specific
defined indicators for the problem of global climate change that may be adopted by all
countries. Table 1 provides an overview of each topic in the UNFCCC so that each ecosys‐
tem could be described as the physical state of the substances found therein. As indicators
for the GEF,  they have a direct  relationship with the strategic objectives defined by the
same agency for action.

Topic Sub-topic Indicator Unit of measurement

Atmosphere

Climate change Emission of greenhouse gases Gg or ton of CO2eq

Decreased ozone
Consumption of substances that deplete the

ozone layer

Ton of CFC-11 or CFC-12

equivalent

Air quality Concentration of air pollutants in urban areas μg/m3, ppm, ‰

Land Use

Agriculture

Area of arable land under cultivation and

permanent
ha

Fertilizers kg/m2

Pesticides kg/m2

Forest
Forest area as a percentage of the total area %

Intensity of logging %

Desertification Area affected by desertification km2 or %

Urbanization
Area occupied by informal and formal

settlements
km2

Oceans, seas and

coasts

Coastal areas

Concentration of algae in coastal waters mg of chlorophyll/m3

Percentage of the total population that lives

in coastal areas
%

Fishing Annual catch of target species Ton/year

Fresh water

Water distribution
Annual withdrawals of ground and surface

water as a percentage of total available water
%

Water Quality

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) in water

bodies
mg/L

Concentration of fecal coliform in freshwater mg/L

Biodiversity
Ecosystem

Area covering selected key ecosystems km2 o ha

Protected area as a percent of total land area %

Species Abundance of selected key species # of individuals

Table 1. Outline of indicators proposed by the UNFCCC for global climate change.
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1.2.4. Indicators of sustainability

Sustainability measures today tend to be an amalgam of economic, environmental and social
indicators. The first two are susceptible to quantitative measurement because they can be ex‐
pressed in biophysical terms, while the third is not easily quantified. Therefore, there is a
tendency to only view biophysical sustainability.

Examples of sustainability indicators for a city are as follows:

• Per capita income.

• Solid waste generated/water consumption/energy consumption per capita.

• Proportion of workforce at the ten largest employers.

• Number of days of good air quality per year.

• Diversity and population size of particular urban wildlife (especially birds).

• Distance traveled on public transport and private transport per inhabitant.

• Residential density in relation to public space in city centers.

• Hospital admissions for certain types of childhood diseases.

• Percentage of children born with low birth weight.

Boswell (1995) proposed a theoretical basis for sustainable development indicators on a
foundation of knowledge in sociology and ecology. Below, we present a set of attributes (en‐
ergy use, community structure, life history, nutrient cycling, selection pressure and balance)
in terms of objectives for the sustainable management of communities. The system lists 23
necessary conditions, but this may not be sufficient. The same author evaluates these goals
with the selected sustainable development indicators. While a human ecology approach is
clearly appropriate, Boswell (1995) does not recognize that the communities themselves
should determine the strategy and indicators.

Whereas these are facets of sustainability, we must look beyond conventional measures to
include a sense of quality of life, welfare, relevance, and harmony. We may have to be will‐
ing to accept semi-quantitative and qualitative indicators.

Environmental and social indicators are rarely expressed with a unique index. There is some
interest in developing a single sustainability index based on a weighting of economic, envi‐
ronmental and social criteria, but this index cannot meet response times ranging from a few
years (e.g., medical intervention) to a generation (e.g., global warming).

1.3. Criteria for the selection of sustainability indicators

The monitoring of sustainability is a long-term exercise so it must be flexible. The criteria for
selecting appropriate indicators today could be expressed in a straight line with a slope and
perhaps a long learning curve, and our ideas and preferences may change over time once
complex criteria can achieve amenable results through statistical analysis. Perhaps someone
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can reduce a large set of indicators into a single sustainability index. Conversely, some com‐
munities may prefer or be willing to accept a few qualitative indicators for the sake of sim‐
plicity and direct relevance. Excluding qualitative criteria because they are not easily
amenable to objective analysis would likely lead to the exclusion of essential characteristics
of sustainability.

The numerous sets of criteria, e.g., Liverman (1988) and Seattle (1998), range from the simple
(efficiency, fairness, integrity, management skills) to the complex. Hart (1995) believes that
the best measures are not yet developed but suggests the following criteria:

• Multi-dimensional, linking two or more categories (e.g., economy and environment).

• Looking to the Future (range 20 to 50 years).

• Emphasis on local wealth, local resources and local needs.

• Emphasis on the levels and types of consumption.

• Measures and visualize changes that are easy to understand.

• Reliable, accurate and updated data available.

• Reflect local sustainability to improve global sustainability.

Social criteria (e.g., quality of life, sense of security, relationship with others) must reflect the
degree of choice that a person has in an action. Many of us are locked into our own systems of
collective construction within the dominant paradigm (many unsustainable) where the choice
of being different can be socially, economically and practically difficult. Examples of this are
the use of solar radiation and precipitation in dwellings and foregoing ownership of a car.

1.4. Risk analysis and comparative risk assessment

In all stages of information, including insufficient quality and quantity or vagueness and un‐
certainty, where much is at stake and there are several options for action, risk analysis can
assist in selecting the most accurate values, lower costs, and/or the lower-risk option. The
poorer the information, the greater the uncertainty, and risk analysis may be necessary. We
suggest a preliminary stage of data analysis in order to confront a different set of issues and
problems with inadequate resources. This technique classifies the problem issues according
to the urgency, cost and likelihood of success.

It is frequently argued that there is insufficient or inadequate information to permit taking a
rational action, including activities that affect sustainability. However, we know that there
are systemic functional weaknesses in both ourselves and in our organizations. Research in‐
formation actually adds to the uncertainty or controversy; we lose valuable time while more
unnecessary work is undertaken. We know the direction that our action should take, but we
do not know exactly what that action should be. Many of the problems and solutions are
neither technically nor entirely rational. A new methodology for needs that arise may be re‐
quired for sustainability. They should only be started through social action, where the gen‐
eral population as well as technical experts report on issues and decision-making
recommendations.
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1.5. Limitations of the measures of sustainability

Although we cannot objectively and unambiguously define sustainability, we must not
abandon or postpone attempts to measure it. Even if we recognize that there are other equal‐
ly valid ways of learning, we must begin where we are, even though that may be reduction‐
ist, rational or materialistic. We can define the limiting aspects (for example, the sustainable
productive capacity of a specific area of the Earth) and trends in the direction of sustainabili‐
ty (for example, increased use of public transport, a more equitable distribution of revenues)
and choose indicators that are appropriate and meaningful. The former must be below the
threshold of unsustainability. The latter must give directions that require us to act. Many, in
fact, are actually indicators of unsustainability. Many discussions and studies on the meas‐
urement of sustainability are not defined, nor do they even provide a common understand‐
ing of what is measured. The context of sustainability cannot be separated from the
measurement.

We recognize at the outset the limitations of quantitative measures. However, we must be
on guard to keep the threshold clear. Although sustainability is about quality and other in‐
tangible non-physical aspects of life, this does not mean that we are unable to obtain meas‐
urements for them. Just as biological indicators (e.g., health of trouts) are now used to
measure the quality of industrial effluents alongside conventional physical-chemical indica‐
tors, we must be able to obtain parameters that serve us and the Earth.

1.6. Some indicators to measure sustainability

If we know that we are becoming more sustainable without having to measure the "sustain‐
ability discourse" as part of the process that then leads to a sustainable lifestyle and meas‐
ures of it, some of which are relatively easy to measure and some of which are roughly
quantified to preset limits. However, if it is consistent, then we can say that achieving sus‐
tainability has begun. Therein lay the success of initiatives such as Seattle.

The initial challenge of this discourse is communicating the environmental and social
change that is underway within organizations, as groups cannot yet see their particular suc‐
cess as part of the combined progress towards sustainability. The dialogue should be ex‐
tended to the wider community to open the discussion for a more effective participation on
the big issues ahead. Local communities need to renegotiate their sense of community in the
modern world and discover new modes of expression.

2. Evaluation of sustainability between combined cycle power plant
production and a hybrid solar-combined cycle system

A  discussion  on  sustainable  development  must  create  a  process-oriented  dialogue  and
therefore  a  dynamic  concept  that  establishes  priorities;  the  generic  concept  of  sustaina‐
ble  development  must  be  able  to  determine  its  specificity  and  concreteness  at  a  local
and regional level.
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This section presents a biophysical, social and economic need for high available renewable
resources within our country. As a primary energy source for the generation of electricity in
a combined cycle solar energy plant, the sustainability is measured in physical terms, while
also taking social, economic and environmental interactions into account.

2.1. Overview

We consider the following questions: What is to be held, for how long, and at what spatial
scale? These questions involve social concepts and economic and biophysical factors that
should be evaluated as deeply as the scope of this study can allow. This project should also
be evaluated superficially, viewing sustainability as a multivariate feature in a socio-envi‐
ronmental system that involves answering additional questions such as: Sustainability for
whom, who will carry it out, and how can it be done? Only then can we understand and
integrate the plurality of preferences, priorities, perceptions and joint inequalities in the ob‐
jectives of what is to be held in an appropriate application to the different scales of analysis.

This section requires the evaluation of sustainability between two electrical generation sys‐
tems: a combined cycle (conventional) and a hybrid solar-combined cycle.

Energy is essential for economic, social and global welfare, but unfortunately, most of it is
produced and consumed in unsustainable ways (Yuksel, 2008). The primary source is fossil
fuels (oil, coal and natural gas), with more than 90% of global production used to meet com‐
mercial energy needs. OPEC forecasts foresee further growth into 2030, both in developed
and developing countries. Consequently, energy poverty is a crucial variable for the foresee‐
able future (OPEC, 2007), while the control of gases and other substances emitted into the
atmosphere will become a more urgent matter to be resolved. This condition implies that
further improvements must be achieved in the production, transmission, distribution and
consumption of electricity (Yuksel, 2008).

In  this  context,  renewable  energy  sources  such  as  solar,  wind,  hydro,  geothermal  and
biogas  are  potential  candidates  to  meet  global  energy  requirements  in  a  sustainable
manner.  Renewable  energy  sources  have  some  advantages  when  compared  with  fossil
fuels  (Demirbas,  2000).  As  a  result,  the  increased  use  of  renewable  energy  can  have  a
significant environmental effect.

Among renewable sources, solar technologies are attracting worldwide attention (Patlitzi‐
anas et al., 2005, Hang et al., 2007); their application in new structures and their adoption in
existing ones is currently one of the more common approaches with respect to electricity
and heating supply. For example, solar photovoltaic technology worldwide in 2004 reached
a production level of 1256 MWp, a 67% increase in production from 2003 (Flamant et al.,
2006). Photothermal technology has reached over 430 MW (Morse, 2008).

This trend is expected to continue in the coming years, requiring the creation of specific
tools for evaluating the efficiency of solar technology. Classical methods essentially provide
tools for the assessment of energy and economy. However, placing these assessments in the
broader context of sustainability of the environment require more integrated analyses. From
this perspective, one must quantify both environmental and economic costs.
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To this end, "emergy" has recently been identified as a valid analysis approach. Emergy
can be  defined as  "useful  energy (exergy)  of  a  certain  type,  which  has  been used both
directly  and  indirectly  in  the  process  of  developing  a  particular  product  or  service"
(Odum,  1988;  Scienceman and El-Youssef,  1993).  Emergy  expresses  the  cost  of  process-
equivalent  units  of  energy,  such as  solar  power.  The basic  idea is  that  solar  energy be‐
comes the  primary unit  of  energy that  expresses  the  value  of  any other  unit  of  energy
so that it  is  possible to compare completely different systems,  such as Emjoule (emergy
joule),  also  called  the  emjoule  solar,  which  is  designated  by  the  symbol  (sej).  "Emergy
calculations have the same purpose as  the  Exergy:  to  capture  the energy hidden in the
organization and construction of living organisms." It  is beyond words to define emerg‐
ing as "exergy built."

2.2. Definitions

The means used to achieve the desired objectives will be varied, so emphasis should be
placed on long-term ecological sustainability. All methods should promote the efficient use
of energy and resources, encourage the use of renewable energy sources (and thereby re‐
duce fossil fuel use), reduce costs and increase the efficiency and economic viability of alter‐
native energy sources.

From the environmental point of view, the sustainability of a hybrid solar-combined cycle
power generation system will essentially depend on the management and optimization of
the following processes:

• Reduction in natural gas consumption; this will also reduce greenhouse gas emissions in‐
to the atmosphere.

• Preservation and integration of biodiversity; the use of parabolic trough concentrators re‐
quires a large area, so it is important to locate the hub area while affecting as little region‐
al flora and fauna as possible.

Socially, electric power generation should benefit all communities in the area no matter
where they are located, thus providing people with energy that can be used to increase pro‐
ductive capacities, self-management and local cooperative mechanisms. One can say that the
process is a socially driven activator, improving conditions for all those who receive that en‐
ergy as well as future generations.

2.3. Systemic attributes and operational definitions of a sustainable management system

The following primary schematic characteristics of a sustainable system must be analyzed:

• Productivity: the system's ability to provide the required level of goods and services. Rep‐
resents the attribute value over a period of time.

• Equity: the system's ability to deliver productivity (benefits and costs) in a fair manner.
This implies a distribution of productivity among affected beneficiaries in the present and
the future.
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• Stability: refers to ownership of the system having a dynamic state of equilibrium. It can
maintain the productivity of the system at a level not decreasing over time under normal
conditions.

• Resilience: the ability to return to equilibrium or maintain productive potential after the
system has suffered major disturbances.

• Reliability: the ability of the system to be maintained at levels close to the usual equilibri‐
um, i.e., temperature shocks.

• Adaptability  and  flexibility:  the  ability  to  find  new  equilibrium  levels  to  long-term
changes  in  the  environment.  It  is  also  the  ability  to  actively  seek  new levels  of  pro‐
ductivity.

• Self-reliance or self-management: the ability to regulate and control the system through
outside interactions. Includes organizational processes and mechanisms of socio-environ‐
mental systems to endogenously define their own goals, priorities, identities and values.

It also emphasizes that the sustainability of a system depends on endogenous properties and
their external linkages with other systems and structural relationships. These attributes are
designed to apply to systems management as a whole, including social, economic, environ‐
mental and technological attributes. Focusing on the abovementioned attributes allows for
the development of sustainability indicators fundamental to systemic priorities, thereby
avoiding long lists of purely descriptive factors and variables.

In operational terms, a sustainable management system will be one that simultaneously al‐
lows the following:

• A high level of productivity through efficient and synergistic use of natural and economic
resources.

• Reliable production, stable and resilient to major disturbances in the course of time, en‐
suring access and availability of productive renewable resources; the use, restoration and
protection of local resources, proper temporal and spatial diversity of the natural environ‐
ment and economic activities and risk-sharing mechanisms.

• Adaptability or flexibility to adjust to new conditions of economic and biophysical envi‐
ronment through innovation and learning processes and the use of multiple options.

• Fair and equitable distribution of costs and benefits to the different affected groups, en‐
suring economic access and cultural acceptance of the proposed systems.

• An acceptable level of self-reliance to respond and externally manage induced changes,
maintaining its identity and values.

These five general attributes of sustainability are the basis for the design of indicators:

• Productivity, which can be evaluated by measuring efficiency, achieved average returns
and availability of resources.
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• Stability, reliability and resilience, which can be evaluated with the trend and variation in
the average return, with the quality, conservation and protection of resources, renewabili‐
ty in the use of resources, spatial and temporal diversity systems with a relationship be‐
tween income and opportunity cost system, and an evolution of jobs created and risk-
sharing mechanisms.

• Adaptability, which can assess the range of technically and economically available op‐
tions, with the ability to change and innovate, strengthening the relationship between the
process of learning and training.

• Equity, which can assess the distribution of costs and benefits to participants and target
groups, and the degree of "democratization" in the decision-making process.

• Self-reliance, where one can evaluate the forms of participation, organization and control
over the system and decision-making.

This  project  follows the methodology proposed by Masera (1996),  which consists  of  the
following:

1. Determining the objectives of the evaluation and defining the management systems to
assess their characteristics and the socio-environmental assessment.

2. Selecting the indicators that define the critical points for the sustainability of the system,
the diagnostic criteria and the derived sustainability indicators.

3. Measuring and monitoring indicators, including the design of analytical instruments
and the procedure used to obtain the desired information.

4. Obtaining and submitting results that compare the sustainability of the analyzed man‐
agement systems, identify the main obstacles to sustainability, and provide suggestions
for improving the system of innovative management.

2.4. Objective of the assessment: Definition of management system

Planning to meet the nation’s future electricity demand is an issue of paramount impor‐
tance, considering the urgent need for economic development, the projected population
growth and the allocation of capital to finance that growth.

The Mexican Federal Electricity Commission (CFE) forecasts that the demand for electricity
will grow 5 to 6% annually in coming years, requiring a dramatic increase in production capaci‐
ty along with new schematic development. A primary objective for the electricity sector should
be a transition from a centralized power system to a geographically distributed and decentral‐
ized system, allowing for a wide availability of natural resources in order to focus on the use of
renewable energy. In this scheme, we propose a reduction in plant size and geographical dis‐
persion.

In this paper, we carry out a sustainability assessment by comparing a traditional production
of electricity through a 316 MW combined cycle plant using natural gas as the primary energy
source as well as an innovative system of electricity production through a solar-hybrid com‐
bined cycle plant that employs an 80 MW thermal and a 236 MW natural gas energy source.
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The large capacity 80 MW solar plant was chosen because of economy of scale (a larger ca‐
pacity involves occupying a land area of over one million square meters). This capacity is
not arbitrary; it is based on an example presented by PURPA (Public Utility Regulatory Poli‐
cies Act) in the United States of America, which arose from limits for small producers. We
selected this capacity to generate the parabolic trough based on the experience and cost in‐
formation at our disposal. ABB GT24 combined cycle turbines of 236 MW and 316 MW were
selected for use in the different alternatives.

The following are the main determinants used to characterize the proposed systems:

2.4.1. Bio-physical components of the system

For solar thermal technologies to be effective, the proposed systems must be located in an
area with high solar irradiance during most of the year. Sonora State (Northwest of Mexico)
was proposed as the construction site of the north plant, as shown in Figure 1.

Sonora is located within the North West Coastal Plain, which forms a belt 1400 km long,
bounded on the east by the Sierra Madre Occidental and on the west by the Gulf of Califor‐
nia. It is 250 km wide to the north (Sonora) and 75 km wide to the south (Sinaloa State), with
an average elevation of 100 m. The region is mostly flat with a gentle slope towards the sea,
interrupted by deeply eroded hills and low mountains or hills surrounded by low lying al‐
luvial plains. From the northern border to the Rio Yaqui, there are large areas of typical des‐
ert plains, arreicas and criptorreicas where one can find sand dunes in a half moon.

Figure 1. State of Sonora (source: IMADES)
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1. Climate of the State of Sonora: The State of Sonora has a dry climate (Figure 2), with an
average temperature of 20 °C in the valleys and along the coast, while in the mountain
region is 16 °C, with highs of 56 °C and minimum of -10 °C. The northern part of Sonora
is characterized by a dry desert climate in the plains near the coast, a temperate rainfor‐
est in the mountainous region and the remaining dry steppe. The annual precipitation
is 50 to 350 mm in the northwest and 400 to 600 mm in the rest of the state. In the south‐
ern desert, the climate is dry and very warm, with a rainfall of 266 mm in the summer.

Figure 2. Schematic with different climates in the state of Sonora. (Source: IMADES)

2. Vegetation of the State of Sonora: Bushes occupy the largest area of the state (38.07%), do‐
minated by ranching and the removal of wildlife for commercial purposes (mesquite,
oregano, chiltepin) and crafts (ironwood, etc.). The areas with no apparent use in exten‐
sion are next in prominence (17.29%). Pastures are predominantly livestock areas and
occupy 13.06%. Forests cover 12.57% of the state and are located in the Sierra Madre Oc‐
cidental; they are characterized as pine-oak, oak-pine and pine, and although there is
infrastructure, the forestry operations remain mostly artisanal. Value-mining areas are
well distributed in the state (6.28%) and dominated by gold and copper deposits. Ap‐
proximately 6.01% is suitable for livestock, and the agricultural areas of the state
(4.89%) are mostly irrigated. Intensive livestock (poultry, swine, dairy farms and fee‐
dlots) occupies a small area (1.15%), although it is economically important.
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3. Soil salinity in the State of Sonora: Although 90.77% of the territory has no saline problem,
approximately 10% is affected by salts at different levels. While 62.3% of the agricultur‐
al soils are normal, the rest are either saline-sodic (15.9%), have problems of salinity
(12.4%), are strongly saline (3.2%), are strongly saline-sodic (2.3%), have only sodicity
problems (1.7%) and are strongly sodic, are moderately saline (0.8%), or are strongly
saline (1.4%). Salinity problems primarily exist in the Irrigation Districts of Caborca and
the Hermosillo Coast and in the Yaqui and Mayo Valleys. The most important and diffi‐
cult to eradicate are the saline-sodic soils found in the Yaqui Valley and in the saline
delta plain (plains of San Luis Rio, Colorado).

4. Stationary sources of air pollution: Using the Information System Rapid Environmental
Impact Assessment (SYRIA) simulation model, pig farms, landfills, urban centers,
mines, mining and industry emissions were analyzed. In some cases, emission factors
were used. The nine municipalities in the State of Sonora comprise nearly 85% of the
population and nearly 65% of the productive activities, propagating a proportional bur‐
den of pollutants in the atmosphere, which presumably generate 251.2 Mg/year of total
particulate matter, 48,037.8 Mg/year of hydrocarbons, and 399.5 Mg/year of carbon ox‐
ides in different composition.

5. Watershed: The State of Sonora has 12 watersheds, with most domestic consumption tak‐
ing place in the Sonora River Basin, which passes through the state capital and crosses
some of the oldest villages. Next in order of importance are the Yaqui River and Mayo
River Basins; they have larger concentrations of people due to an agricultural boom re‐
sulting from the construction of hydraulic works. This assertion is reflected in the con‐
sumption of water for agricultural activities; water consumption from the Rio Yaqui
and Mayo has increased since the construction of the Alvaro Obregon and Adolfo Ruiz
Cortines dams. From the point of view of industrial development, these three hydrolog‐
ic regions also contribute to the increased water consumption and increased demands
on the service sector.

2.4.2. Socioeconomic and cultural components

The  demand  for  services  and  natural  resources  is  determined  by  the  quality  of  life,
which  translates  to  economic  growth.  To  evaluate  this  demand,  we  analyzed  data  on
the  growth  of  different  economic  sectors.  The  employed  population  has  remained  con‐
stant  over  the  past  three  decades.  Although the EAP has  increased from 25.9% in 1970
to  45% in  1990,  the  unemployment  rate  increased from 0.75% in  1980  to  2.5% in  1990.
The  tertiary  sector  is  the  most  dynamic  in  the  state,  occupying  49%,  while  23% are  in
the  primary  sector,  down from 1970  to  1990.  Among the  major  indigenous  groups  are
the Opata, Yaqui, Papago, Pimas and Seris.

Productive activities (Figure 3) were analyzed based on natural resources, particularly vege‐
tation, as resources show the utilization of the soil. This enables the observation of impacts
or consequences of productive activities on the environment.
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As mentioned above, the vegetative plane incorporated activities such as aquaculture and
was derived from recent satellite imagery. Human settlements and industries were added
based on INEGI corrected plans for the 72 largest settlements in the state. Intensive livestock
dairies, feedlots, poultry and swine were charted by obtaining the coordinates of each of
those registered in the Ministry of Livestock Development, the State Delegation of the Min‐
istry of Agriculture or livestock associations. The mining districts were mapped on the basis
of records provided by the Mining Development Division of the Ministry of Economic De‐
velopment and Productivity.

Figure 3. Distribution of land use in the State of Sonora. (Source: IMADES)

2.4.3. Technology and management components

The state of Sonora has a series of dirt roads, paved roads, highways and railroads linking
major cities. As a border state, the highway goes straight to the border in Nogales. There is a
pipeline that runs through much of the center of the state, which originates in the U.S., pass‐
es by Naco, Cananea, and reaches Hermosillo following the route of the highway. This is a
great advantage because this is the area that receives the largest amount of solar radiation in
the country. Table 2 compares the proposed systems.
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System Determinants Traditional System Hybrid System

Generation Capacity
300 MW

combined cycle

50 MW solar thermal (PT)

250 MW combined cycle

Primary energy used
natural gas

(imported)

solar energy and

natural gas (imported)

Gross efficiency of c.c.

Net efficiency of c.c.

46.79%

45.38%

46.79%

45.38%

DSG system net efficiency with Parabolic

trough
----- 23%

Generation time with

natural gas

5694 h/year

(p.f.= 0.65)

5694 h/year (p.f.= 0.65 for c.c.)

13.2 h/day (85.3%)

Generation time with solar power -----
2445 h/year*

6.7 h/day (14.7%)

Solar radiation design ----- 2772 kWh/m2

Maximum solar radiation ----- 3122 kWh/m2

Natural gas heat value 9200.14 kcal/m3 9200.14 kcal/m3

Solar concentration area ----- 570 265 m2

Required total area 846 476 m2 1 316 741 m2

Life 30 years 30 years

Domestics inputs

Imported inputs

37.4%

62.6%

53.7%

46.3%

Funding CFE and private investment
CFE, World Bank,private investment and

GEF

* The combined cycle always works and the plant is at full capacity for only 6.7 hours per day.

Where: c.c. --- Combined cycle p.f. --- Plant factor (taken from COPAR) P.T. --- Parabolic trough

Table 2. Comparison of the characteristics of each system.

The plant can be located in any area close to the west of the Hermosillo highway linking the
city of Santa Ana south of Nogales. The area around the pipeline from the United States also
spans a river, and the amount of solar radiation is the highest in the country. Furthermore,
the ground is flat and semiarid.

2.4.4. Identification of critical points in the system

To identify the critical points in the system we ask the following question: What are the en‐
vironmental factors or processes–technical, social and economic–that individually or in com‐
bination may have a crucial effect on the survival of the management system?
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a. Environmental  aspects:  From this  point  of  view,  factors  that  can influence  the  sus‐
tainability of  the management system include the following:  air  pollution from nat‐
ural  gas  leaks;  the  large  land area  required  for  the  installation  of  parabolic  trough
concentrators;  large  loss  of  cooling  water  for  weather  at  certain  times  of  year;  low
yields  from  cloudy  weather;  emissions  from  burning  natural  gas;  change  of  land
use; erosion; etc.

b. Socioeconomic aspects: These aspects are highly dependent on electricity prices because
instability will affect the entire future of a plant using imported natural gas. Though
this natural gas pipeline is national, it remains very sensitive to the unit price. Interna‐
tional borrowing may be required to finance the construction of any system, and the
construction may entail in a high migration of population for the construction of the
plant, resulting in an imbalance in the surrounding communities. Combined cycle tech‐
nology requires a great deal of imported equipment and will be subject to prices quoted
in dollars or euros. The cost of labor will be slightly higher compared to the rest of the
country, as this is a region near the border. Additionally, the use of an alternate source
of energy can create suspicion among investors. Recently, CFE tender-type parabolic
trough plants have been deserted both in Agua Prieta and Puerto Libertad (Sonora) due
to administrative –not technical– reasons.

2.5. Selection of indicators

To define the indicators used in this evaluation, we must select those that are inclusive, i.e.,
those that describe rather than analyze processes. The indicators must be easy to measure,
easy to obtain and be appropriate for the system under analysis. They must be applicable in
a defined range of ecological, socioeconomic and cultural conditions and have a high level
of reliability. These indicators should be easy to understand for most readers and be able to
measure changes in system characteristics over time in a practical and clear manner. Finally,
the measurements must be repeatable over time.

For this paper, we will consider three areas of evaluation: economic, social and technical/
environmental, placing the general attributes of sustainability in each of the areas proposed
by their own diagnostic criteria.

2.5.1. Economic indicators

To select these indicators, we must first state the diagnostic criteria to follow and then the
indicator to use for defining the general attributes of sustainability.

• Productivity: You can assess profitability and efficiency indicators by using Net Present
Value, Internal Rate of Return and Cost/Benefit. Other indicators may include the invest‐
ment cost, turnaround time, etc.

• Stability, Resilience and Reliability: We can assess the diversification of fuel use and risk
measurement mechanisms, using indicators for credit, insurance, leverage, percentage of
income derived from the use of different primary energies, price of natural gas, etc.
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• Adaptability: We can evaluate the options of primary energy use and technology options
by indicating of number and type of primary energy options and technologies available,
the cost at low loads, cost of generation on cloudy days, low demands, etc.

• Equity: The diagnostic criterion is the adaptability of technology and employment trends
using indicators such as the cost of investment/production revenue, number of jobs creat‐
ed (temporary and permanent), access to fire insurance, etc.

• Self-Reliance: The indicators measure the level of self-financing, the degree of indebted‐
ness, domestic savings, percentage of self-produced energy use, etc.

2.5.2. Technical and environmental indicators

These indicators give us information about the ability of the proposed systems to be envi‐
ronmentally "productive." Sustainability must sometimes include indicators describing the
state of the environment or the processes of prevention and protection of environmental
degradation.

• Stability, Resilience and Reliability: Can be used as an indicator of land use patterns,
number of species in the area, soil quality and water, soil degradation, disasters, climate
change, soil chemical properties, physical soil properties, distribution of natural capital in
each region, and so on.

• Self-Reliance: This requires indicators of energy subsidy, energy efficiency and degrees of
external dependence.

2.5.3. Social indicators

This type of indicator is very difficult to quantify, especially for a production plant that will
supply power to the communities and surrounding cities in Sonora. A much larger study is
required to determine the exact number of beneficiaries and the investment schemes to be
used for construction and operation. Some of the indicators suggested in the literature (Ma‐
sera, 1996) are as follows:

• Equity: The distribution of benefits can be used as an indicator of the number and type of
benefits by gender, social sector, age, ethnicity, etc. The factors influencing decision-mak‐
ing may include policies, group’s resistance, lobbyists and others.

• Stability, Resilience and Reliability: The ability to overcome serious events can affect the
survival of the project after conflicts, problems or lack of financing. The processes of
learning and training can reference the type and frequency of training, knowledge shar‐
ing mechanisms between members, etc.

• Adaptability: Human resource development can be evaluated using indicators such as
concepts, methodology and ownership by the community as a capacity for change. We
can assess changes in objectives, projects, personnel, and adaptation to changes in the dif‐
ferent aspects of production, etc.
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• Self-Reliance: Participation is evaluated by the number and frequency of the different
phases of the project. We measure the power control that decides on critical aspects of the
organization with respect to the type, structure and permanence of the organization.

2.6. Measurement and monitoring indicators

The above indicators will be evaluated quantitatively or qualitatively, depending on the
question, because some of them will be justified by arguments or theoretical reasons, partly
due to the difficulty in assigning a number to an assessment of non-numeric type. First, we
will present the economic indicators, followed by the technical-environmental indicators
and then social indicators.

2.6.1. Economic indicators

Regardless  of  the  general  attributes  of  evaluating  sustainability  indicators,  they  are  cal‐
culated  individually  to  reach  a  conclusion.  Table  3  shows  the  results  of  these  calcula‐
tions (Geyer, et al.,  2004).

Indicator Conventional System Hybrid System

Generation [GWh] 1,708 1,708

Investment cost [USD] $ 135,000,000.00 $ 237,316,931.13

Fuel cost [USD] $ 68,505,647.32 $ 57,088,039.43

Operation and Maintenance Cost [USD] $ 8,634,951.00 $ 8,334,592.50

Unit Cost of Generation [USD/kWh] $ 0.045 $ 0.038

Unit Cost of Investment [USD/kWh] $ 0.079 $ 0.139

Internal Rate of Recovery 26.90% 19.60%

Net Present Value [USD] $ 38,943,485.89 $ 33,155,291.46

Annuity equivalent [USD] $ 7,821,505.70 $ 6,659,196.56

Benefit/Cost 4.11 2.61

Recovery period 4.8 years 3.1 years

Table 3. Economic variables of each model (Source: own data).

The economic and financial analysis necessary to reach these results was performed on a
spreadsheet, considering each year of construction, testing, operational development and
economic variables.

For economic indicators, we used data from the Costs and Benchmarks for Formulation of
Investment Projects in the Electricity Sector - Generation (CFE, 2007) for the combined cycle
units, while the thermal data were taken from Hertlein et al. (1990) and Franz Trieb (2009).
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2.6.2. Technical and environmental indicators

The location of the proposed plant is 73 km northwest of City of Caborca, off Highway 37
(60 km in a straight line). The vegetation of the area consists of scrub and grassland as non-
endemic species. The fauna consists primarily of rodents, reptiles and insects. No crops are
grown in the area.

The degradation phenomena studied consisted of erosion, salinity and pollution (soil, water
and air). In most cases, estimates were made in the absence of available information by us‐
ing mathematical models with the aid of GIS and satellite imagery to update information.
The erosion in the area lies between 4 and 10 ton/ha. In terms of salinity, the area is within
the affected soils. There are no landfills in the vicinity.

The selected region has few clouds for most of the year. However, as the present electricity
generation derives from natural gas, the combined cycle plant will operate continuously and
the total capacity of the plant will be operational within the CSP.

The energy subsidy should be completely designated as external and not just for the region
but also for the nation, as the pipeline that feeds the plant comes from the United States. The
energy efficiency is the highest in Mexico. The total conversion efficiency of the solar ther‐
mal power plant varies from 21 to 23%, and it can be significantly improved if a Direct
Steam Generation solar field is used to deliver steam at 550 °C and 100 bar (Zarza, 2004).
The CO2 emissions from each of the proposed systems are shown in Table 4.

Indicator Conventional System Hybrid System

Amount of fuel 386 181 018 m3/year 337 125 816 m3/year

Amount of CO2 emitted 275 844 ton/year 240 804 ton/year

Table 4. Atmosphere emissions for each model.

2.6.3. Social indicators

The indigenous groups in Sonora who live around the area proposed for the construction of
the plant (the Opata, Yaqui, Papago and Pimas) subsist primarily through activities such as
the manufacture of handicrafts, animal husbandry and subsistence farming. The construc‐
tion of the plant would mean a source of temporary employment for them, bringing benefits
in both economy and quality of life.

The primary operator will be CFE, although it is very likely that contractors will decide less
important aspects that may have a major impact on the region.

In the event of any social conflict in the area, the construction phase will have to stop for
security reasons. However, if the pipeline continues to provide natural gas, then the plant
will continue producing. There is sufficient security in the area to guard against rebel
groups tampering with transmission towers or the pipeline.
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Staff at the plant must be local people who receive sufficient training in all aspects of the
plant; this can provide a continuity of (very general) knowledge to the community.

The organization of the plant will likely come from CFE because it is the institution that con‐
trols and manages the production of electricity. They already have defined organizational
schemes in place for the initial production of a new power plant.

The beneficiary communities surrounding the hybrid plant, including the cities of Hermosil‐
lo and Santa Ana, are not intended to affect social stability during the construction period (1
to 3 years) and afterwards during operation.

2.7. Evaluation results

The objective of  the proposed hybrid system is  the generation of electricity for the area
by  installing  the  latest  technology,  meaning  that  the  technology  used  has  the  highest
possible  conversion  efficiency  of  primary  energy,  that  the  solid  and liquid  waste  emis‐
sions  are  minimized,  and  that  the  system incorporates  the  additional  use  of  a  renewa‐
ble  energy  source.  According  to  calculations  above,  the  obtained  results  show  that  the
amount  of  generated  CO2  is  less  than  that  emitted  by  the  conventional  system;  hence,
the risk for environmental  pollution is  reduced for future generations.  The plant is  also
adapted  to  an  area  with  poor  socio-ecological  circumstances,  which  will  dramatically
improve the benefits for future generations.

Production structures for generation, distribution and consumption will provide electrifica‐
tion services and reliable energy necessary for the progress of the region, which facilitates
total employment and meaningful work, thereby improving human capabilities for the in‐
habitants of the region.

With the launch of a hybrid power plant (solar combined cycle), low resource consumption
technology is developed that adapts to local socio-ecological circumstances. Because the pri‐
mary energy sources are low-polluting solar energy and natural gas, there are still signifi‐
cant risks for the present and future. Increasing the electrical infrastructure in the region by
consuming imported gas will not preserve this resource for future generations for other
uses. It will, however, conserve resources in the zone if outside resources are used.

We must ensure the satisfaction of some of the most basic human needs, such as the provi‐
sion of high-quality energy. By implementing an innovative system of this type, we promote
cultural diversity and pluralism; by using new commercial technology, we can share experi‐
ences with other international institutions on the construction of field parabolic trough con‐
centrators and on the development of the plant and its operation.

This should help to reduce the aspects that make it less sustainable to allow the use of more
solar energy as renewable primary energy.

In terms of economic indicators such as initial investment, it is slightly more expensive to
implement a hybrid plant. However, costs would be absorbed by international organiza‐
tions and the CFE, whose resources are governmental and therefore contributed by people
from across the country. Despite this, the remaining features and sustainability objectives
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are met; therefore, it can be said that a sustainable system has a very promising future. The
advantages outweigh the disadvantages, and thus it is worth implementing a solar power
plant for generating electricity under the study conditions. It is a sustainable project from a
technical, ecological and social standpoint, but from an economic point of view, it is not en‐
tirely sustainable because it requires external resources, which does not comply with the
characteristics of self-sufficiency.

As a complement to the results of this analysis, there is an internal report from the Institute
of Engineering (Almanza, et al. 1990) that offers a more formal and technical evaluation of
the climatic conditions of the proposed area.

3. Conclusions

The amount of CO2 emission from the hybrid system is less than the conventional system.
Production structures are generated, and the plant develops hybrid technology with a low
consumption of resources, which are adapted to local socio-ecological circumstances.

Since there is a wide acceptance in all social sectors of the concept of sustainability, the pro‐
posal made in this paper aims to ensure a sustainable supply of high quality electricity to a
region where one of its main natural resource is the Sun spite that, today, still we can not
objectively define that term and therefore implement it.

It is very important to make clear that sustainability goes beyond ensuring the environmen‐
tal integrity of a site and the standard of living of a population, should address the concept
of "quality of life" and a form of collective life.

Sustainability is now in a further process of discourse, and efforts to measure it should be‐
come a state priority. Institutional initiatives and debates about the measurement of sustain‐
ability in general show resistance in committing to this concept. Therefore, there is no
common shared understanding of what has been measured.

Sustainability indicators are often an amalgam of economic, social and environmental indi‐
cators, but recently, they are showing signs of maturity with better measures of sustainabili‐
ty. These indicators, however, are limited and may reflect unsustainable measures. Their
primary value is to indicate the direction of change rather than a swing state.

The indicators are just the initial map and not what could be called the territory. The diffi‐
cult task of achieving sustainability is another issue.

In consulting references, it follows that the most successful initiatives in measuring sustaina‐
bility are those initiated and controlled by autonomous public groups (e.g., Sustainable Seat‐
tle 1998), where the process is more important than the indicators.

The greater the public involvement in the execution of a community role (for example, con‐
sensus conferences, citizen juries, etc.), the more likely we are to achieve sustainability.
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We need to address the fundamental existential questions and find meaning in life if we are
to achieve sustainability.

The emergy evaluation assigns a value to products and services through their conversion in‐
to an equivalent form of energy: solar energy (Odum, 1983, 1996).

Solar energy is used as the common denominator through which different types of resour‐
ces, whether energy or material, can be measured and compared with others.
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1. Introduction

The development of human civilization was fueled by different energy sources throughout
its history, with the past decades clearly showing a trend of using environment-friendly en‐
ergy. Among the energy sources available from the Nature, solar energy has a special place
[1, 2]. It is available in vast quantities, especially in countries with high insolation level such
as México. Transformation of solar light into electricity takes place in photovoltaic devices –
solar cells – that do not require much maintenance throughout their operation cycle and can
function as stand-alone devices allowing the use of electrical equipment even in most re‐
mote areas. The energy produced by the solar cells during the day can be stored in accumu‐
lators and used during the night, making solar-powered equipment practically self-
sustainable if the required number of sunlight hours per day is available.

Currently, most commercial solar cells are made of silicon due to its vast availability and sil‐
icon technology that reached the state of perfection, allowing to achieve the conversion effi‐
ciency of almost 28% (single silicon cell, [3]). Actually, world production of photovoltaics is
dominated by polycrystalline silicon cells representing 94% of the market [4]. These devices
based on silicon wafers are called the "first generation" of photovoltaic technology. Mono‐
crystalline silicon devices are effective but expensive. Similarly, solar cells based on other
semiconductor materials, called "second generation", such as group II-VI and III-V hetero‐
structures, are capable of efficiencies over 40% (GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAs, [3]) but depend sig‐
nificantly on the quality of the junction that may contain defects acting as effective
recombination centers, reducing considerably the concentration of photo-generated carriers.
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Finally, there is the "third generation" of photovoltaic devices that embraces solar cells based
on organic semiconductors. These materials usually afford moderate efficiency – about 11%
(dye-sensitized cells [3]); however, they are cheap and easy to obtain, which is a very attrac‐
tive point for industrial-scale production. Also, organic materials can be deposited on flexi‐
ble substrates, widening the spectrum of their possible applications.

In this chapter, we present the results for several types of heterojunction solar cells that are
particularly focused on the use of thin film devices for photovoltaic conversion [5]. We dis‐
cuss the benefits of computer simulations for improvement of AlGaAs/GaAs solar cells, sug‐
gesting the optimal values of aluminum contents and thickness of the window layer. We
propose the isovalent substitution method as a promising technological approach for craft‐
ing near-to-perfect junction boundary with reduced mismatch of lattice parameters and
thermal expansion coefficients, illustrating it for the case of CdTe/CdS heterostructures.
Aiming to lower the cost of solar cell production, we consider the option of chemical bath
deposition for CdS/PbS solar cell, proposing environment-friendly variation that significant‐
ly reduces (and even disposes of) the use of toxic ammonia that is characteristic for a com‐
mon chemical bath deposition process for CdS films. We also address the question of
organic solar cells, discussing the mechanisms of current transport in a cell based on poly (3-
hexylthiophene). Finally, we consider the question of excess heating that is characteristic to
the photovoltaic devices (especially those operating under concentrated light conditions),
proposing to use the experience gained from nano-thermoelectric formations used to re‐
move the extra heat from the devices composing microchips.

2. General theoretical modeling

Let us consider the basic physical processes taking place in a semiconductor solar cell with a
heterojunction (Fig. 1). The device is composed by two semiconductors with different band
gap values [1, 6]. The wider-band material forms so-called window layer (for which the cor‐
responding characteristics in Fig. 1 have the subscript “W”) and is used to process high-en‐
ergy photons, allowing low-energy photons to pass through. These became absorbed in the
narrower-band material forming the absorber layer (hence the subscript “A” in Fig. 1). The
thickness of the corresponding layers will be referred to as DW and DA, correspondingly,
making the total device thickness equal to DWA = DW + DA. The presence of window and ab‐
sorber layers allows to optimize solar spectrum use and reduce device heating that is more
prominent in p-n junctions, where more absorbed photons have the energies exceeding
band gap of the material. The other benefit consists in increase of material choice for creat‐
ing the junction, because not all semiconductors can be obtained in both modifications with
p- and n- conductivity. On the negative side, the mismatch of lattice parameters of junction
components create undesirable defects, and difference in thermal expansion coefficient may
be critical for stability of the device if used under the elevated temperatures.

The contact  of  two materials  with  different  conductivity  type  leads  to  the  formation of
space charge region [7] associated with diffusion potential  difference Ud.  Within this so-
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called depletion region of width wn  + wp  (Fig. 1) energy band bending occurs. In general
case,  due to the difference of band gap values of window and absorber layers (EgW  and
EgA,  respectively)  there will  be band discontinuities  ∆EV  and ∆EC,  introducing additional
energy barriers  for  the  carriers  and paving the  way for  different  types  of  tunneling ef‐
fects.  The band diagram of  a  heterojunction can be  constructed using electron affinities
for both materials – χW  and χA, respectively, which allows to construct band diagram of
the structure.

Under illumination, the electrons obtain the energy sufficient for moving into conduction
band, creating holes in the valence band. The resulting non-equilibrium electron-hole pair
can disappear due to recombination. However, if it is generated in the vicinity of the junc‐
tion, the embedded electric field of the space charge region will exert different forces on the
carriers in accordance with their charges, moving them towards the contacts where they
contribute to the photo-current of the external circuit.

Figure 1. Band diagram of a heterojunction with main parameters denoted.

The transport of the carriers, in addition to the action of the embedded electric field, is also
governed by the diffusion caused by the difference in concentrations of electrons and holes
in the corresponding parts of the device. This mechanism can be described as [8]

( ) ( )n n n
dnJ en x E x eD
dx

m= + (1)

( ) ( )p p p
dpJ ep x E x eD
dx

m= - (2)
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where n, p are concentration of electrons and holes, μn and μp are their mobilities and Dn, Dp

are diffusion coefficients. The action of the electric field is limited to the space charge region
that is characterized by the thickness

2 ( ) 2 ( )
( ) ( )

W A A d W A D d
n p

D W D A A A W D A A

N U U N U U
w w

eN N N eN N N
e e e e

e e e e
- -

+ = +
+ +

(3)

with dielectric constants of window and absorber materials εW and εA, respectively. The val‐
ues of ND and NA correspond to the concentration of donors and acceptors that define con‐
ductivity type of the materials forming heterojunction. The height of the energy barrier, Ud,
can be manipulated by application of a voltage U, which is also included into (3). Calculat‐
ing the value of wn + wp it can be shown that the space charge region usually is of negligible
thickness in comparison with that of the entire device. Therefore, one can simplify the equa‐
tions (1) and (2) by keeping only diffusion terms:

n n

p p

dnJ eD
dx

dpJ eD
dx

=

= -
(4)

The resulting expressions can be rewritten relating current variation to the difference of re‐
combination and generation rates. For simplicity, we will present here only equations de‐
scribing window layer, for which the minority carriers are holes:

2

2p p W
d pD r g
dx

= - (5)

Recombination rate rp =  (p – pn0) / τpW  depends on the difference between non-equilibrium

and equilibrium concentrations of holes given in numerator, and a characteristic time τpW

defined by recombination processes taking place in the system. Generation rate
gW =αW Φ0exp(−αW x) includes absorption coefficient of the material αW , spectral power of
incident light flux Φ0 and distance from the surface x. Substituting these expressions into
formula (5) one will obtain

2
0 0

2 2
Φ

W xn W

pp

p pd p e
Ddx L

aa --
= - (6)

where L p =  Dpτp is the diffusion length for the holes. Equation (6) should be solved taking
into account the boundary conditions. On the front of the cell, the variation of hole concen‐
tration is connected with surface recombination rate sp:
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At the boundary with space charge region, the concentration of holes is equal to:

( ) ( )0–   /W n n Bp D w p exp eU k T= (8)

where kBT  is a product of the Boltzmann constant and the temperature. The solution of the
equation (6) is usually written in the form

( ) / /
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p pW
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with C0
p =

αW Φ0L p
2

Dp(1 −αW
2 L p

2)  and coefficients Ap and Bp that can be found from boundary condi‐

tions. The similar equations can be obtained for electrons as minority carrier in absorber part
of the device, yielding the general solution for carrier concentration as

( ) ( ) / /
0 0
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where DW appearing in the first exponent denotes the decrease of light flux upon passing
through the window layer. Now, the total current through passing to the external circuit can
be obtained as the sum of electron and hole currents at the contacts together with total pho‐
to-generation current reduced by integral describing recombination losses:
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Two first terms in (11) can be easily found using the expressions for carrier concentrations
(9), (10) and their relation to the corresponding current components (4):
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The generation term from (11) can be calculated analytically:
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The recombination term is calculated numerically, taking into account the distribution of
non-equilibrium carrier concentration in window/absorber and various recombination
mechanisms such as direct recombination, Hall-Shockley-Read recombination involving im‐
purity levels in band gap, and Auger recombination for high-energy carriers that transfer
their excess energy to another particle [8].

For numerical simulations we considered the heterojunction AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs [9] character‐
ized by a small lattice mismatch of 0.127%. The window layer remains direct-band semicon‐
ductor for aluminium contents less than 45%. Material parameters used in our simulations
are listed in Table 1 as functions of aluminium content x and temperature T.

Parameter Value or calculation formula

Dielectric constant ε 12.90 – 2.84x

Electronic affinity χ, eV 4.07 -1.1x

DOS effective masses mn*= (0.067 + 0.083x) m0; mp* = (0.62 + 0.14x) m0

Electron mobility µn, cm2/(Vs) ( 8 – 22x + 10x 2 ).103

Hole mobility µp, cm2/(Vs) ( 3.7 – 9.7x + 7.4x 2 ).102

Band gap Eg, eV 1.424 + 1.247x – (5.4.10-4T2)/(T+204[K])

Table 1. Parameters of AlxGa1-xAs used in calculations

In the framework of the current chapter, we studied the dependence of window layer thick‐
ness DW on the efficiency of AlGaAs/GaAs solar cell. All calculations were done for AM1.5
illumination [10]. First, we considered the question about the thickness ratio of window/
absorber layers (Fig. 2). The resulting plot has roughly triangular shape with the grayed out
area in the bottom left corner where the system is not converging to any solution. As one
can see from the figure, the efficiency η exceeding 24% is obtained for thicker cell (DWA = 300
μm), which is expected because the junction should have enough material for a considerable
absorption of solar light. When the cell is 3 μm thick, the value of η reaches 20% at most. It is
also clear from the figure that the cell performs better with a thin window layer. For exam‐
ple, the efficiency over 20% is reachable for a thick cell with window layer thickness under
0.5% of DWA, i.e., DW < 1.5 μm. This result proves that the embedded electric field of space
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charge region should be located quite close to the surface where the major photo-generation
of non-equilibrium carriers takes place, ensuring efficient separation of electron-hole pairs
and reducing losses due to the recombination processes. If the junction is located deeper into
the cell, the embedded field becomes less efficient. Also, thicker absorber layer augments the
number of processed photons that increases the current flowing to the external circuit.

Figure 2. Dependence of Al0.29Ga0.71As/GaAs solar cell performance as a function of window and cell thickness

Another important point is the adjustment of band gap difference between the heterojunc‐
tion components that modifies the percentage of light processed by window and absorber
layers. Having in mind that thicker cell has better overall performance, we performed calcu‐
lations varying the aluminum contents x in AlxGa1-xAs and thickness of the window layer.
These results are presented in Fig. 3. Similarly to Fig. 2, the case of ultrathin window pre‐
cludes numerical convergence and is greyed out. As one can see from the figure, the efficien‐
cy landscape has two prominent details. For comparative thick window layer with DW above
a micron, it has a pronounced maximum at x = 29.5%that does not shift with variation of DW

by two orders of magnitude. The maximum changes into a wide plateau with η > 17% for x
exceeding 20%, following with a quick drop of efficiency for decreasing aluminum content.
Increase of x above 30% also causes abrupt drop of the efficiency. We explain this behavior
by optimal adjustment of band gaps EgW and EgA ensuring good separation of solar spectra
into “high” and “low”-energy parts processed by window and absorber layer, respectively,
for 20% < x < 30%. For lower x, the difference of band gaps is insufficient. For higher x, the
difference is too big so that the energy of the photons passing the window layer is high in
comparison with EgA, which will result in excess Auger recombination rate and increased
cell heating.
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Figure 3. Efficiency of AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs solar cell as a function of window layer thickness DW and aluminum contents x

However, when window layer becomes very thin (DW < 1μm), the system starts to behave
differently. Now, the generation of the carriers in direct vicinity of junction boundary pro‐
vides a significant benefit by quick and efficient separation of carriers by electric field associ‐
ated with space charge region, reducing recombination losses. Nevertheless, even the
contour line for η = 23% shows that the cell performs slightly better when aluminum con‐
tents gravitates towards x = 30%.

Therefore, theoretical treatment of semiconductor solar cell followed by numerical simula‐
tions allowed to obtain useful information about the system, which can significantly simpli‐
fy the experimental optimization of solar cell parameters by suggesting the most promising
ranges of parameters that corresponds to the highest efficiency of photovoltaic conversion of
solar energy.

3. Solar cells with CdTe layers grown by isovalent substitution

Among the materials used for solid-state cells, cadmium telluride occupies a special place
due to its near-optimal band width of 1.5 eV at 300 K. Direct band of CdTe favors manufac‐
ture of thin-film barrier structures [5, 6]. However, despite it is possible to grow CdTe with
n- and p-conductivity, the p-n junction solar cells of cadmium telluride are impractical due
to high absorption and recombination. Schottky barriers are also not quite useful because
many metals form comparatively low barriers with p- and n-type cadmium telluride [11].
Under these conditions, the major flexibility in device design can be attained for heterojunc‐
tions, among which the most prominent are thin-film structures of p-CdTe/n-CdS. It is quite
easy to obtain solar cells with efficiency of η ≈ 16%, but much device optimization work is
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required to achieve the theoretical performance limit of 28% [6]. One of the main reasons re‐
ducing the efficiency of solar cell is a large concentration of defects NS at the junction boun‐
dary caused by a mismatch of crystalline and thermal parameters of device components
[12]. Therefore, it is important to search for the best material especially for wide-band win‐
dow layer and improve the reproducibility of technology aiming to create heterostructures
with a perfect junction boundary.

One of the promising approaches to solve this problem involves the method of isovalent
substitution (IVS) [13], offering considerable advantages over the traditional methods of het‐
erojunction manufacturing [5, 12]. The substituted heterolayers grows down into the sub‐
strate, which defines and stabilizes the crystalline structure of the layer. Thus, IVS is used to
obtain stable layers of materials with crystalline modifications that do not exist in bulk form.
The layers of intermediate solid solutions relax the difference of lattice parameters and ther‐
mal expansion coefficients, ensuring low Defect concentration at the junction boundary. Fi‐
nally, residual base substrate atoms act as isovalent impurities, significantly increasing the
temperature and radiation stability of the material [14]. This section reports successful use of
isovalent substitution method for formation of heterojunctions of CdTe with wide-band II-
VI compounds such as CdS, ZnTe and ZnSe.

The base substrates with the size of 4×4×1 mm3 were cut from bulk CdS, ZnTe and ZnSe
crystals grown by Bridgman method from the stoichiometric melt. At the room temperature
the substrates of CdS and ZnSe had n-type conductivity; ZnTe samples were of p-type due
to presence of intrinsic point defects. After mechanical polishing the plates were etched
chemically in the solution of Cr2O3 : HCl = 2 : 3, rinsed in distilled water and dried. These
operations ensured mirror-reflective surface of the substrates and bulk luminescence within
the corresponding spectral ranges. The heterostructures were formed by annealing of the
substrates in quartz containers pumped out to 10-4 Torr at the temperatures of TA=800 –1000
K. The additional charges loaded into containers are listed in Table 2.

Substrate n-CdS p-ZnTe n-ZnSe

Charge
Charge of CdTe, Te and

LiCO3 salt
Charge of CdTe and Cd Charge of CdTe

Table 2. Loads to the containers required to form heterostructures of corresponding type

Annealing process leads to formation of cadmium telluride layer on top of the base sub‐
strates, which was verified by spectra of optical reflectivity and transmittivity. The thickness
of CdTe layers is controlled by deposition conditions and film conductivity type results to
be opposite to that of the substrate. To make diode structures, we polished off the CdTe lay‐
er from one side down to the substrate. Ohmic contacts were deposited by melting in In for
n-type material and vacuum-sputtering of Ni for the p-type one. The sketch of resulting p-
CdTe/n-CdS structure is given in the inset to Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Typical CVC of p-CdTe/n-CdS heterojunction at 300 K. The inset shows a schematic view of the structure.

The heterojunctions studied featured pronounced diode characteristics with rectification co‐
efficient above 104 at 300 K and voltage of 1 V. The typical dark current-voltage curve (CVC)
of an example p-CdTe/n-CdS heterojunction is given in Fig. 4. The potential barrier height φ0

can be estimated extrapolating the straight branch of the curve towards the intersection with
the voltage axis (Fig. 4). The value of φ0 depends on heterojunction type and technological
condition used to obtain it, with the maximum barrier values listed in Table 3.
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Our analysis shows that current-voltage curves at lower bias obey the expression that corre‐
sponds to dominating carrier recombination in the space charge region [6]

0 exp( / 2 )gr grI I eV kT» (15)

with intercept current Igr
0  obtained for V=0. Energy slope of Igr

0 (T ) curve plotted in axis

frame ln(Igr
0 −1 / T ) is about 1.6-1.7 eV, which agrees with the bandgap of cadmium telluride

at 0 K, proving that the space charge region is mainly localized in CdTe and recombination
takes part in the thinner component of the junction. Under the higher bias the formula (1)
transforms into less steep dependence [5]
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0 exp( V T)grt grtI I a b» + (16)

where Igrt
0  is the intercept current and parameters α =(5−15)  V −1,  β =  (0.01−0.02)  K −1 are

independent on both voltage and temperature. For the bias approaching φ0/e, current trans‐
port in the device becomes dominated by over-barrier current Id, which for the heterojunc‐
tions p-CdTe/n-CdS and p-CdTe/n-ZnSe is provided by electrons and for n-CdTe/p-ZnTe
diodes – by holes. The inverse current in obtained heterojunctions is determined by carrier
tunneling (low bias case) and avalanche processes (high bias case).

The current voltage curve of illuminated structures for eV ≥ 3kT obeys expression

0 exp( / 2 )SC SC OCI I eV kT= (17)

with short circuit current ISC and open circuit voltage VOC. The presence of two in denomina‐
tor of the exponent corresponds to the major carrier generation in the space charge region.
Thermal dependence of the intercept ISC

0  photocurrent value is determined mainly by the ex‐
ponential coefficient exp(–Eg/2kT). The band gap value Eg appearing here characterizes the
material in which the most intensive generation takes place. In the heterostructures synthe‐
sized under low TA the value of Eg is about 1.6 eV, which correspond to the band gap of CdTe
at 0 K. At higher synthesis temperature Eg increases up to 1.8-2.0 eV, suggesting that photo-
generation of the carriers takes place in solid solution layers at the junction boundary. De‐
pendence of short circuit current on the illumination intensity L remains linear even if the
latter varies by five orders of magnitude. The open circuit voltage changes proportionally to
lnL for low light, tending to saturation under high illumination intensity. Using 100 W tung‐
sten lamp as a power source, we were able to measure VOC values at 300 K (see Table 3).

In contrast to the above-discussed integral device characteristics, the spectral data are more
variable by depending significantly on heterojunction type and technological conditions
during its formation. It is worth noting general features of photosensitivity spectra S, in par‐
ticular, the fact that S curves are limited by photon energies corresponding to band gap val‐
ues of heterojucntion components (Fig. 5). The shape of the spectrum and position of its
peaks is again defined by the part of the device with major generation of photo-carriers.

Let us analyze this question in detail for a particular case of p-CdTe/n-CdS heterostructure.
As one can see from Figure 6, the photosensitivity of a junction synthesized at TA = 800 –
1000 K embraces a wide interval of photon energies and has a blurred peak. This is caused
by the presence of the solid solution layer of CdSхTe1-х responsible for smooth variation of Eg

in the area of generation and separation of non-equilibrium carriers.

High-energy edge ends at hν ≈ 2.5 eV, which is close to the Eg of cadmium sulfide. Photons
with hν > 2.5 eV are absorbed in CdS deeper than diffusion length of the minority carriers
and thus become lost due to recombination processes. The spectral sensitivity below the
band gap of cadmium telluride is caused by non-linearity of band gap dependence for solid
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solutions CdSхTe1-х on composition x, which is known [14] to have a minimum at Eg ≈ 1.2 eV

for x ≈ 0.2; the photons absorbed in this layer will contribute to sensitivity with hν < 1.5 eV.

Figure 5. Typical photosensitivity spectra of heterojunctions: 1) p-CdTe/n-CdS, 2) n-CdTe/p-ZnTe and 3) p-CdTe/n-
ZnSe at 300 K and illumination from wide-band component side

Figure 6. Normalized photosensitivity spectra of p-CdTe/n-CdS heterojunction formed under different temperatures:
1) 800 K, 2) 900 K, and 3) 1000 K
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We measured main parameters of heterojunctions related to their possible photovoltaic ap‐
plications. All measurements were done under AM2 illumination at 300 K and are listed in
Table 4. The density of short circuit current was calculated from the experimental ISC, ac‐
counting for the effective area of the diodes that is about 0.1 cm2.

Heterostructure ISC, mA/cm2 VOC, V η, % FF

p-CdTe/n-CdS 18 0.5 10 0.7

n-CdTe/p-ZnTe 10 0.7 5 0.5

p-CdTe/n-ZnSe 11 0.6 6 0.55

Table 4. Main parameters of solar cells based on heterostructures studied

As one can see from the table, the largest efficiency of 10% corresponds to the photovoltaic
device based on p-CdTe/n-CdS, which is below the theoretical limit of 28% due to several
reasons. Low fill-factor values FF are caused by a considerable series resistance of dozens of
Ohms. This problem can be amended by low-resistance substrates and optimization of ohm‐
ic contacts primarily to the thin film layers of cadmium telluride. The benefits of obtained
heterojunctions in first place is the low value of thermal efficiency variation dη/dT =
(0.02-0.03)%/K – that is, four times smaller than that of the silicon solar cells. This is impor‐
tant for solar concentrator applications, when the structure intensively heats. Thus, in spite
of modest η, our heterojunctions may compete with GaAlAs ones, because for the same
dη/dT they are significantly cheaper and simpler in manufacture. It is also worth mentioning
that the presence of isovalent impurities in CdTe heterolayers increments radiation stability
of the material, which is especially important for open space applications.

4. Heterojunction CdS/PbS cells obtained by chemical bath deposition

Continuing the discussion of solid state solar cells, let us perform optimization of absorber
layer keeping the window layer of wide-band CdS, paying a special attention to simplifica‐
tion of deposition technology with an aim to reduce the production costs. Among the main
techniques used for the deposition of CdS thin films, we highlight chemical bath deposition
(CBD) that produces layers with excellent characteristics because of their compactness and
uniformity due to congruent growth and high relative photoconductivity [16, 17]. Further‐
more, CBD is a good method for a large area deposition, which is convenient for solar cell
fabrication on industrial scale. In CBD technique, the properties of thin films can be control‐
led by several parameters such as pH of the reaction solution, concentration of the chemical
precursors, temperature, deposition time, etc. However, on the other hand, the CBD techni‐
que for the deposition of CdS films has serious drawbacks such as large amount of Cd-con‐
taining toxic waste produced in the process. Moreover, the classic CBD uses highly volatile
and harmful ammonia as the complexing agent in the reaction solution, which can become
even more critical in large scale production. These disadvantages catalyze intensive research
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aiming to improve the CBD process. For example, ammonia has been substituted with more
convenient complexing agents such as ethylendiamine, ethanolamine, triethanolamine, nitri‐
lotriacetic acid and sodium citrate. In particularly, we have developed CBD process based
on sodium citrate in place of ammonia [17].

Sodium citrate is a cheap and practically harmless organic compound widely employed in
food industry as flavoring or preservative, also as a common ingredient for drinks. We re‐
ported main characteristics of CdS films deposited over glass substrates by the partial and
complete substitution of ammonia by sodium citrate in the CBD process, resulting in thin
films of high crystallinity degree, homogeneity and compactness that performed pretty well
as window layers in CdS /CdTe thin film solar cells and as active layers in field effect thin
film transistors. Here we would like to discuss CdS window layers obtained by ammonia-
free CBD process for CdS/CdTe and CdS/PbS solar cell heterostructures.

The CdS/CdTe and CdS/PbS solar cells were deposited in superstrate geometry onto ITO-
coated glass substrates employing two types of chemically-deposited CdS window layers la‐
beled X-CdS and Y-CdS, respectively [18]. The CBD process for Y-CdS films is ammonia-free
sodium citrate-based process, consisted in a 100 ml reaction solution prepared in a beaker by
the sequential addition of 10 ml of 0.05 M cadmium chloride CdCl2, 20 ml of 0.5 M sodium
citrate Na3C6H5O7, 5 ml of 0.3 M potassium hydroxide KOH, 5 ml of a pH 10 borate buffer,
10 ml of 0.5 M thiourea CS(NH2)2 and deionized water to complete the total volume. The
deposition process for X-CdS films consisted in the reaction solution including 25 ml of 0.1
M CdCl2, 20 ml of 1 M Na3C6H5O7, 15 ml of 4 M ammonium hydroxide NH4OH, 10 ml of 1
M CS(NH2)2 and deionized water to complete the total volume of 100 ml. In this case, the
complexing agent is the mixture of ammonium hydroxide and sodium citrate. In both proc‐
esses, the beaker with the reaction solution was placed in a thermal water bath at 70 °C. The
deposition time was adjusted (20-60 min) to obtain CdS window layers some 100 nm thick.
The deposition rates depend on the concentration of the precursors in the reaction solution.
It was noticed that the amount of Cd ions is much higher in deposition of X-CdS films – 2.81
mg/ml; for Cd-Y films the numbers are lower – 0.56 mg/ml.

The CdTe thin films on ITO/CdS substrates were deposited by the close-spaced vapor trans‐
port-hot wall (CSVT-HW) technique using CdTe powders of 99.99% purity. The deposition
of CdTe was performed in Ar/O2 atmosphere, with each components having partial pressure
of 0.05 Torr. The temperatures of the substrate and the source were set to 550 °C and 650 °C,
respectively. The deposition process was carried out for 4 minutes. Under these conditions,
the resulting thickness of the CdTe layers was approximately 3 μm. After deposition, the
CdTe thin films were coated with a 200 nm CdCl2 layer and annealed at 400 °C for 30 min in
the air. To create back contact, we deposited by evaporation two layers of Cu and Au with
thickness of 20 Å and 350 nm, respectively. The area of the contacts on CdTe side was 0.08
cm2; after the deposition, the device was annealed at 180 °C in argon atmosphere. The effi‐
ciency of CdS/CdTe solar cells was determined from current-voltage measurements under
50 mW/cm2 illumination.

To produce PbS/CdS solar cells, we deposited PbS film over ITO/CdS substrates by the CBD
process that included 2.5 ml of 0.5 M lead acetate, 2.5 ml of 2M NaOH, 3 ml of 1 M thiourea,
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2 ml of 1 M triethanolamine and deionized water to bring the total volume to 100 ml. The
films were deposited at 70°C for one hour and their thickness was about of 4.2 μm. The solar
cell structures were completed with 0.16 cm2 printed layer of conducting graphite on the
PbS films, serving as back contact. The efficiency of the CdS/PbS solar cells was determined
from CVC measurements under 90 mW/cm2 illumination.

Figure 7 shows the CVC for the CdS/CdTe solar cells, with X-CdS and Y-CdS window lay‐
ers. The corresponding performance parameters of both types of solar cells are presented in
Table 5. It is observed that the performance of solar cells with X-CdS window layer is better,
featuring short circuit current density of 11.9 mA/cm2, open circuit voltage of 630 mV, fill
factor of 58%, yielding the efficiency of 8.7%.

Figure 7. Current density versus voltage measurements under illumination of X-CdS/CdTe and Y-CdS/CdTe solar cells
deposited on ITO conductive glass substrates.

Figure 8 presents the CVCs for X-CdS/PbS and Y-CdS/PbS solar cells. The performance pa‐
rameters determined from these measurements are also given in Table 5. As expected, the
performance of these solar cells is much lower because band gap of PbS is smaller, namely
0.4 eV. Nevertheless, the X-CdS window layer performs better also in these solar cells, al‐
lowing to reach short circuit current density of 14 mA/cm2, open circuit voltage of 290 mV,
fill factor of 36% and the efficiency of 1.63%. The low fill factor can be a consequence of high
porosity characteristic for semiconductors obtained by the CBD method.
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Figure 8. Current-voltage curves for illuminated X-CdS/PbS and Y-CdS/PbS solar cells deposited on ITO conductive
glass substrates.

Heterostructure VOC (mV) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) η (%)

X-CdS/CdTe 630 11.9 58 8.7

Y-CdS/CdTe 607 11.1 56 7.5

X-CdS/PbS 290 14 36 1.63

Y-CdS/PbS 310 12.37 28 1.22

Table 5. Parameters of the X-CdS/CdTe and Y-CdS/PbS solar cells with two types of CdS window layers on ITO
conductive glass substrates

The analysis of CdS/CdTe and CdS/PbS solar cells given above prove that both X-CdS and
Y-CdS are appropriate materials for window layers, with higher efficiency achievable for the
solar cells with the X-CdS window. The CBD process for CdS layers required to use both
ammonia and sodium citrate as complexing agents. Nevertheless, this variation of CBD is
more environmental-friendly with reduced ammonia use due to its partial substitution by
sodium citrate. For Y-CdS layers, our optimized CBD process also reduces the amount of
cadmium in the reacting solution by the factor of five comparing to the common process of
CdS film deposition. Therefore, despite of lower efficiency of cells with Y-CdS window lay‐
ers, completely ammonia-free process is more convenient for industrial-scale manufacture of
CdS/CdTe and CdS/PbS solar cells.
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5. Organic solar cells

The "third generation" of photovoltaic technology [19], appearing quite recently, divides in‐
to two principal approaches: achieving high efficiencies by creating multiple electron-hole
pairs (including thermo-photonic cells) with high cost of the cell or, alternatively, to create
very cheap cells with a moderate photovoltaic efficiency (~ 15-20%). Polymer solar cells have
a significant impact potential for the second approach. A key point in the development of
photovoltaic technology is reduction of cost for large scale production, which stimulates re‐
search for alternative materials (such as semiconductors, organics, polymers, heterostruc‐
tures or composites) for solar cells and photovoltaic devices. The efficiency of inorganic
solar cells reaches above 24% due to the use of expensive high purity materials. The produc‐
tion cost can be significantly reduced switching to cheaper constructions including nano‐
crystalline photoelectrochemical solar cells, pigment sensitivity (dye-sensitized cells),
heterojunction polymer/fullerene organic-inorganic hybrid devices and solar cells based on
inorganic nanoparticles. These solar cells are the classical example of an electronic device in
which organic and inorganic materials complement each other in photovoltaic conversion.
The nanomaterials and nanoparticles can also be used for development of energy saving
and efficient electronic devices.

The semiconducting conjugated polymers are attractive for their use in photovoltaic cells,
since they are strong absorbers and can be deposited onto flexible substrates at a low cost.
Cells made from a conductive polymer and two electrodes tend to be inefficient because the
photo-generated excitons (mobile excited states) are not separated by the electric field due to
differences in the work functions of the electrodes; intensification of such separation helps to
improve cell efficiency. Further performance boost can be achieved by optimization of cell
design aiming to enhance charge transport and reduce recombination losses.

Polymer photovoltaic devices have a great potential, representing technological alternative
to the classical solid-state renewable energy devices. The demand for low cost solar cells cat‐
alyzes new approaches and technological developments. In the past years, a significant sci‐
entific interest was attracted to solar cells based on organic molecules and conjugated
polymers [20], which benefit much from mechanical flexibility and low weight. The poly‐
mers’ band gap can be easily changed in organic synthesis, allowing production of polymers
that absorb light at different wavelengths – which in the case of solid-state photovoltaics
was achievable only by creating complicated tandem heterojunctions.

The main operation principles of organic photovoltaic cells differ from those taking place in
solid-state semiconductor devices. In the organic material, light absorption leads to genera‐
tion of excitons; in inorganic cells, illumination produces non-bound electrons and holes. To
create photocurrent, it is necessary to separate the exciton into electron and hole before they
recombine with each other. In a conjugated polymer, the stabilization of photo-excited elec‐
tron-hole pairs can be achieved by polymer compounds containing acceptor molecules with
electron affinity exceeding that of the polymer, but lower than the corresponding ionization
potential. In addition, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the acceptor must
have lower energy than those in the conjugated polymer. Under these conditions it becomes
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energetically favorable for conjugated polymers to transfer photo-excited electrons to the ac‐
ceptor molecule, keeping the hole at the lowest energy level corresponding to the valence
band of the polymer.

Conjugated polymers have de-localized π-electron systems that can absorb sunlight, pro‐
duce photo-generated charges and offer means for their transport. One of the promising ma‐
terials from the family of conjugated polymers used for solar cell applications is the poly(3-
hexylthiophene) P3HT [21, 22] with side chains that make it soluble in common organic
solvents (Fig. 9), which allows material deposition by wet processing techniques such as
spin coating (rotational coating), dip coating [23], ink jet printing [24, 25], screen printing
and micromolding [26, 27]. All these methods can be performed at room temperature, nor‐
mal atmospheric pressure and can be applied to the flexible substrates [28], paving an attrac‐
tive route for mass-scale production of large-area solar cells at low cost.

Figure 9. Chemical structure of poly (3-hexylthiophene) P3HT.

The optical bandgap of P3HT is about 1.9 eV that approaches the spectral peak of 1.8 eV (700
nm) of solar light corresponding to terrestrial illumination conditions of AM1.5. P3HT also
has high absorption coefficient permitting efficient processing of light with wavelengths up
to 650 nm using a film that is only 200 nm thick. The photoactive layer is composed by a
heterojunction of two organic semiconductors. Illumination generates excitons that become
separated at the junction, producing carrier flow that is collected at the contacts (Fig. 10).

One of the ways to increase current output of the cell is to improve light absorption in the
photoactive layer, which can be achieved by reducing the band gap of the polymer. The con‐
jugated polymers, characterized by a high value of absorption coefficient (105 cm-1) look as
promising candidates in this regard. While the crystalline silicon cells should be approxi‐
mately 100 μm thick for efficient absorption of the incident light, organic semiconductors
with direct bandgap will have the similar performance with reduced thickness of 100-500
nm. However, conjugated polymers are usually characterized with large gap values that are
not always sufficient for efficient absorption.
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Figure 10. Photovoltaic solar cell: organic material sandwiched between two electrodes. The electrons are collected at
the rear metal contact and the holes – at the front ITO contact.

In most organic semiconductors, excitons are comparatively tightly bound and do not disso‐
ciate easily. That is why it is useful to create a heterojunction of materials with distinct elec‐
tron affinities and ionization energies to favor exciton dissociation. In this way, the electron
is accepted by the material with higher affinity and the holes proceed to the material with
lower ionization energy, producing the effect of a local field separating carriers at the junc‐
tion. When the donor molecule is excited, an electron is transferred from HOMO to lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), forming a hole. If electron-hole pair recombines, lu‐
minescence is produced. However, if the LUMO of the acceptor is small enough compared
to that of the donor, the excited electron will end up at acceptor’s LUMO and the carriers
originating from dissociated exciton will be separated (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Exciton dissociation at the donor-acceptor interface

The heterojunction cells will be efficient in dissociation of excitons at the interface area [29],
requiring generation of an exciton within its diffusion length from the interface. As diffusion
length value is about 10 nm, it limits the thickness of light-absorbing layer. On the other
hand, for the majority of organic semiconductors it is necessary to have a film of more than
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100 nm thick to ensure sufficient light absorption, which, in turn, lowers the number of exci‐
tons that can reach the interface. For this reason, it is proposed to obtain dispersed (bulk)
heterojunctions, schematically depicted in Fig 12.

One of the main problems to create such type of solar cells concerns miscibility of the com‐
ponents. Conjugated systems – including polymer conjugates and dyes – are usually immis‐
cible, so that even a completed solar cell may represent a non-equilibrium system. To
improve the situation somehow, it is proposed to use the spin coating technique that is char‐
acterized with rapid solvent evaporation, requires little parameter adjustments and tolerates
a wide range of viscosities. The deposition process usually has three steps: dispersion of
nanoparticles in a solvent, mixing them with a polymer and finally molding of the com‐
pound. Other techniques, such as co-evaporation and co-sputtering allow better control over
morphology of the material; however, they are quite costly due to particular temperature
and pressure requirements (e.g., deposition should be carried out in vacuum).

Figure 12. Architecture of a photovoltaic cell with a dispersed heterojunction formed by conjugated polymer with
transparent ITO front electrode and Al, Ca, Mg rear electrode.

A new generation of solar cells called hybrid polymer solar cells attracts a considerable in‐
terest [30-31]. Recent studies have shown that nanoparticles incorporated into photoactive
layer improve light absorption and increase photocurrent. Nanoparticle polymer-based pho‐
tovoltaic cells have a long term potential for decreasing the cost and improve device efficien‐
cy. The maximum efficiency reported to date is around 5.55% (with theoretical predictions
of about 10%). Incorporation of 5-10 nm nanoparticles of gold into poly (9.9-dioctylfluorene)
results in significant improvement of cell efficiency and oxidation stability.

6. Heating issues and their treatment

Direct absorption of energy from the sunlight faces another considerable problem connected
with operation of electronic devices under elevated temperatures due to variation of band
gap of semiconductors, increase of thermal noise, etc. A partial solution to this problem can
be offered by the use of passive/active radiators that will dissipate some of excessive heat.
Further development of this idea leads to the use of hybrid systems that allow to process
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part of solar light via photoelectric conversion, storing thermal energy, for example, by heat‐
ing water that can be used for household needs. This, however, does not allow to reduce the
problems of high-temperature operation of an electronic device (solar cell) considerably. A
useful solution can be glimpsed from the nanoelectronics, which also have problems with
removal of excess heat from the integrated circuits. Thermal management in these devices
has become problematic because faster and denser circuits are required to meet the modern
needs, which, in turn, produces even more heat. Localized areas of high heat flux influences
the performance at both the chip and the board levels for the current nanotechnologies.

Key concepts like waste heat recycling or waste heat recovery are the basic ideas in the de‐
sign of the newest heat protection and dissipation systems. The potential applications of the
thermoelectric devices are thus enormous. Thermoelectricity is the revolutionary technology
that is currently under intense development aiming to find a solution to thermal manage‐
ment problem and protection of small-scale systems. However, due to relatively low effi‐
ciency (around 10%), thermoelectric cooling is generally only used in small systems; the new
concepts based on nanoscale heat transfer bring a new opportunity to widen the application
horizons for thermoelectric devices.

As expected, technology scaling significantly impacts power dissipation issues. The scale-
connected effects for silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology affect electrical properties of the
material. Joule heat generated in SOI transistors may compromise long term reliability of the
device. The thermal conductivity of the channel region of nanometer transistors is signifi‐
cantly reduced by phonon confinement and boundary scattering. This increases the thermal
resistance of the device, leading to higher operating temperatures compared to the bulk
transistors of the same power input. However, ballistic transport between the material
boundaries impedes device cooling, so that temperature-dependent parameters of the de‐
vice such as source-drain current and threshold-current will increase significantly, generat‐
ing much Joule heat that will eventually lead to accelerated temperature degradation of the
gate dielectric [32, 33]. The recently developed germanium-on-insulator (GeOI) technology
combines high carrier mobility with the advantages of the SOI structure, offering an attrac‐
tive integration platform for the future CMOS devices [34].

SiGe nanostructures are very promising for thermoelectric cooling of microelectronic de‐
vices  and  high-temperature  thermoelectric  power  generation.  It  has  been  demonstrated
that  the thermal conductivity is  significantly reduced in super-lattices [35-37]  and quan‐
tum dot  super-lattices  [38-40].  A  self-organized  set  of  vertically  stacked Si/Ge  quantum
dots is a good alternative to induce artificial scattering of phonons and reduce the ther‐
mal conductivity.  One of the ways to increase scattering even more involves creation of
the  structure  where  with  uncorrelated  vertical  positions  of  quantum dots,  reducing  the
effective thermal path of the phonon within the Si layer as shown in Figure 13. The pho‐
nons travelling by the pathway laid by Ge quantum dots will  experience higher scatter‐
ing than phonons travelling through the Si pathway only. This effect becomes even more
efficient because,  in fact,  the phonons spreading through Ge quantum dots will  suffer a
sequence of  scattering events  from one dot  to  another.  As one can see from the figure,
temperature-dependent  cross-plane  thermal  conductivity  reduces  dramatically  in  Ge
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quantum dot  superlattices  depending on vertical  correlation between dots,  with at  least
twice  lower  thermal  conductivity  value obtained for  the  case  of  uncorrelated dot  struc‐
tures in comparison with well-aligned dot array with the same vertical spacing of 20 nm.
The same result can be confirmed by Raman spectroscopy [41].

Figure 13. Dependence of thermal conductivity on the temperature for correlated and uncorrelated Ge quantum dot
structures

Thin film single-crystalline GeOI structures may be considered as potential candidates in the
field of CMOS microelectronics improving thermal performance of transistors due to superi‐
or mobility of carriers compared to other semiconductors. Recent predictions in the thermal
conductivity of ultra-thin germanium films suggest that the small bulk mean free path of Ge
will induce a weaker effect on the boundary scattering [42]. This thermal behavior is an ad‐
ditional reason that makes GeOI structures competitive with SOI for the case of small-size
thin film devices at the cutting edge of the technology. For example, it has been reported
from Monte Carlo modeling that electro-thermally optimized GeOI structures should be
30% more productive than the best SOI device examples [34]. In addition, the higher mobili‐
ty of germanium implies that GeOI devices might support the same amount of current at
lower operating voltage, so that the dissipated power is expected to be lower [42].

Figure 14 shows a plot of the intrinsic out-of-plane thermal conductivity variation with
thickness at 300 K. In spite of low thermal conductivity of bulk Ge compared to that of Si
(κGe/κSi ~ 0.4), ultra-thin films of germanium has smaller thermal conductivity due to re‐
duced mean free path. Hence, ultra-thin films of Ge suffer from a lower reduction of the
thermal conductivity compared to ultra-thin films of Si, which makes germanium-on-insula‐
tor structures promising candidates for devices with reduced self-heating effects compared
to silicon-on-insulator structures [43].
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Figure 14. Dependence of thermal conductivity κ on film thickness for different materials.

The experience obtained with aforementioned thermoelectric applications can be successful‐
ly applied to the field of photovoltaics, forming efficient heat-draining layers either on the
frontal surface of solar cells that suffer highest temperature increase or over the contact grid
that, in addition to solar heating, also experiments Joule heat.

7. Conclusions

This chapter addresses a wide number of topics concerning thin-film solar cells. It was
shown that the numerical modeling of current transport in AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunctions al‐
lows to determine optimal aluminum content (that defines band gap difference of the junc‐
tion components) ensuring the most efficient processing of the incident light flux by
window and absorber layers. We found that for very thin window layers the proximity of
the junction area to the surface of the cell has more prominent role, allowing the embedded
field of space charge region to function more intensively in separation of photo-generated
currents and reducing the effect of recombination phenomena.

The question concerning quality improvement of junction boundary is reflected in the sec‐
ond section that presents results concerning the use of isovalent substitution method for
manufacturing of heterojunction solar cells. As substituted layers grow into the substrate,
we obtain a smooth transition of one material into another that reduces the difference of lat‐
tice constants and thermal expansion coefficients, both of which are of high importance for
photovoltaic devices. Good efficiency values for non-optimized cells without any special an‐
ti-reflection coatings and with considerable series resistance paves the way for future im‐
provements.

A special attention is being paid to creation of cheap and environment-friendly technologies
for solar cells; this point is illustrated with an example of CdS/PbS heterojunctions created
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by ammonia-free chemical bath deposition. It is thought that these results will be interesting
for large-scale industrial production of solar cells.

We address the important questions of organic solar cells, which nowadays attract much at‐
tention of the scientific community. These photovoltaic devices has lower efficiency in com‐
parison with silicon or tandem multi-junction cells, but they are incomparably cheaper and
can use flexible substrates, which opens completely new and wide horizons for their possi‐
ble applications. We also discuss the problems of the proper choice of organic material for
the active element of the cell.

Finally, solar cells are always overheated due to exposure to a direct sunlight, which makes
a considerable problem concerning degradation of device parameters under prolonged op‐
eration under elevated temperatures, as well as mechanical stability of the cell due to ther‐
mal expansion of its components. We propose to make some useful parallels with nano-
electronics, which recently received promising solutions in a form of thermoelectric heat
transfer managing devices. We hope that the similar techniques could be applied to solar
cells, offering good results with temperature control for photovoltaics, especially those oper‐
ating under concentrated sunlight conditions.
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Chapter 5

Physical and Technological Aspects of Solar Cells Based
on Metal Oxide-Silicon Contacts with Induced Surface
Inversion Layer

Oleksandr Malik and F. Javier De la Hidalga-W

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

With the current concerns about the worldwide environmental security, global warming,
and climate change due to the emission of CO2 from the burning of fossil fuels, it is desirable
to have a wide range of alternative energy technologies. Photovoltaic, or solar cells, have al‐
ready proven themselves to be a viable option as a nonpolluting renewable energy source,
as well as a visible business that will grow stronger in the global economy of present and
future centuries.

The main problems of global practical application of solar cells for energy production are
their low efficiency (typically of about 10-15%) and the cost of photovoltaic modules
($200-500/m2). Monocrystalline silicon is the main material for the fabrication of solar cells. It
is the most studied material, and the lifetime of silicon solar cells and modules is 15-30
years. The higher efficiency of silicon solar cells (up to 24%) that can be achieved using a
complicated cell design, and applying new technological processes, lead to an undesirable
increase of their total cost. From this point of view, solar cells based on more simple Schott‐
ky contacts and metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structures are promising for solar en‐
ergy conversion due to their relatively low production cost.

Since 1978, a new class of photovoltaic devices, namely the semiconductor-insulator-semi‐
conductor (SIS), has emerged, using a deposited conductive top layer made of a degenerated
wide-bandgap oxide semiconductor. Excellent results have been reported using tin-doped
indium oxide (In2O3:Sn or ITO). Other oxide semiconductors, such as fluorine-doped tin ox‐
ide (SnO2:F) and doped zinc-oxide (ZnO), have also been used as a transparent conducting
electrode.
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Thin films of these oxides behave as a metal, thus such SIS structures present electrical prop‐
erties similar to those presented by MIS devices. Of course, the optical and photoelectrical
properties of SIS structures exceed the properties of MIS devices.

In our chapter of the book “Solar Energy”, edited by Radu D. Rugescu [1], the reader can
find a complete bibliography regarding the SIS solar cells and the properties of transparent
conducting oxides fabricated using different methods.

In that book, a preceding discussion regarding the fabrication process of SIS solar cells, the
structural, electrical and optical properties of ITO and SnO2:F thin films, as well as the physi‐
cal model of spray deposited ITO-Si solar cells and theirs properties has been presented. It
was shown that such structures present a high barrier height that is not typical for Schottky
diodes. The authors developed a physical model of the ITO-Si solar cells based on an inver‐
sion p-n junction similar to that reported by J. Shewchun et al. [2] for MIS structures with an
Al electrode. According to this model, the I-V characteristics are dominated by a diffusion
current flow in the bulk of the silicon substrate and show the usual behavior for a Shockley
diode.

The aim of this chapter is to discuss some new physical aspects of spray deposited ITO-Si
solar cells which are tightly connected with the fabrication technology. Below, we will show
that suitable process schedules for chemical treatment of the silicon surface with the pres‐
ence of acceptor-type surface states, is the reason for the inversion of the conductivity type
at the silicon surface. A sufficiently high potential barrier can be formed before the deposition
of the ITO film if a minimum amount of fixed charge appears within the interfacial layer
very close to the silicon surface. Then the role of the ITO electrode is the formation of an
ohmic contact on the inversion layer.

2. Barrier height of MIS solar cells

Solar cells based on contact metal-semiconductor with a Schottky barrier really represent
MIS structures due to the existence of a thin insulator layer between the metal and the semi‐
conductor. MIS solar cells are receiving increasing attention because they present several in‐
herent advantages such as low cost, high yield, fabrication at low substrate temperature, etc.
However, one drawback of such cells is that their open-circuit voltage is slightly low and
depends on the potential barrier height.

The expression to calculate the barrier height ϕBn for n-type substrates is given by [3]
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Here, ϕm is the metal work function, χs is the semiconductor electron affinity, Eg  is the semi‐
conductor energy gap, ϕ0 is energy level of surface states at the semiconductor surface, δ is

insulator (oxide) thickness, Ds is density of surface states, and 
Qox
q  represents the amount of

fixed charge lying within the interfacial layer very close to the insulator-semiconductor in‐
terface; the other symbols have their usual meaning. Figure 1 shows the calculated variation
of the barrier height with the metal work function for different values of interfacial layer
thickness [3]
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Figure 1. Calculated variation of the barrier height with metal work function for different values of the interfacial lay‐
er thickness [3].

These calculations were conducted assuming Ds=3x1012 states/cm2/eV and ϕ0=0.27 eV for sili‐
con. Positive oxide (insulator) charge was fixed to 2x1012 charges/cm2. The positive sign of
the charge is typical for several chemical methods used for the fabrication of thermal thin
oxide on the silicon surface. It is clear that the existence of this charge decreases the barrier
height even if the metal work function is as high as 5.2 eV; for this case, the barrier height
does not exceed 0.8 eV.

Another situation becomes apparent when the fixed charge is negative, for example, in pres‐
ence of acceptor-like surface states. In this case the sign of the third term in equation (1) is
positive, and a higher value of the barrier height is possible. Thermally grown oxide on the
silicon surface usually presents a positive fixed charge, however it may be possible to intro‐
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duce a negative charge in the oxide by developing suitable process schedules for the chemi‐
cal treatment of the semiconductor surface.

3. Relation between the charge and surface potential

For our discussion, we must find a relationship between the charge on the semiconductor
surface Qsand the surface potential ϕs. Considering a semiconductor having donor and ac‐
ceptor impurities Nd and Na, respectively, completely ionized at room temperature, we need
to solve the Poisson equation

d 2φ
d x 2 = −

4πρ
ε ; ρ =q Nd − Na + p(x)−n(x) .

Using the boundary conditions:

φ =φs ⊳0 at x =0,

φ→0, dφ / dx →0 at x →∞.

In the semiconductor volume we consider charge neutrality:

Nd + p =n + Na,

where p and n are the concentrations of electrons and holes, respectively, and

n(x)=nexp(qφ / kT ), p(x)= pexp(−qφ / kT ).

Defining n / ni =ni / p =γ and ψ =qφ / kT .

Then the Poisson equation can be written as

d 2ψ
d x 2 = −

4πq 2ni
εkT γ(1−expψ) + γ −1(exp(−ψ)−1

After integrating both sides with respect to ψ and determining the integration constant from
the boundary conditions: ψ→0 and dψ / dx →0 at x →∞

( dψ
dx )2

= L D
−2 γ(expψ −1) + γ −1(exp(−ψ)−1) + ψ(γ −1 −γ)

Where L D
−2 =8πq 2ni / εkT , and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.

It is easy to obtain a differential equation for the potential ϕ in the form

dϕ
dx = − (kT / qL D) γ(exp( qϕ

kT )−1) + γ −1(exp− ( qϕ
kT )−1) +

qϕ
kT (γ −1 −γ)

1/2

At x=0, the boundary condition is εEx=0 =4πQs,

Where Ex=0 = −dϕ / dx, and Ex=0 is electric field at the surface of the semiconductor.

Finally, we obtain
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Here, φs⊳0,  and Qs is a positive charge. For an n-type semiconductor, a band bending will
be developed due to the accumulation of electrons at the semiconductor surface.

For a negative charge Qs, we need to change the sign of φs in equation (3).

Figure 2 shows the calculated dependences of the negative Qs on the surface potential at the
silicon surface for different concentrations of donors in the silicon substrate.
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Figure 2. Calculated dependence of Qs on the surface potential at the silicon surface for different donor concentra‐
tions in the silicon substrate.

We will discuss the properties of solar cells fabricated on n-type silicon with Nd=5×1014 cm-3.
If a negative charge Qs=8x10-8 C/cm2 is present on the Si surface, the surface potential 0.75 eV
is due to the strong inversion condition because qφs >2(EF −Ei)=0.28eV , where EF and Ei are
the Fermi and intrinsic energy levels in the silicon substrate, respectively.

4. Surface potential of the silicon wafers after a chemical cleaning

For any technical application, the silicon wafer must be subjected to a certain schedule of
chemical treatment. These are very important technological steps necessary to prevent the
contamination of the future device from non-controlled sources such as some metals that
can introduce deep energy levels into the substrate.

The RCA Standard Cleaning, developed by W. Kern and D. Puotinen in 1965, and disclosed
in 1970, is extremely effective for removing contamination from silicon surfaces, and it is a
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current industry standard. The RCA cleaning has two sequential steps: the Standard Clean‐
ing 1 (SC-1), followed by Standard Cleaning 2 (SC-2): The SC-1 solution, consisting of a mix‐
ture of ammonium-hydroxide (NH4OH), hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2), and water (H2O), is the
most efficient particle removing agent found to date. This mixture is also referred to as the
Ammonium-Hydroxide/Hydrogen-Peroxide Mixture (APM).

In the SC-1 cleaning solution, the formation of native oxide (SiO2) by hydrogen peroxide and
the etching of the silicon oxide by alkalis (NH4OH) operate simultaneously. For this reason,
the overall wafer thickness is slowly reduced, but certain thickness of SiO2 forms on the wa‐
fer surface. In the past, the SC-1 solution presented a tendency to deposit metals on the sur‐
face of the wafers, and consequently a treatment with the SC-2 mixture (H2O: HCl: H2O)
were necessary to remove metals.

It is possible to consider SC-1 and SC-2 solutions as agents for wet chemical oxidation of the
silicon wafer due to the formation of a thin silicon dioxide layer during the treatment of the
wafer in these solutions. Other chemical agents such as HCl, HNO3, the H2SO4:H2O2 mix‐
ture, hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2), and water (H2O), can also be used for wet chemical oxida‐
tion. With a suitable thickness and physical parameters, these oxide layers can be used for
the fabrication of MIS solar cells. However, the question is what the thickness of the silicon
oxide layer will be obtained and which surface potential on the wafer will be developed af‐
ter applying this technological procedure? One more question is connected with the density
of surface states after the wet chemical oxidation.

Many researchers have tried to find the answer to these questions. For instance, a complete
investigation on this issue was conducted by Angermann [4]; some parameters of the oxide
layers formed with different chemical agents are shown in Table 1.

Oxidizing solutions Composition T [0C]
Treatment time

(min)

Dit,min 

[x1012 cm-2eV-1]
<dox> [nm]

SC-1 6:1:1 75 10 6 1.1

SC-2 5:1:1 75 10 5 1.3

SC-1+SC-2 - 75 10+10 6 1.2

H2SO4:H2O2 1:1 120 5 5 1.8

HCl 36% 40 5 3 -

HNO3 65% 60 5 8 -

Deonized H2O 18 MΩ-cm 80 120 0.4
1.5 Si (111)

2.5 Si (100)

Table 1. Parameters of the oxide layer formed with different chemical agents [4], Dit,min is the minimum density of
surface states.
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Other published results [5, 6] present a thickness of the oxide in the range of 0.8-1 nm after
treatment in SC-1 solution. From Table1 it is clear that the best result regarding the mini‐
mum density of surface states is obtained by using hot water. With other chemical agents
Dit,min exceeds the value of 1012 cm-2eV-1. After etching in NH4F during 6.5 min, the oxide
thickness obtained with the SC-1 solution decreases to 0.3 nm, and the density of surface
states is 1x1011 cm-2eV-1. Such parameters are suitable for the fabrication of Schottky diodes
based on metal-semiconductor structures.

Now, it is interesting to know the band bending of the silicon surface after different process‐
es for obtaining the chemical grown oxide. Again, and according to reference [4], the posi‐
tion of the Fermi level EFs=EF-Ei (at x=0), determined at the n-type Si surface, with bulk Fermi
level Efb=EF-Ei (x>0) =-0.32 eV, after HF and NH4F and subsequent wet chemical oxidation in
various solutions, is shown in table 2.

Chemical etching Wet chemical oxidation agent

HF NH4F SC-1 SC-2 H2SO4/H2O2 HCl HNO3 H2O

+0.32 -0.02/+0.1 -0.25 +0.1 -0.03 +0.18 +0.2 ≅0

Table 2. Fermi level position EFs=EF-Ei (at x=0) determined on n-type Si surfaces when the bulk Fermi level is Efb=EF-Ei

(x>0) =-0.32 eV, after HF and NH4F, and subsequent wet chemical oxidation in various solutions.

The HF treatment leads to a strong inversion layer on H-terminated p-type silicon surfaces,
which results from a positive charge induced by electronegative surface groups (-H, -O-H,
and –F) on the surface silicon atoms. Using NH4F as the final etching agent under clean-
room conditions, the remaining amount of surface charges results from the electro-negativi‐
ty difference between silicon and hydrogen.

After the wet-chemical oxidation of initially H-terminated surfaces, characteristic values of
the surface Fermi-level EFs, as shown in Table 2, were obtained from the interface-trapped
charge and from different kinds of oxide charges.

Most of the oxidizing solutions SC-2, HCl, and HNO3 cause a strong depletion of holes on p-
type silicon surfaces due to the positive fixed oxide charge, which is also known from CV
measurements of thermally grown oxides.

In contrast, the SC-1 process causes a negative surface charge, which is possible to originate
from the dissociation of ≡Si-OH groups of the oxide layer in the alkaline solution (≡Si-OH ⇔
≡Si-O-+H+).

From this reported results we make an important conclusion regarding the use of an n-type
silicon substrate: the forming of transparent for carriers insulating layer after wet oxidation
and the formation of a depletion or inversion layer on the silicon surface after substrate
treatment in the SC-1 solution. All other treatments in wet oxidizing solutions will produce
an accumulation band bending.
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5. Chemical oxide after treatment in hydrogen-peroxide

The chemical oxide can also be created on the silicon surface with the treatment of the wafer
in an aqueous solution of hydrogen-peroxide. Neuwald et al. [7] shown that a very thin
(about 0.5 nm) oxide is formed after immersion of a (111) silicon wafer in ultrapure 30%
H2O2 solution. XPS analysis shows that the oxide thickness saturates on this level after 10
minutes of immersion in the solution. Other results published by Verhaverbeke et al. [8] dis‐
cuss in detail the limitation of the oxide thickness obtained in H2O2 and SC-1 solutions. They
show that the oxide thickness obtained in H2O2 solutions for different concentrations as
function of time does not exceed 0.9 nm. In order to explain this experimental fact they used
the results of Stoneham and Tasker, where the effect of image charges and their influence on
the grown oxide films are studied. These authors found that the polarization energies associ‐
ated with localized charges near the interface between oxides and silicon provide a driving
force, over short distances, which affect the transport of peroxide anions HO2

- (principal oxi‐
dant) to the silicon surface. As the oxide thickness grows, the image charge reduces the
transport of the ionic species, and the oxidation process is limited. According to Verhaver‐
beke, the model based on the charge transport (Figure 3) that predicts the frequently ob‐
served limitation of an oxide thickness of around 0.8-1 nm, may also be applied to the oxide
grown in SC-1 solutions with a certain content of hydrogen-peroxide. It is not possible to
know in advance the sign of the charge in the oxide formed with ultrapure H2O2, but below
we show that the presence of some impurities in the hydrogen-peroxide solution can change
drastically the situation.

HO2
-

H2O2 

HO2
-

Solution              Oxide               Silicon 

Image 

force 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of Image Charge transport in H2O2 and SC-1 solutions [8].

6. Chemical oxide fabricated with a contaminated SC-1 solution

Generally, silicon wafers always present some charge in either, chemically or thermally
grown native oxide. It is well known that a fixed positive charge appears on thermally oxi‐
dized Si wafers. It is also known that a large positive fixed oxide charge appears in naturally
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oxidized Si wafers soon after they are dipped in an aqueous hydrofluoric acid (HF), and
then the charge decreases as the native oxide grows in air. Munakata and Shimizu [9,10] re‐
ported that when silicon wafers are rinsed by an SC-1 solution, a fairy large negative charge
of 5.8x011 charges/cm2 is observed in commercially available n-type Si wafers. In this case,
the wafers were rinsed with the SC-1 solution in a Pyrex glass container. The charge was sig‐
nificantly smaller when the treatment was conducted using a quartz container; this is be‐
cause the Al (and also Fe) concentration in quartz is generally more than one order of
magnitude lower than that found in Pyrex glass. This fact clearly suggests that some species
in the SC-1 solution must be the cause of the negative charge, whose density should be
much higher than that of the positive fixed oxide charge. At this moment, the exact chemical
mechanism of the negative charge formation is not clear. Authors assumed that the negative
charge arises from (AlSiO)- networks, when 3-valence Al substitutes 4-valence Si in the ox‐
ide. The role of Al to form the negative oxide charge on the Si surface after rinsing with the
SC-1 solution was verified with especially Al-contaminated SC-1 solutions. The same results
were also obtained using 3-valence iron (Fe)–contaminated solutions.

It is known that Al atoms can isomerically substitute the Si atoms forming a wide class of
(SiO2) x x (Al2O3) y, and Al can penetrate in the SiO2 film at a depth of about 100 nm. The Al
atoms in the SiO2 film break partially or completely the dπ -πσ bounds. In three-coordinated
states, these atoms are strong acceptors of electrons.

We assume that the negative charge can also appear in oxides obtained using Al (or Fe)-con‐
taminated hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2) solutions.

7. Work function of tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) films

In this section we discuss the work function (qϕITO) of the ITO film. The data about the val‐
ue of qϕITO  is not presented systematically in the literature. This parameter presents a strong
dependence on the fabrication method, structure and morphology of the film, and also on
the carrier concentration. Reported results for films obtained by thermal evaporation give a
work function of 5.0 eV [11]. The work function of pure In2O3 films obtained by RF magnet‐
ron sputtering was found to be in the range of 5.3-5.4 eV [12], and in contrast, the work func‐
tion of ITO films with 5-20 wt. % Sn was found in the 4.6-4.8 eV range.

The work function of the ITO films fabricated by pyrosol technique was reported around 4.8
eV, without an additional thermal treatment, whereas it was around 5.2 eV after a thermal
treatment [13].

In the case of n-type degenerated semiconductors, such as the ITO films, the work function
is expected to shift when the carrier concentration ne changes. It is inversely proportional to
ne

2/3; nevertheless, an opposite trend has been found for the relationship between the optical
energy gap E g

 opt and ne. The Fermi energy in the film conduction band should vary for an
increasing or decreasing ne. Therefore, the control of the work function with ne in the ITO
layers is an important issue to take into account for the estimation of the energy barriers in
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Schottky and MIS devices. According to Sato et al. [14], the optical band gaps of the ITO
films deposited by dc magnetron sputtering increased from 3.8 to 4.3 eV when the carrier
density increased from 8.8x1019 to 8.2x1020 cm-3, whereas the work function decreased from
5.5 to 4.8 eV. The variation of the optical band gap (Eg

 opt) and the work function (ϕ), as a
function of the two-thirds power of the carrier density (ne

2/3) for undoped In2O3 and ITO
films, is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Variation of the optical band gap (Eg
 opt) (solid circles) and the work function (ϕ) (open circles) as a function

of the two-thirds power of the carrier density (ne
2/3) for undoped In2O3 and ITO films [14].

For our solar cell we are using Sn-doped indium oxide films (ITO) fabricated by spray pyrol‐
ysis technique. The optimized films have a carrier concentration of about 1021 cm-3, and the
shift of the Fermi level is about 0.5 eV. Taking into account the reported data about the work
function, we will use qϕITO= 4.8 eV.

8. Fabrication of ITO and FTO films by spray pyrolysis

The spray pyrolysis technique was employed for the deposition of thin ITO and FTO films
on glass and sapphire substrates in order to investigate their structural, electric, and optical
properties. A 10 Ω-cm n-type (100)-silicon substrate, chemically cleaned and specially treat‐
ed, was used for the fabrication of solar cells. The apparatus (atomizer) for the spray deposi‐
tion was designed for obtaining small-size droplets. The substrates were mounted on a
heater covered with a carbon disc for obtaining uniform temperature. Spraying was made
using compressed air. Periodical cycles of the deposition with duration of 1 sec and intervals
of 5 sec were employed to prevent a rapid substrate cooling. The deposition rate was high,
of about 200 nm/min. For the ITO films deposition, 13.5 mg of InCl3 were dissolved in a 170
ml mixture of ethylic alcohol and water in a 1:1 proportion, and adding 5ml of HCl. The dif‐
ferent ratios of Sn/In achieved in the ITO films were controlled by adding in the solution a
calculated amount of tin chloride (SnCl4*5H2O). The substrate temperature, in the range of
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380-4800C, was controlled using a thermocouple with an accuracy of ±50C. The optimum dis‐
tance from the atomizer to the substrate and the compressed air pressure were 25 cm and 1.4
kg/cm2, respectively. Figure 5 shows schematically the equipment set-up.

Figure 5. Set-up of the equipment used for the deposition of the ITO films. Insert (a) shows the modification of the
equipment for the purpose of mass-production.

9. Characterization equipment and methods

The film thickness was measured with an Alpha Step 200 electronic profilometer. The elec‐
trical resistivity, Hall mobility and carrier concentration were measured at room tempera‐
ture using the van der Pauw method. Hall effect parameters were recorded for a magnetic
field of 0.25 Tesla. The optical transmission spectrum was obtained using a spectrophotome‐
ter. The structural characterization was carried out with an X-ray diffractometer operating in
the Bragg-Brentano Θ-Θ geometry with Cu Kα radiation. A JSPM 5200 atomic force micro‐
scope was used to study the film surfaces. The chemical composition of the films was deter‐
mined using an UHV system of VG Microtech ESCA2000 Multilab, with an Al- Kα X-ray
source (1486.6 eV) and a CLAM4 MCD analyzer.

10. Properties of the spray deposited ITO films

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements shown in Figure 6 indicate that all deposited ITO
films, with thicknesses in the 160-200 nm range, and fabricated from the chemical solutions
for different Sn/In ratios, presents a cubic bixebyte structure in a polycrystalline configura‐
tion with (400) as the preferential grain orientation
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Figure 6. XRD spectra of the ITO films fabricated using precursors with different Sn/In ratios. The mean size of the
grains, 30-50 nm, was determined using the classical Debye-Scherrer formula from the half-wave of the (400) reflec‐
tions of the XRD patterns.

A surface roughness of about 30 nm was determined from images of the film surfaces ob‐
tained with an atomic force microscope (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Atomic force images of the In2O3 film (left) and the ITO film with 5% Sn/In (right).

Figures 8 and 9 show the dependence of the electric parameters of deposited ITO film on the ra‐
tio Sn/In used in the solution for the fabrication of the films. The sheet resistance Rs shown in
Figure 8 has a minimum 12 Ω/□ for the films prepared using a solution with 5% Sn/In ratio.

The minimum resistivity obtained for the films deposited with a 5% Sn/In solution is 2×10 -4

Ω-cm. The variation of carrier concentration as a function of the Sn/In ratio in the precursors
is shown in Figure 9. The carrier concentration presented a value of 1.1x1021 cm-3 at the 5%
Sn/In ratio. This high value is comparable with better results achieved when other techno‐
logical methods are used for the fabrication of the ITO thin films.
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Figure 8. The sheet resistance as a function of the Sn/In ratio in the precursor used for the film deposition. The thick‐
nesses of the films are also shown.

Figure 9. Variation of the carrier concentration as a function of the Sn/In ratio.

The optical transmission of indium oxide films for two thicknesses deposited on glass sub‐

strates, as a function of the wavelength, is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Optical transmission of the ITO films for two thicknesses as a function of the wavelength

The use of sapphire substrates allows for determining the optical energy gap of the ITO
films by the extrapolation of the linear part of the α2(hν) curves to α2=0, where α is the ab‐
sorption coefficient. The optical gap increases with the carrier concentration due to the well
known Moss-Burstein shift. For ITO films fabricated using the solution with a 5% Sn/In ra‐
tio, this shift is 0.5 eV, and the optical gap is 4.2 ± 0.1 eV. Such high value of the optical gap
offers transparency in the ultraviolet range, which is of fundamental importance in solar cell
applications. Because of the opposite dependence of conductivity (σ) and transmission (T) of
the ITO film on its thickness (t), both parameters must be optimized. A performance com‐
parison of different films is possible using ϕTC =T 10 / Rs =σtexp(−10at) as a figure of merit
[21]. Table 3 compares the values of ϕTC for spray deposited ITO films reported in this work
with some results obtained by other authors but using a different deposition technique.

Process Rs, Ω/□ T (%) ϕTC, (Ω-1) ×10-3 Reference

spray 26.0 90 13.4 [15]

spray 9.34 85 21 [16]

spray 10.0 90 34.9 [17]

spray 4.4 85 44.7 [18]

sputtering 12.5 95 47.9 [19]

evaporation 25.0 98 32.6 [20]

spray 12.0 93.7 43.5 [1] and this work

Table 3. Comparison of the values of ϕTC for the ITO films
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11. Solar cells fabrication

Solar cells were fabricated using (100) n-type (phosphorous doped) single-crystal silicon wa‐
fers of 10 Ω-cm resistivity. Both sides of the wafer were polished. Standard wafer cleaning
procedure was used. In order to form the barrier, an 80 nm ITO film with a sheet resistance
of 30 Ω/□ was deposited by spray pyrolysis on the silicon substrate treated in H2O2 or SC-1
heated solutions during 10 minutes. The ITO thickness was chosen for an effective antire‐
flection action of the ITO film as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Antireflection action of the 80 nm ITO films for different carrier concentrations.

Metal to form an ohmic contact in the back side of the wafer was deposited on the n+-layer
previously created by diffusion. The device area for measurements was 1-4 cm2. Approxi‐
mately, a 1 μm Cr/Cu/Cr film was evaporated through a metal mask to make a grid pattern
of approximately 10 grid lines/cm. After the fabrication, the capacitance-voltage characteri‐
zation was conducted in order to control the value of the potential barrier. Then the follow‐
ing parameters were measured under AMO and AM1.5 illumination conditions using the
solar simulator Spectrolab X25: open circuit voltage Voc, short circuit current Isc, fill factor FF,
and efficiency. No attempt was made to optimize the cells for efficiency through a better col‐
lection grid. The series resistance (Rs) of the cell was measured using the relationship Rs=(V-
Voc)/Isc [22], where V is the voltage from the dark I-V characteristic at that point where I=Isc.
More technological details can be found in [23].
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12. Properties of the solar cells

The potential barrier height of the ITO/n-Si solar cells determined from the capacitance-volt‐
age (C-V) characteristics is 0.9 eV. This high value of the potential barrier let us consider
such structures as pseudo classical diffusion p-n junctions. Thus, it is possible to expect that
the diffusion of holes in the silicon bulk is the main carrier transport mechanism instead of
the thermo-ionic emission in the Schottky and the metal/tunnel oxide/semiconductor struc‐
tures. Moreover, C-V measurements of the potential barrier in structures with a created in‐
version layer deliver an incorrect the potential barrier [24]. The barrier determined with this
method is lower than the actual value.

A straightforward measurement of the temperature dependence of the dark current is, in
principle, sufficient to identify a bipolar device in which the thermo-ionic current is negligi‐
ble compared to the minority-carrier diffusion current Jd (in units of current density). Simple
Shockley’s analysis of the p-n diode with results for the temperature dependence of the sili‐
con parameters (diffusion length, the diffusion coefficient, the minority carrier life-time, and
the intrinsic concentration) [25] shows that

0 exp[( / ) 1]d dJ J qV kT= - (4)

and

0 0exp( / )d gJ T E kTgµ - (5)

where γ = 2.4 and Eg0 = 1.20 eV.

From Eq.(5) it can be seen that a plot of log(J0d/T γ) versus 1/T should yield a straight line,
and that the slope of this line should be the energy Eg0. In the case of MS and MIS devices
this slop must be equal to the value of the barrier φb. Usually, the series resistance of the de‐
vice affects the I-V characteristics at high forward current densities. To prevent this second
order effect, we have to measure the Jsc vs Voc dependence [22]. The photogenerated current
is equal to the saturation photocurrent. For a minority-carrier MIS diode with a thin insulat‐
ing layer [25]

( ) ( )sc rg oc d ocJ J V J V= + (6)

As Jd increases more rapidly with bias than the recombination current density Jrg, in the high
illumination limit we should have

0 exp( / ),sc d ocJ J qV nkT= (7)
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where the n factor is very close to 1.

Figure 12 shows the measured dependence of Jsc on Voc at room temperature. The value of J0d

in (7) was determined by measuring Jsc and Voc at different temperatures under illumination
with a tungsten lamp. An optical filter was used to prevent the heating of the cell by the in‐
fra-red radiation. For each Jsc - Voc pair lying in the range where n ≈ 1, the value J0d=J02 was

calculated from (7). After correction for the T γ factor appearing in Eq. (5), the J0d values
were plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature as shown in the insert of Figure 11.
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Figure 12. Measured dependence of Jsc on Voc at room temperature and calculated dependence of the current density
J02=J0d under a high illumination level corrected for the T γ factor as function of reciprocal temperature for ITO/n-Si
solar cells. The dependence of the barrier height on temperature is also shown in the insert.

The slope of the J02 vs 1/T line was found to correspond to energy Eg0 from Eq. (5). It can be
concluded that, for high current densities, the current in the cell is carried almost exclusively
by holes injected from the ITO contact and diffusing into the base of the cell. Below we give
other independent evidence of the diffusion mechanism.
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Output characteristics of the ITO/n-Si solar cell, measured under AM0 and AM1.5 illumina‐
tion conditions, as well as the calculated dependence of the output power of the cell versus
the photocurrent, are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Loading I-V characteristics of the ITO/n-Si solar cell measured under AM0 and AM1.5 illumination condi‐
tions.

The fill factor (FF) and the efficiency calculated from these characteristics are 0.68 and 10.8% for
AM0 illumination conditions, whereas they are 0.68 and 12.1% under the AM1.5 conditions.

We can observe that the parameters of the solar cells fabricated with the silicon wafers treat‐
ed in hot SC-1 solutions, with an error of ±10%, coincide with those obtained using wafers
treated in hot H2O2. At the same time, the parameters of the cells fabricated on wafers with‐
out these treatments, when the ITO film was deposited on the silicon wafer after a treatment
in an HF solution, were significantly lower.

13. Direct evidence of minority carrier injection in ITO-Si solar cells:
Bipolar transistor

Since the barrier height exceeds one half of the silicon energy band-gap, the formation of an
inversion p-layer at the silicon surface is obvious. To avoid any speculations in this issue
and to present the direct evidence of the existence of a minority (hole) carrier transport in
ITO-nSi structures, a bipolar transistor structure was fabricated on a 10 Ω-cm monocrystal‐
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line silicon substrate, in which the emitter and the collector areas were fabricated using
ITO/n-Si junctions, and the ITO film was deposited by the spray technique described above
followed by a photolithographic formation of the emitter and the collector areas. The silicon
substrate followed the treatment in SC-1 or H2O2 solutions described above. An ohmic n+-
contact (a base) was formed by local diffusion of phosphorous in the silicon substrate. Fig‐
ure 14 shows the dependence of the collector current versus the collector-base voltage using
the emitter current as a parameter as well as the emitter injection efficiency of the ITO/n-
Si/ITO transistor [26].
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Figure 14. Dependence of the collector current versus the collector-base voltage (the emitter current is used as a pa‐
rameter). The emitter injection efficiency of the ITO/n-Si/ITO transistor fabricated on a 10 Ω-cm silicon substrate is also
shown.

Thus, we obtained an efficiency of 0.2-0.3 even for a non-optimized long base transistor.
This makes an obvious evidence of the existence of an inversion layer formed in the ITO/n-
Si structures with a barrier height of 0.9 eV. We can also compare our results with the first
bipolar transistor based on germanium, in which the existence of an inversion layer on the
germanium surface determined a high injection level of minority carriers. In metal-semicon‐
ductor contacts, operated as majority carriers’ devices, and described by the Schottky theo‐
ry, the injection ratio does not exceed the value of 10-4. Thus, based on such unipolarity, the
fabrication of the bipolar transistor is impossible.

14. Radiation emission from ITO-nSi structures

Figure 15 shows the radiation emission obtained from the ITO/n-Si structures under for‐
ward bias [26].
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Figure 15. Normalized electroluminescence spectra obtained from an ITO/n-Si structure.

The pumping current density is 500 A/cm2.

An intense luminescence was observed from the ITO/n-Si structures. Estimations give an in‐
ternal quantum efficiency of about 10-4. This is only possible for the case of a high value of
the injection coefficient of minority carriers.

15. Minority-carrier injection ratio

The minority-carrier injection ratio or injection coefficient γ is defined as

γ =
Jp

Jp + Jn

where Jp is the hole injection current and Jn is the majority-carrier contribution to the for‐
ward-biased current in a Schottky barrier.

According to [27]:

0 exp 1 ,p n
p

p

qD p qVJ
L kT

é ùæ ö
= -ê úç ÷

è øë û
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where pn0 is the equilibrium hole concentration in the neutral n-region, Dp is the diffusion
coefficient, Lp is the diffusion length for holes, and V is the applied forward voltage.

Taking into account that pn0 =ni
2 / Nd  where ni is the intrinsic concentration given by
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with Nc, Nv being the effective density of states in the conduction and valence bands, respec‐
tively, and Eg is the energy gap. Taking into account that L p =(Dpτp)1/2, Dp =kT μp / q, where

τp is the lifetime of holes in the n region, μp the hole mobility in this region, and introducing

the term csch ( Wb
L p

) where Wb is the n-base width, for V>>kT/q Eq. (8) can be rewritten,
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The majority-carrier current is
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where A* is the modified Richardson constant and φb is the barrier height.
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Using (12) we try to find out the value of the barrier height for the case of our ITO-nSi solar
cells (Nd=5x1014 cm-3, Lp=0.4 mm) that fit to the experimentally obtained value; in this case it
was 1.03 V (Figure 16).

Thus, from the experimental data and theoretical estimations the barrier height in ITO-nSi
structures is very high and due to the strong inversion condition at the surface of n-silicon.

As the next step, we will explain this phenomenological fact correlating our experimental
and estimated results.
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Figure 16. Dependence of the injection ratio on the donor concentration calculated using equation (12) for a barrier
height of 1.03 V and a diffusion length of 0.4 mm.

16. Physical model of spray deposited ITO/n-Si solar cells

For this purpose, we have to take into account the following remarks:

1. The thin insulating layer formed at the silicon surface after boiling it in SC-1 or hydro‐
gen-peroxide (H2O2) solutions is very thin, about 0.8-1 nm [4-8], and presents negative
charge [4]. The thickness of this layer according to [28] can be also 0.68 nm.

2. Below this thickness, there is no limit for the electron flow from the n-type silicon sub‐
strate due to the tunnel effect.

3. An additional negative charge can be present at either, the silicon surface or the insulat‐
ing layer, due to the Al/or Fe contamination introduced during the boiling of the wafers
in SC-1 or in the hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2) solutions. The origin of this contamination
can be the use of non-highly purified H2O2 or the dissolving of the Pyrex glass wall of
the container by NH4OH.

4. The band banding due to this inversion condition is formed at the silicon surface after
the chemical treatment using either, SC-1 or hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2) solutions, before
the ITO film deposition by spray pyrolysis. Based on published data [9,10], the surface
potential (diffusion potential) in the n-Si 10 Ω-cm due to acceptor-like surface states can
be as high as 0.75 eV how is shown in Figure 2, if the negative charge 8x10-8 C/cm2 is
located near the silicon surface.

5. The work function of the ITO films is 4.8 eV [13].
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Below, by using Figure 17, we demonstrate the formation of the ITO-nSi structure in two
stages. First, after the boiling in SC-1 or hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2) solutions, the inversion
layer at the silicon surface is formed due to acceptor-like surface states (negative charge due
to trapped electrons from the conducting band of the silicon); after the ITO film deposition,
and due to the fact that qϕITO < qχs+(Eg-Δ), some electrons coming from the conduction band
of the ITO film, fill non-occupied surface states levels above the semiconductor Fermi level.
When the Fermi levels of the ITO and the Si coincide for thermal equilibrium, the value of Δ
decreases and the value of the potential barrier qϕb increases. This leads to a stronger inver‐
sion band bending at the silicon surface due to the increasing surface negative charge.

Figure 17. Formation of the inversion layer in the ITO-nSi structure when the ITO film is deposited on the silicon sur‐
face with surface barrier qϕb.

Second, consider the energy band diagram of the ITO-nSi solar cells with an inversion sur‐
face layer is shown in Figure 18. Our estimation based on the injection ratio gives a barrier
height of qϕb=1.03 eV. Thus a p+-inversion layer is formed at the silicon surface.

Figure 18. Energy band diagram of the ITO/n-Si solar cells with an inverted surface.
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The role of the ITO film is to create an ohmic contact with the p+-inversion layer. Furthermore,
this film serves as a supplier of holes for the inversion layer. Because of the short distance (~0.1
eV) existing between the top of the silicon valence band (Evs) and the Fermi level (EFITO) of the
ITO film, the number of empty states below the Fermi level in ITO is about 1019 cm-3 [29].

17. Waste-free solar modules

Usually solar cells have a rectangular form and are obtained by cutting them from a circular
silicon wafer, given place to a waste of about 41%. We propose a different geometrical ap‐
proach allowing for the fabrication of circular modules without the waste of silicon. First,
the silicon cell fabricated using round wafer is cut in sectors as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. A round solar cell cut in sectors for circular packaging.

Then, the cut sectors are mounted on a plastic base and connected in series. The base has
two output electrical contacts. After that, a transparent relief plastic cover is hermetically
connected with the base of the module. Solar modules with a rectangular shape can be as‐
sembled from sliced solar cells as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Arrangement of sliced solar cells for rectangular packaging.

Example of waste-free solar modules fabricated on 3 inch silicon wafers is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. ITO-nSi portable sector-shaped solar modules fabricated by waste-free technology on 3 inch silicon wafers.
Each module is assembled from 20 solar cells connected in serial.

The parameters of these modules (under AM1.5 irradiation) are:

Open circuit voltage= 10.8 V;

Short circuit current= 72 mA;

Fill factor= 0.7:

Efficiency=12%.

Using silicon wafers of different diameters, modules with different output parameters can
be fabricated. For instance, the module fabricated from a 20 cm diameter silicon wafer cut in
20 sector-shaped solar cells will have an output of 0.5 A and 10.8 V, and a power of 3.8 Watt.
Such hermetic modules can be easily assembled in a solar panel without waste of silicon.

18. Conclusions

We discussed some new physical aspects presented by spray deposited ITO-nSi solar cells
which are tightly connected with the fabrication technology. It was shown that certain
chemical treatment of the silicon wafers in alkaline-peroxide solutions gives rise to the for‐
mation of a very thin (0.6-1 nm) insulating layer on the silicon surface. Moreover, a high
negative charge, due to acceptor-like surface levels after such chemical treatment, creates a
surface p+ inversion layer, which leads to a high potential barrier at the silicon surface. After
the deposition of the ITO film on the silicon surface, this barrier increases up to 1 eV due to
the filling of empty surface states above the silicon Fermi level by electrons coming from the
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ITO film. The estimated barrier height agrees very well with the experimentally found value
of the minority-carrier injection ratio. A model of the ITO/n-Si solar cells based on the in‐
duced surface inversion layer originated by chemical treatments, explains perfectly the tran‐
sistor effect observed in ITO-nSi-ITO structures, as well as the high level radiation emission
from ITO/n-Si devices.

Solar cells based on ITO/n-Si structures are promising for solar energy conversion due to
their relativity high output parameters and a low cost fabrication process. Such technologi‐
cal processes are cheap because the lack of high-temperature diffusion processes. Cells with
low output parameters after etching of the ITO layer can be used again for an additional so‐
lar cells fabrication. We also showed a new waste-free design of solar modules, circular and
rectangular, with 40% economy of silicon. Such approach can be successfully applied to any
type of solar cells.
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1. Introduction

Technologies and methods for thermal energy storage have been well tested in CSP - Con‐
centrated Solar Power – plants [1, 2]. Solar tower plants (e.g. Solar Two, USA) and advanced
parabolic trough plants (e.g. Archimede by ENEA, Italy) use molten salts both as heat trans‐
fer and thermal storage fluid. Differently, traditional trough plants (e.g. Andasol, Spain) dis‐
tinguish the fluid through the solar field (synthetic oil) from the one used in the storage
system (molten salt). Hence, storage applications have only been proven in liquid state and
in large scale plants.

Concrete is the generally preferred “solid” material for its low cost and good thermal con‐
ductivity, already tested at the Platform Solar of Almeria (Spain) and by DLR (Germany) re‐
vealing an appropriate response to the specific use, among which a structural stability [3, 4].

Thermal storage of sensible heat using concrete is at present a known procedure, but appli‐
cations are still limited and some variables (e.g. concrete durability, concrete mixing, etc.)
are unclear or not appropriately defined. Briefly, limitations of existing solid thermal energy
storage systems include: existing systems are conceived for operating in big capacity plants
(skilled personnel and technical infrastructure available); concrete mixtures: actual research
is focused on thermal performances optimization regardless costs and durability issues; hy‐
gro-thermal issues, not well defined, has not been treated and disseminated.

© 2013 Salomoni et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Nowadays,  new  mixtures  are  under  study  but  their  characterization  seems  to  be  not
completed.

Some attempts have been tried incorporating components to increase the conductivity of the
composite materials as graphite but this solution increases the cost, however no experience
exists in concrete. The technology of concrete production can also contribute to the optimisa‐
tion of the type of concrete for TES (Thermal Energy Storage), as for instance self compacted
concrete.

The main technical objectives of the authors’ current research include: 1) development of an
appropriate concrete mixing, optimizing chemical-physical and durability performances in a
temperature range up to 300°C; 2) thermal sizing of the storage module and its integration
within a CSP system. Such results will be obtained through various activities, for some part
reported in this Chapter:

• verification of the (hydro)-thermo-mechanical response for the storage module, in its
start-up and exercise stages;

• realization and experimentation of a prototype at reduced scale;

• conceptual project of a thermal storage module, including a synthesis of both technical
and economical aspects.

Among the innovative research and development items, we recall:

a. The system is constituted by modular blocks made by innovative concrete material
whose mix design is being investigated [5]. The constitutive characterization of the con‐
crete mixture chosen as thermal storage, once passed theoretical to experimental inves‐
tigation, will represent a fundamental cognitive relapse in the context of cementitious
materials subjected to high temperature [6]. In its basic aspects it will be inspired by
complementary applications within an already operative project to which ENEA, and
the Universities of Padua, Trento and Rome, Italy, are contributing. The research out‐
comes have already proved the possibility to satisfy the features and behaviour request‐
ed for such an application in terms of thermal and mechanical characteristics. It is
anyway necessary to deepen the structural behaviour and aspects regarding durability
and possible local small damaged spots which can bring to a possible loss in functional‐
ity of the component, being nowadays an open question;

b. The tubes in which the heat-transfer fluid flows are immersed inside the concrete ma‐
trix. The up-to-now adopted constructive solution used by DLR consists in a tube bun‐
dle with adequately supported pipe fittings and in a particular distribution within
concrete casting [3, 4, 7, 8]. A sort of concrete mono-block comes out: the free water con‐
tained within its concrete matrix hardly leaks, especially during its first heating phase.
This can bring to high pressure gradients, causing complete component damage or re‐
ductions in thermal performance.

Our research activity will match a wide application range of expertise in order to avoid orig‐
inal problems of module cracking. A balanced new-type concrete mixture, derived from pre‐
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vious researches, will be cast under innovative procedures. Piping would derive from heat
exchanger applications with specials interface layers also experienced in nuclear plants.
Start-up and operational phases would be conceived to limit matrix pressure stress.

2. The SOLTECA Project

The SOLTECA Project contextualizes TES in solid media within the Italian context; the main
objectives of the Project include:

• development of an appropriate concrete mixing so to optimize its chemical-physical prop‐
erties, durability and performance at temperatures between 80-300°C;

• thermal design of a storage module and its integration in CSP systems.

The Project is addressed to solar plants with innovative aspects and characteristics such as:
small size plants with a peak power between 0.5-5 MWe, to be more easily placed in the ter‐
ritory; sensible heat storage in concrete with ad-hoc mixing; modular structure of the stor‐
age system with elements of reduced dimensions so to be pre-cast and to limit the efforts
during degas phases at start-up; capability of returning energy to the heat-transfer fluid at
temperatures between 120-300°C; limitation of the storage specific cost between 20-30 €/
kWh_th; use of a heat-transfer fluid with low environmental impact (possibly water); cou‐
pling of the solar plant and the storage system with ORC (Organic Rankine Cycles) groups
and biomass plants.

It is to be underlined that the maximum operational temperature for concrete is fixed at
about 300°C; if water is chosen as heat-transfer fluid, the maximum temperature will be ap‐
propriately reduced to limit the service pressure.

As stated, TES is based on CSP systems and the technology has been developed for power
plants (SPP, Solar Power Plants) of big dimensions; most of the solar source power comes
from the so-called “sun-belt”, i.e. the most irradiated area of the planet such as North Africa
and Middle East. Anyway the concentrated solar technology can be adopted even in South‐
ern Europe and Italy by integrating it with other renewable technologies which will have to
contribute to the growing European demand for “green electricity”.

The  thermodynamic  solar  plants  produce  energy following the  same process  as  for  the
conventional  vapour  plants,  but  using  solar  radiation  as  a  primary  energetic  source  in
agreement with the scheme of Figure 1 for a sensible heat storage system in solid media
where energy charge and discharge occur via a heat-transfer fluid circulating in an em‐
bedded piping system.

The prior objective in the design phase of a SPP is the definition of the plant configuration
and of the single component dimension so to minimize the cost of the produced energy unit,
i.e. the Levelized Energy Cost (LEC).
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Figure 1. General scheme of a thermodynamic solar plant [8].

3. Storage issues for renewable energies

One of the major restraint to the development of energetic systems from renewable sources
is given by the uncertainty with which these sources give energy to the plant. Hence the
availability of storage systems is a key-factor in both development and success of a technolo‐
gy for the production of heat or electric energy by using solar radiation for the daily and the
long-term use. Nowadays systems able to store high quantities of energy with reduced costs
and sizes compatible to those of the serviced plants are not defined yet; the basic principle
according to which a storage energy system is used is that of trying to align the generation
curve of these plants with the one coming from the users requirements. Whereas the former
is linked to the -seasonal or daily- variation of solar energy, the latter depends on the users
type to be served (industrial, domestic or services) so that there is no connection between
the two.

In general, the main functions performed by a storage system within a SPP are:

a. buffering during variable sunshine periods,

b. time shifting in using available radiation,

c. increment in the annual Capacity Factor and consequent reduction in the cost of pro‐
duced energy,

d. more regular production of energy.

Storage allows for facing the oscillatory trend of incoming radiation (Figure 2) and con‐
temporaneously  shifts  the  use  of  radiation,  in  excess  during  the  central  hours  of  the
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day,  towards the late-evening hours.  A storage capacity  able  to  allow the plant  for  op‐
erating  at  its  nominal  power  for  24  hours  is  theoretically  but  not  practically  reachable;
following the  minimum LEC criterion,  the  storage and the  collectors  system sizes  must
be simultaneously correlated and optimized.  As shown in Figure 3,  a  variety of  energy
storage types is possible,  some already widely used (e.g.  in the hydroelectric field),  oth‐
ers in development.

Figure 2. Daily operation for a solar plant with storage system and integration [3].

A complete storage process involves at least three phases: charge, conservation of the stored
energy and discharge. In real systems, some of the described steps can occur simultaneously
and each of them can even occur more than once for each storage cycle, so that modelling
these components becomes a very complicated matter.

Figure 3. Types of storage system [9].
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Multiple aspects must be considered during the design phase for thermal storage systems;
from the technical viewpoint, the most relevant specifications are:

• high energy density in the storage medium (storage capacity);

• good heat transfer between Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) and storage medium (efficiency);

• chemical and mechanical stability of the storage medium (a high number of charge and
discharge cycles must be sustained);

• compatibility between HTF and heat exchanger and/or storage material (safety);

• full reversibility of charge/discharge cycles (durability);

• low thermal leakages;

• control easiness.

Moreover, the most important design criteria from the technological point of view are: op‐
erational strategies, maximum charge, loss in nominal temperature and specific enthalpy
during charge, integration in the power production plant.

3.1. Types of heat storage

Sensible heat storage: thermal energy can be stored via the induced temperature variation in
the material, corresponding to an internal energy variation for the sensible heat storage.
Among solid materials, e.g. concrete is chosen in the various applications for its low cost,
availability and easy workability; additionally, it is a material with high specific heat, good
mechanical properties (e.g. compressive strength), thermal expansion coefficient close to the
steel one (material used for piping) and high mechanical strength to cyclic thermal loads.

Latent heat storage: thermal energy for some substances can be stored in a nearly-isotherm
manner as latent heat linked to phase changes; the materials used for such a technology are
named Phase Change Materials (PCM). PCM allow for accumulating high quantity of ener‐
gy in relatively small volumes, so resulting among the solid media at lowest cost for the var‐
ious storage concepts.

3.2. Materials for sensible heat storage

The cumulated thermal energy within certain mass of material can be notoriously expressed as

pQ c V Tr= × × × D (1)

where it is just to be observed that the specific heat has a mean value within the exercise
temperature range.
As previously reported, for being a material usable in a TES-type application, a low cost is

needed as well as a good thermal capacity ρ ∙c
-

p. An additional fundamental parameter for
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sensible heat TES is the velocity at which heat can be released or extracted; such a character‐
istic is function of the thermal diffusivity

p

k
c

l
r

=
× (2)

in which k is the material thermal conductivity.

Concrete and ceramic materials, both tested at the Platforma Solar de Almeria (PSA),
present appropriate characteristics for being adopted as sensible heat storage media.

Table 1 shows the main properties for the most frequent solid storage materials in literature;
to improve the “soft” characteristics of an ordinary concrete, a high temperature concrete
(HTC) has been studied whose features have been compared to those of a castable ceramic
material (Table 2).

Table 1. Properties of solid storage media [9].

Table 2. Comparison between castable ceramic and HTC

4. Concrete storage

The German Aerospace Centre (DLR) within the Project “Midterm Storage Concepts—Fur‐
ther Development of Solid Media Storage Systems” developed from 2001 to 2003 has al‐
ready started the development of sensible heat storage-based technology in solid media. The
main points of the Project were the development of an efficient material for heat storage and
the technology experimentation with a test unit with the size of 350 kWh [3, 4, 7, 8].
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Hence such a technology is known and studied but it is not contextualized to other scenar‐
ios, as well as uncertainties exist in term of concrete mixing and durability.

Solid storage systems adopting concrete fall in the category of passive storage systems
which are generally “double-material”: HTF flows in the storage just to charge and dis‐
charge a solid material. HTF transfers the heat received from the source of primary energy
(the sun) towards the storage module during the charge process and receives energy from
the module itself during discharge according to the scheme of Figure 4; such system are
even named regenerators. The principal disadvantage of regenerators is that the fluid temper‐
ature decreases during discharge as the storage medium chills. An additional problem is
that heat transfer is relatively low.

The storage medium contains a piping exchanger for the heat transfer from HTF to the stor‐
age and viceversa, as depicted in Figure 4. Such a heat exchanger represents a significant part
of the costs for the whole investment of the plant. The definition of the geometric parame‐
ters, as diameter and number of pipes, is also fundamental for the final result from the per‐
formance viewpoint.

Figure 4. Integration scheme of an indirect storage through solid medium [3, 9].

The advantages of concrete storage systems are:

• low costs of storage media,

• high thermal exchange fluxes within the solid (or from this one towards outside) due to
the contact between piping and concrete,

• easy workability of the material,

• low degradation of heat transfer between exchanger and storage medium.
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Among the main disadvantages:

• costs increment for exchanger and engineering in general,

• long term instability,

• effective reachable charge level.

With  reference  to  Figure  5,  temperature  profiles  of  the  material  are  reported  along  the
channel axis;  it  is to be noticed that areas underlying the curves are proportional to the
quantity of  energy if  we refer  to Equation (1).  According to this  expression the compo‐
nent’s  storable energy is  proportional  to  the existing ΔT between the condition of  com‐
plete  charge  and  discharge.  If  all  the  material  were  first  heated  and  successively
uniformly cooled,  its  storage capacity  would be proportional  to  the area limited by the
two horizontal dashed lines. Considering that, in real transients within material, thermal
fields  develop  with  the  shown  qualitatively  profiles,  a  reduced  capacity  of  the  system
comes out,  i.e.  there are zones of material  which do not contribute to the process (ther‐
mally  inactive).  Hence  the  objective  of  the  design is  to  reduce  these  zones  and the  pa‐
rameters on which it  is  possible to intervene are material  itself  (via the diffusivity)  and
geometry (distance between pipes and exchange coefficient).

Figure 5. Storable energy within the solid [8].

5. Pre-design procedure

5.1. Definition of storage operational conditions

As stated, even if concrete TES systems have been already studied, they appear to be still in
a development phase, so that preliminary analyses are necessary to define design proce‐
dures and guidelines for future upgrades.
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A simplified approach is here proposed for modelling concrete based on a continuum materi‐
al model with constant parameters. Considering the characteristics of the plant, an initial de‐
sign of the different components is performed so to define the operational storage conditions.

With reference to a fixed design plant point, i.e. by assuming in input an effective radiation
value and fixing a Solar Multiple value (ratio between the thermal power delivered by the
collectors in the design conditions and the nominal power requested by the user),

_

_ _ int

solar field

power block Design po

P
SM

P
= (3)

the preliminary analysis leads to the parameters of Table 3.

PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

Nominal radiation [W/m2] 700

Solar multiple 2

Plant thermal power [kW] 4500

mnomTES [kg/s] 11.33

v_fluid [m/s] 1

Heat-transfer fluid H2O

Charge time (tc) [h] 1

CONCRETE PARAMETERS

ρ [kg/m3] 2666

cp [J/kg °C] 800

k [W/m °C] 2

STORAGE EXTREME TEMPERATURES

Tin_charge [°C] 175

Tout_charge [°C] 125

Tin_discharge [°C] 80

Tout_discharge [°C] 130

Complete charge level 90% ΔT

Table 3. Design characteristics and parameters.

For the material a conductivity value higher than the real one has been assumed, i.e. 2 W/m
°C, so to directly refer to a value of k close to the fixed target one and anyway reachable in a
short period.

With reference to the storage extreme temperatures, it comes out:

• maximum T of incoming fluid in the charge phase. This value is restrained by the maxi‐
mum reachable T outgoing the solar field, so that Tmax_in = 175 °C is assumed;
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• maximum T of outgoing fluid in charge phase. This value is restrained by the maximum
sustainable T incoming the solar field. Hence the assumed value is the one for which, at
equal ΔT in the collectors line, a mass capacity double to the nominal one is required, so
Tmax_out = 125 °C;

• minimum T of incoming fluid in discharge phase. This value is restrained by the water T
outgoing from the exchanger supplying the power block in the working nominal condi‐
tions. Hence Tmin_in = 80 °C;

• minimum T of outgoing fluid in discharge phase. This value is restrained by the mini‐
mum required fluid T incoming the exchanger supplying the ORC turbine. The imposed
value is subsequently Tmin_out = 130 °C.

It is to be noticed that the ΔT under which the extreme sections work is the same and it is
equal to 45°C (Figure 6); additionally, considering the radiation conditions relative to a ref‐
erence Italian site and the industrial nature of the typical user, tc = 1h has been assumed.

Figure 6. Restraints to HTF temperatures.

5.2. Definition of the physical model

A storage unit as the one considered here is composed by a piping bundle embedded within
concrete for allowing fluid flow through it. The pipes, parallel one to the other, have axes
(with reference to Figure 7) at a distance da. For the definition of the physical model, the
same conditions have been assumed for each parallel channel, so that the storage module is
considered to be composed by sub-units, named elements, put in parallel [10].
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Figure 7. Typical storage module [3].

One element is composed by a concrete drilled cylinder with diameter da, in contact with a
pipe with internal diameter di; the storage medium is characterized by thermal conductivity
k, specific capacity per unit mass cp and density ρ. Even if the storage material inside con‐
tiguous cylinders is neglected, such a simplification is necessary for implementing an effi‐
cient algorithm.

By having this in mind, the problem of analysing the storage system moves from the study of
the module to that of the single channel for which the initial section is the one of the incoming
HTF during charge, whereas the final section is the outgoing one during the same phase.

By referring to an initial development stage for an innovative component, an analytical
method is searched so that, via the application of a single formula or the implementation of
a simple numerical procedure, it allows for reaching general evaluations on the main pa‐
rameters involved in the design. Such a research stage is additionally adequate, with refer‐
ence to the medium-term, considering the industrial potential of the Project.

In the following the main features of the procedure are described.

5.3. Analysis of the channel initial section

The initial section, located at the entrance of the hot fluid coming from the solar field, is the
one subjected to the highest temperatures so resulting as the most critical one from the view‐
point of the thermo-mechanical design. In fact, by considering the humidity transport and
dehydration phenomena effectively taking place in concrete (see e.g. [2, 11]) so that this sec‐
tion will be subjected to the highest thermal flux, it will sustain even the highest internal
overpressures with the possibility of being exposed to spalling [12]; such a phenomenon is
to be clearly avoided during first heating.

By following [13] with a distribution of piping bundles resembling an equilateral triangle
(Figure 8), the attributable zone of each pipe far from the module external border is an hexa‐
gon which can be confused with the circumscribed circumference. On this circumference the
fluxes can be practically considered as negligible and the entire analysis brought back to a
single cylindrical channel with adiabatic external surface.
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It is hence fully justified the necessity of a specific analysis for the considered section; in the
following dimensionless parameters will be referred to, relative to the section only, as al‐
ready occurs when studying pebble bed storage systems when dimensionless parameters
such as porosity or specific exchange surface for unit length are fundamental.

To transfer the procedures adopted for pebble bed systems to embedded piping storage ones, a
characteristic “porosity” of the section can be defined, determined by the area crossed by the
fluid (not to be confused with the material one) in the following way (Figure 9)

Figure 8. Location of the piping bundle and elementary cell [13].

Figure 9. Geometrical parameters of the initial section.
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Such a porosity is obviously linked to the ratio between phases
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A first consequence of adopting such an approach is that the storage module length be‐
comes a parameter depending on the assumed section geometry, which is even physically
justified by considering that the length is restrained by the production, at the end of the
charge phase, of an outgoing flux at temperature not higher than the maximum sustainable
one incoming the solar field. With reference to the charge phase it is clear that, for a given
charging time, if the initial section does not reach a temperature distribution corresponding
to the level assumed as complete charge, the same applies to the final sections so that the
simulation of the entire channel is an useless effort.

Going into the specificity of the analysed section, the objective is to be able to estimate the
relative charging time or, in a dual manner, the temperature level reached in correspondence
of the external material circumference in a fixed interval of time. The charging time for a sec‐
tion is defined as the necessary time so that, at the corresponding abscissa, the temperature
at the external concrete circumference of pertinence reaches a fixed value TR

* at which the
charge phase can be considered as concluded.

The interval of interest can be represented by the sum of two contributions

c d st t t= + (7)

where td is the radial diffusion time necessary for heat to reach the external surface and ts the
rising time necessary for heat flux to increase the temperature T of that surface up to the
fixed value.

As regards the former term, in literature the following estimate is proposed [14]

2 2

1
d

s st
Cl l

µ =
×

(8)

in which s is the material thickness subjected to heating and C1 a proportionality coefficient
linked to geometry.
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The application to the given cylindrical geometry and the comparison with the results com‐
ing from the numerical procedure described in the following lead to

2( )
13
e i
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-
=

×
(9)

Let’s now examine the term related to the rising time; for doing this the following terms are
introduced

2 2 ( ) p e iC c R r lr p= × - (10)
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where C is the capacity term for the considered section, R the thermal resistance term given
by the resistance due to the convective exchange on surface and by the solid internal con‐
ductivity, l the channel length assumed unitary, C3 = 0.72 an empirical corrective coefficient
calibrated from comparison with the results of the Finite Element model.

By observing that the product between the two above terms has the dimension of time,

1t R C= × (12)

and through the electrical analogy with resistive-capacitive circuits, it is immediate to recog‐
nize in t1 a thermal charging time.

Whereas

*
2( )R ing ini iniT C T T T= - + (13)

in which C2 is the fraction of engine ΔT assumed as sufficient to define the material as charged.

The analytical formula to calculate the charging time is

*
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Equation (14), despite the presence of empirical calibration coefficients, is an analytical-type
relation being derived from an exact physical model and it is pretty original. It is obtained
by integrating the Fourier equation in the hypothesis of high Biot’s numbers, giving an ex‐
ponential-type trend for temperature

( ) ( ) exp
e

d
ing ini ingr R

t t
T t T T T

R C=

é ù-
= + - × -ê ú×ë û

(15)

where at the l.h.s. there is the temperature in correspondence of the external radius of the
considered initial section, function of time.

By inverting Eq. (15) so to make time explicit, the above Eq. (14) is obtained.

The comparison between time histories of temperature given by Eq. (15), blue curve, and the
numerical procedure, yellow curve, is depicted in Figure 10 with reference to a transient of 1
hour applied to a reference geometry.

Figure 10. Validation of the analytical formula (Eq. (15)).

By varying the geometrical parameters, the difference between curves remains small, so that
the obtained analytical formula is assumed to be validated. The formula, once TR

* is fixed for
a section, has the aim of predicting the time necessary to have this level reached, so the com‐
parison must be performed at equal temperature evaluating the horizontal distance between
curves, i.e. the difference between rising times from the two procedures to arrive at a given
temperature. Additionally the resulting difference is not to be considered as an absolute val‐
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ue but relatively to the total charging time, that is a difference of 300 s with respect to an
imposed charging time of 3600 s is fully acceptable in the initial design phase of the storage.

For sake of brevity the (similar) procedure for analysing the final channel section, as well as
the Schumann analytical model (for pebble bed-type systems) [15] applied to this specific
context have not been reported in this Chapter.

5.4. Application of the simplified design method

The development of a simplified design methodology for storage systems of the considered
type represents a first goal for the developed research.

The starting point is an initial design for the plant; on the basis of these data the following
operative scheme is followed.

i. Channel section geometry. The geometrical parameters of the initial channel sec‐
tion (i.e. piping radius and external material radius) are defined (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Initial section [3].

ii. Calculation of the number of channels in parallel. Based on the hypothesized pip‐
ing geometry and on fluid velocity and density, the capacity passing through the
channel is defined. Being know the total plant capacity in nominal conditions, by
dividing it to the determined unitary capacity, an estimate of the number of chan‐
nels to be put in parallel is obtained to drain the whole flux.

iii. Initial section analysis. Eq. (15) is applied for calculating the charging time of the
initial section for evaluating the reachable entrance charge level.

( ) ( ) exp 170
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c d
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If during the imposed charging time it is not possible to charge the section at a fixed tempera‐
ture, even in the following sections such a level would not be reachable; on the basis of this sim‐
ple result it is hence necessary to change the assumed geometry and iterate phases II and III.

The fixed completed charge level is instead

( )* 0,9 0,9 170,5ing iniT T T T C= D = - = o (17)

so that the hypothesized geometry allows for a practical complete charge of the initial section.

iv. Channel length definition with graphical method. The section geometry is assumed
as input for the Schumann’s model.

a) A very long channel is hypothesized, L = 400 m.

Profiles of fluid temperature Tf are drawn along the channel for time instants up to the im‐
posed charging time and an horizontal line is superimposed, relative to the maximum value
of Tf at the exit. The point in which the profile relative to t = tc crosses this line is determined
and the corresponding channel length value is read along the abscissa’s axis (Figure 12).

The temporal trend of the fluid temperature is drawn on the final section with reference to
the length of 300 m (Figure 13) and this value is checked against the maximum one, calculat‐
ing again the mean value at the final section.

Figure 12. Channel length definition.
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Figure 13. Temperature trend Tf.

v. Final section analysis. The calculated mean value allows for obtaining the tempera‐
ture at the cold corner at the imposed charging time. Such a temperature is to be
verified to correspond to the required charge level. It is to be noticed that in this
section the condition of first heating is being evaluated.

vi. Finite Element simulation of the obtained configuration. Only at this stage, after
having defined a possible module geometry via analytical formulas and with re‐
sults in time of the order of about 1 min, a verification via FE models can be con‐
ducted so to even calculate the effective energy released to the material.

6. Numerical modelling

The following simplifications have been adopted:

• incoming fluid at constant temperature Ting and capacity;

• material and fluid contained in the channel initially at constant temperature on the whole
domain Tini, that is conditions of first heating;

• the implemented algorithm for analysing the discharge phase assumes as initial tempera‐
ture fields, both for fluid and solid, those calculated at the end of the charge phase;

• a fluid-dynamic analysis of the water flux within the channel is not conducted. The fluid
system is treated via a 1D model whereas the solid domain is analysed via the FEM so
that for each element the energy balance equation is solved (see e.g. [2]);
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• concrete is modelled in a simplified manner as an homogeneous, continuous and isotrop‐
ic material;

• the geometry is axis-symmetric.

Up to now all the procedures have been developed via CAST3M [16].

6.1. Development of a quasi-steady model

The first step is the implementation of a 1D model for the flux in the channel to be coupled
with the FEM calculation. A quasi-steady procedure has been implemented in CAST3M on
the basis of [13]. To validate the procedure, the results are compared to the reference ones.
The physical channel model is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Channel geometry.

It consists in a concrete drilled cylinder with a fluid pumped through an internal pipe for
heat exchange, with an adiabatic external surface (r = r0). In order to solve the problem ana‐
lytically, it is necessary to assume incoming velocity with a fully developed profile and neg‐
ligible axial conduction in the solid medium.

The pipe has small thickness so that its thermal resistance is negligible; in this way the HTF
is assumed to be in direct contact with the solid material.

The equation of the axial gradient for Tf is obtained by the energy balance on the channel
element of length dz (Figure 15)

( ), , 2 f
p f in p f out i f w p

T
c VA T c VA T h r dz T T c Adz

t
r r p r

¶
× - × - × - = ×

¶
(18)

If neglecting the term of temporal variation for T,
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( ), , 2 0p f in p f out i f wc VA T c VA T h r dz T Tr r p× - × - × - = (19)

Figure 15. Energy balance for the fluid element.

where A=π ri
2 is the crossed fluid section, V fluid velocity, Tw = TS(ri) temperature of the

channel wall.

By readjusting the terms

( )2 f
i f w p

T
h r T T c VA

z
p r

¶
× - = ×

¶
(20)

So that, by isolating the term of spatial variation of Tf and introducing the crossed fluid section,

( )2 f
f w

p i

Th T T
c Vr zr

¶
- =

¶
(21)

Equation (21) is clearly non-linear for the presence of the unknown Tf on both sides; any‐
way, if for the term Tf within parenthesis a valid estimate can be given, the described rela‐
tions reduce to linear differential equations of the first order which can be easily integrated
so to give Tf(z) at a specific time instant. In view of a step-by-step procedure in which a time
discretization is performed, a valid estimate of Tf to be introduced in the l.h.s. is given by its
value at the previous time-step.

To calculate the value of the known term, on the basis of the above discussed estimate of Tf,
Tw values must be determined as well as the exchange coefficient h (via the Nusselt number)
relative to the given conditions. As regards the former, it represents the output of the FEM
calculation conducted on the domain corresponding to the zone occupied by concrete; for
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the latter, for turbulent fluxes in a cylindrical channel, the local value of the dimensionless
parameter (oil and water) is given by

2
3

Re Pr 2

1.07 12.7 Pr 1 2

f

f

c

Nu
c

æ ö
× × ç ÷ç ÷

è ø=
æ ö

+ × -ç ÷
è ø

(22)

where the friction coefficient is given by

( ) 22.236lnRe 4.6392
fc -

= - (23)

The range of validity of the above expression is 0.5<Pr<2000, 104 <Re<5×106.

By analysing the trend of the physical characteristic of liquid water and of the parameters
used in the equation in which they appear (h and Nu), it can be noticed that the trends of Nu

and h are weakly variable with temperature, as shown in Figure 16, so the choice of assum‐
ing constant values for these parameters and for water properties appears justified in the
present model validation.

Figure 16. Variation of the thermal exchange coefficient of water with temperature.

After having implemented the numerical algorithm, the model characteristics relative to [13]
and reported in Table 4 have been adopted.
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After having implemented the numerical algorithm, the model characteristics relative to [13]
and reported in Table 4 have been adopted.
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ri ro L Ting Tini ρS cpS kS vH2O

mm mm m °C °C kg/m3 J/kg °C W/m °C m/s

13 65 2,6 90 25 2954 900 1 1

Table 4. Characteristics of the reference model.

Subsequently, a series of simulation runs have been launched by varying one of the listed
parameters each time so to perform a sensitivity analysis; particularly thermal conductivity,
external diameter and fluid velocity have been chosen. The analyses have allowed for ob‐
taining time histories of temperature at the cold corner, i.e. at the concrete external circum‐
ference for the final section, representing the most hardly chargeable zone; the results have
been then compared to the reference ones.

For sake of brevity, just the main observations are reported here:

• conductivity is evidently the parameter with a relevant influence on the storage charging
mechanism considering that, by incrementing its value, temperature curves show higher
slopes in correspondence of the considered zone; anyway, it is to be noticed that values
around 5 W/m°C are physically unreachable with available concretes. Asymptotically, the re‐
sults from the numerical code and those from the semi-analytical approach of [13] coincide;

• the system appears to be weakly sensitive to a variation in fluid velocity;

• the value of the internal radius has been maintained unaltered (that is the section crossed
by the fluid and the characteristics of the convective exchange), so that the system capaci‐
ty has been varied by changing the material thickness relative to the single pipe: the sys‐
tem appears to be strongly sensitive to a variation in the external radius.

6.2. Development of a non-steady model

The main weakness of the procedure described above is the difficulty linked to the number
of iterations necessary to cover the entire channel length and to the integration of the vari‐
ous profiles; hence a new approach based on a non-steady model has been additionally de‐
veloped.

A subdivision in axial cells of the channel has been realized so to follow the fluid along its
path; the calculated temperature values are those related to the centre of the single cell.

The energy balance equation becomes (the capacity term is not neglected)

( ), , 2 f
p f i p f u i f w p

T
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t
r r p r

¶
× - × - × - = ×

¶
(24)

By discretizing the time variable
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where j indicates the cell number, Tf,i = Tf,j-1 (T is evaluated at the centre of the cell and it is
assumed, as incoming T in a cell, the value at the centre of the previous cell, Figure 17), t is
the present time step and t-1 the previous one.

Figure 17. Definition of cells for the channel.

Hence Tf at the current t in the generic cell

( ) ( ), , 1 , , , , 11 1
 2  f j f j f j i f j w j f jt tt tp

t h tT V T T r z T T T
z c A z

p
r- -- -

D × D
= × - - × D - +

D D (26)

The time history of Tf and the final temperature field in the channel can be obtained step-by-
step. Differently to the quasi-steady approach, this one allows for visualizing the progres‐
sion of the hot front linked to the fluid flow within the pipe. The sequence of Figure 18
shows what stated with reference to a 100 m channel.

The hot fluid (red) enters the channel by increasing the wall temperature (blue) only up to
the distance to which the first front has arrived, then the instant at which such front reaches
the final section becomes evident and subsequently the profiles move up together until
reaching the final configuration.
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Figure 18. Fluid progression within the pipe.

Once again the approach has been validated against the results reported in [13] and the re‐
sults have also been compared with the ones of the quasi-steady analysis; it can be immedi‐
ately stated that for simulating a channel with limited length, the calculation times required
by the present approach would be higher than those for the steady state (being possible to
choose even large time-steps independently on the discretization of the grid). In fact a major

restraint is now the time-step amplitude, being necessary that Δt <Δz
vliq

.

As an example, Figure 19 shows the time histories of temperature at the cold corner varying
conductivity of the solid (1 and 3 W/m°C) and superimposing the present curve (black) with
the ones from the quasi-steady analysis (blue) and from [13] (green): black and blue curves
practically overlap, so that all validation issues (previously reported) apply even for the
present approach. As an extension, for channels with length L < 10 m, the quasi-steady
method allows for faster calculations -and susbstantially identical results- than the non-
steady one. Hence it can be stated that the latter approach is efficient for analysing long
channels, for which it is possible to assume Δz of the order of 1 ÷ 5 m and so even large Δts;
under these assumptions even transients of about 1 h and channels of 100 ÷ 500 m can be
solved in few minutes.
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Figure 19. Comparison among quasi-steady (blue), analytical (green) and non-steady models.

By  assuming  the  same  input  data  as  before,  a  1  h  transient  analysis  has  been  devel‐
oped for a 400 m channel (500 m is  a typical  value for modules from DLR) and taking
Δz =  2,5  m,  Δt  =  2  s;  in  Figure 20 the time histories  of  temperatures  are  depicted rela‐
tively  to  the  external  concrete  circumference  at  the  initial  (yellow)  and final  (blue)  sec‐
tion:  the  model  follows the fluid in  its  own motion,  so  that  temperature  (initially  fixed
at Tini  = 25 °C for the whole material) starts increasing on the external corner of the ini‐
tial  section  after  a  time  equal  to  the  one  necessary  for  the  radial  diffusion  of  heat;  at
this  time  the  hot  front  has  not  reached  the  cold  one  yet,  which  remains  at  the  initial
temperature.  The  blue  curve  starts  rising  after  a  time  equal  to  the  sum  between  the
time  of  fluid  transit  in  the  channel  and the  one  of  radial  diffusion  of  heat.  Obviously,
the  temperature  at  the  initial  section  is,  at  equal  time,  higher  than  the  one  at  the  exit
section;  additionally,  considering  the  latter  section,  it  comes  out  (the  diagram  has  not
been added for  sake of  brevity)  that  the time histories  of  temperature for  the fluid,  for
the  steel  pipe  surface  and  for  the  concrete  in  contact  with  the  pipe  substantially  coin‐
cide  (as  predictable),  so  justifying  the  possibility  of  adopting  models  which  neglect  the
steel pipe and assume direct contact between fluid and concrete.
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Figure 20. Time history of temperature at extreme corners.

The non-steady model has been additionally used for simulating the discharge phase, not
described here.

6.3. Energy issues

The FE code allows for even calculating the quantity of  energy released by the fluid to
concrete  during  the  transient  charge  phase;  with  reference  to  the  single  channel  of  the
examined configuration  Ecls =279MJ .  By  multiplying  this  value  by  the  number  of  chan‐
nels,  the  total  stored  energy  in  the  module  becomes  Esto =279MJ ⋅44=12200MJ ,  much
lower to the 97200 MJ necessary to guarantee 6 hs storage.  The situation is additionally
worsened considering that  the  calculated energy value  is  overestimated with  respect  to
the  real  one  being referred to  a  charge  cycle  related to  an initial  field  of  uniform tem‐
perature  within  the  solid  equal  to  80°C,  so  it  is  obtained  by  considering  a  ΔT  higher
than the effective one.

However,  even if  the  obtained energy value is  much lower  than the  one required dur‐
ing  a  preliminary  plant  design,  it  appears  compatible  with  the  formula  for  calculating
the  volume of  material  necessary  to  guarantee  a  fixed quantity  of  heat.  In  fact,  for  the
considered  geometry  the  volume  results  V = Nπ(Re

2 − ri
2)⋅ L ≈100m 3  corresponding  to

about one tenth of  the one which can be calculated on the basis of  the nominal capaci‐
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ty of the plant system (see Table 3) [9].  The configuration has been consequently varied
so to increase the storable heat  quantity;  the idea has been that  to increase the number
of  channels  in  parallel,  so  it  is  necessary  to  decrease  the  single  channel  capacity  to  re‐
spect  the  plant  restraint.  The  velocity  of  the  flux  has  been  so  reduced  from  1  m/s  to
0.75 m/s leaving the geometry unaltered.  By applying the simplified procedure,  a  chan‐
nel  length  of  225  m  is  obtained  for  a  total  of  58  channels.  Once  checked  that  all  the
verifications  conducted  on  the  charge  level  and  time  are  satisfied,  a  numerical  simula‐
tion  has  been  performed  (final  values  for  temperature  on  all  sections  have  resulted  to
be the same as before).  In this situation the energy released by the fluid to concrete for
the single channel has been 209 MJ, so newly obtaining 12200 MJ.

Such a result was already predictable because generally true. In fact, if thermal losses to‐
wards the environment are neglected, in the charge phase ΔEcls =ΔE flu = E f _in − E f _out | 0

tc.
By varying the capacity of the single channel, the total storage capacity, Tin and the trend
of Tf  on the final  section (considering that the channel length is  determined just  impos‐
ing  such  a  parameter)  and  the  physical  characteristics  of  the  fluid  remain  unchanged,
and so the last  term of  the expression above is  unchanged.  As a consequence,  the stor‐
able solid energy is defined. Such a conclusion leads to formulate some observations on
the material distribution within the storage module, that is on the convenience of having
longer or shorter channels or,  equivalently,  if  it  is  convenient to assume a high number
of pipes in parallel.

The comparison criterion is that of the same material, i.e., as a first approximation, equal cost.
Being the total capacity a parameter imposed by operational plant conditions, this must be
the same whatever the number of modules in parallel; by having fixed the reference geome‐
try for the transversal section, i.e. internal and external channel radius, and a charge time,
two possibilities have been examined: 1) a channel with length L and fluid at velocity u; 2)
two channels with length L/2 and fluid at velocity u/2 (the section is doubled).

The conclusion of this energy analysis of the charge phase has been that, at equal material
and storable energy, a high number of channels in parallel with limited length is more con‐
venient, i.e. with reduced velocities to reduce the charge losses along the pipes.

Such observations underline the potentialties of the developed procedure; in fact, even if it
has not conducted to a satisfactory design of the storage module from the point of view of
storable energy, it has anyway revealed:

• noticeable simplicity of application;

• reduced computational costs;

• reliability of produced results;

• capability of evidencing behavioural features of the component; particularly, it has been
evidenced that the module storage capacity does not seem to represent a problem datum
but a design consequence.
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7. Conclusions

Guidelines for designing a concrete storage module and for its integration into a solar plant,
respecting constraints linked both to an adequate solar field operation and to the production
system based on ORC, have been described in this Chapter.

A series of simplified procedures have been developed to be used for a first module design
and more sofisticated (even if more expensive) simulation techniques via the Finite Element
Method have been checked and upgraded.

Once the ongoing experimental phase on a scaled storage prototype at the ENEA site of Ca‐
saccia has been concluded, the obtained data will be used for completing both the setup of
the calculation instruments and the R&D activity dealing with the development of an appro‐
priate concrete mixing, optimizing its chemical-physical and durability performances, and
with the module integration within a CSP system.
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1. Introduction

Solar energy such as photovoltaic is the most promising energy of the non-conventional en‐
ergy sources which is capable to satisfy the energy needs of the isolated rural areas. It fits
perfectly to the decentralization of power generation for the small communities widely dis‐
persed as evidenced the solar pumps whose operation is nowadays proved flawless (World
Resources Institute, 1992).

The use of photovoltaic energy to pump water is particularly well suited in the Sahel. This
source of energy is free and abundant, but also provides autonomy for many isolated vil‐
lages of rural areas. The water pumped is stored in the thanks until its use (in the night or
during the cloudy days). Locally, there are many companies that manufacture these tanks.
These towers do not require special maintenance and are easy to be repair. This chapter
presents a study of photovoltaic water pumping in Niger rural areas. We present first the
benefits of photovoltaic water pumping; we describe in the second the photovoltaic water
pumping system, before present the solar radiation at Niger. Then the sizing of a photovol‐
taic water pumping system is described and finally, a case study of photovoltaic water
pumping is presented before concluding.

2. Benefits of photovoltaic water pumping system

In African countries, many governments are still struggling to meet the basic needs of the
population due to lack of availability of electric power system. In rural areas, these needs are
summarized in the drinking water, electrification of health centers and irrigation. For lack of
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resources, these people are resolved to supply water from wells craft of 10 to 100 m and less
than 2 m of diameter. Water is the source of life. Its rarity is one of the tragedies of the Sahel.
In this area, people have regularly serious problems of drinking water. The water which in‐
volves in agricultural and domestic consumption requires dewatering technologies adapted
to local conditions. Yet, the solar energy potential is very abundant. The geographical situa‐
tion of Niger fosters the development and growth of the use of solar energy. Indeed, given
the importance of the solar radiation and the duration of sunshine, which excesses eight
hours (8 hours) per day throughout the year, some electricity needs can be met by solar en‐
ergy. This energy source may be beneficial to the most remote areas, especially in water
pumping. The use of solar energy can make a meaningful and lasting solution to the drain‐
age in rural areas. The use of photovoltaic solar energy for water pumping is well suited to
these regions due to the existence of a potential groundwater quite important especially in
desert areas, and a large solar energy potential. Also, this solar energy has the advantage of
being clean compared to conventional energy sources which present constraints of remote‐
ness from the mains, fuel transport and periodic maintenance for diesel engines (Jimmy et al
1998, Barlow, 1993). Photovoltaic solar energy may well contribute to meet the energy needs
of these populations. Photovoltaic generators are very suitable to relieve the lack of availa‐
bility of grid. Indeed, with an installation of 1 kW maximum power, we can pump water to
heights of about 80 m, or meet irrigation needs of a village (Commission of The European
Community, 1985). In addition, these solar generators can be used concomitantly using bat‐
teries to power television sets, or for lighting when the pumping system is not loaded (Bill‐
erey, 1984).

3. Photovoltaic pumping system

3.1. Description

Photovoltaic pumping system is a standard pump equipped with an electric motor, provided
in electrical energy by photovoltaic panels installed on the site (Handbook on Solar Water
Pumping, 1984; Fraenkel and al., 1986). This pump is intended to pump water from the
basement to make it accessible to users (Fig. 1).

Nowadays, two types of photovoltaic water pumping systems are used: the photovoltaic water
pumping with batteries and without batteries. In Niger, it is often used photovoltaic water
pumping without batteries, commonly known as "pumping over the sun". Pumping over the
sun is simpler and less expensive than with battery system. Instead of batteries, they use a tank
to store water until it is used (Fig.2). Hydraulic storage allows overcoming electrical energy
storage thus avoiding the use of batteries which have a limited life (6 years compared with 20
to 30 years of photovoltaic panels) and are polluting. However, the method without batteries
has some drawbacks and its main fault is to have a flow of water which depends on the average
time of the sunlight (A. Hadj, 1999).
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Figure 2. Photovoltaic water pumping without batteries with a tank to store water.

There are two types of pumps to draw water surface: Positive Displacement Pumps (volumetric
pumps) and centrifugal pumps. Besides to the type of pump, there are two other characteristics
at the pumps according to the physical location of the pump in relation to the pumped water:
the suction system and stuffer one. They discharge pumps are submerged in water. Their motor

Figure 1. Principe of photovoltaic pumping system.

Photovoltaic Water Pumping System in Niger
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is immersed in water with the pump and the discharge pipe placed after the pump can lift
water to tens of meters to the storage tank depending to the engine's power. Afterward, the
system is connected to a distribution network that delivers water to users.

3.2. Photovoltaic system

To generate the necessary energy to the motor of the pump, solar photovoltaic panels are placed
for converting solar energy into electrical energy (Fig.3). As the panels generate a direct current
(DC), it is often used DC/AC converter to convert the direct current produced by the solar panels
into alternative current (AC) if the motor of the pump is AC. On the other side, if the motor is
DC, the device does not need a DC/AC converter. The energy produced by the panels can be
used directly or stored. In the case of an application for water pumping, it is more interesting to
use the energy to raise the water in a castle that serves as hydraulic energy storage.

To prevent a dysfunction of the pump when it is live on photovoltaic, due to under sizing or
over sizing the PV generator, an inverter is used to ensure the proper operation of the PV/
pump system.

Figure 3. Students determining the current-voltage characteristic I = f(V) of solar cell "over the sun" at the University
Abdou Moumouni of Niamey (Niger).

4. Solar radiation at Niger

To design a photovoltaic water pumping system, we will need to quantify the available solar
energy. Therefore, it is very important to know the solar radiation of the locality. Solar radiation
(kW/m2) is the energy from the sun that reaches the earth. The earth receives a nearly constant
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of solar radiation at its outer atmosphere. The intensity of solar radiation varies with geo‐
graphic location (Fig.4).

Figure 4. Africa solar radiation map (Source: UNEP, NREL and the Global Environment Facility).

It also varies with the season and time of the day. In Sahel, the solar radiation at the earth’s
surface is very important (Fig.5).

The most productive hours of sunlight are from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Table 1 gives the daily
average time (Hours/day) of the sunlight at Niger (Keita town: Latitude 14.75°N and Longitude
5.76°E).

Month Jan. Feb. Mar. Ap. Ma June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Average Time

(Hours/day)

9.0 9.3 8.7 8.4 8.8 8.6 8.2 7.5 8.1 9.2 9.5 8.9

Table 1. Monthly average time (Hours/days) of the sunlight at Niger (Keita town: Latitude: 14.75°N and Longitude:
5.76°E)
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5. Sizing a photovoltaic water pumping system

Photovoltaic water pump sizing is the determination of the power of the solar generator that
will provide the desired amount of water (Alonzo, 2003).

The photovoltaic water pump sizing consists of:

• Assessment of daily water needs of the population to know the rate flow required;
• calculation of hydropower helpful;
• determining of the available solar energy;
• determining of the inclination of the photovoltaic generator which can be placed;
• determination of the month sizing (the month in which the ratio between solar radiation

and hydropower is minimum);
• sizing of the PV generator (determination of the required electrical energy);

5.1. Assessment of daily water needs of the population

Determining the water needs of the consumption of a population depends mainly of its
lifestyle, the environment and climatic conditions of each region. Drinking, cooking, washing
and bathing are the main uses of water for human needs. Animals also need water for their
survival. The water use is also essential in the field of agriculture.

Depending on the nature of the users (humans, animals) or the use, the amount of water
required for each user or usage are:

• Population (Humans)
– 5 liters /day, for survival;
– 10 liters /day, for the minimum acceptable;

Figure 5. Daily average radiation of sunlight per month at Niger (kWh/m².day).
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– 30 liters /day, the normal living conditions in Africa;
• Animals

– Cattle 40 liters /day;
– Sheep, Goat 4 liters /day;
– Horse 40 liters /day
– Ass 20 liters /day
– Camel 20 liters /day (reserve for 8 days)

• Irrigation (agriculture)
– Crops at the village 60 m3 /day / hectare;
– Rice 100 m3 /day / hectare;
– Cereals 45 m3 /day / hectare;
– Sugar cane 65 m3 /day / hectare;
– Cotton 55 m3 /day / hectare.

There are three standards for the calculation of water requirements:

1. The standard for the minimum amount for survival.

2. The current target of funding agencies: 20 liters/day/person that does not include livestock
and gardening.

3. The minimum amount necessary for economic development: 50 liters/day/person. It
includes:

20 liters/day/person, for personal needs;

20 liters / person / day, 0.5 unit of cattle per person;

10 liters / day / person, 2 m2 for vegetable crops.

In applying the standards 2 and 3, we obtain the following water requirements (Table 2)
depending on the size of the village (population).

Population of village

(persons)

Standard 2:

(20 liters/day/person) (m3)

Standard 3:

(50 liters/day/person) (m3)

250 5 12.5

500 10 25

750 15 37.5

1000 20 50

1500 20 75

2000 40 100

Table 2. Water requirements depending on the size of the village (population).
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5.2. Determination of hydropower helpful

The average daily load i.e. hydropower helpful (kWh/day) required is expressed by:

EH =
g*ρa*Q a*TH
ηP *3600  =  

CH *Q a*TH
ηP

 (1)

Where, gis acceleration of gravity (9.81 m.s-2);

ρais water density (1000 kg/m3);

 Qais daily water needs (m3/day);

TH is the total head (m);

ηPis pump system efficiency

The tank capacity is determined by the daily water needs and the autonomy of the system.

5.3. Determining of the available solar energy

The method used is based on the determination of daily mean values of solar radiation
available and hydropower necessary.

5.4. Determining of the inclination of the photovoltaic generator which can be placed

The inclination β to the horizontal plane of the photovoltaic panels (PV) must be to maximize
the relationship between solar radiation and hydropower necessary. We have chosen 15°N,
the latitude of the locality (Keita town: Latitude 14.75°N).

5.5. Determination of the month sizing

The sizing month will be the worst month, i.e., the month that the ratio between solar radiance
and hydraulic energy required is minimal. In our case it is the month of August is the month
of sizing. In august the average time is 6.5 hours/day.

5.6. Sizing of the PV generator

As the system works all year round, the field is tilted at an angle equal to the latitude of 15 °
N. It was in August that the average number of hours of sunshine is the lowest maximum: 6.5
hours/day. Assuming a 25% loss due to the temperature and dust, the required electrical
energy is given by:

W PV  =  
EH

Radiance*(1 - loss) (2)
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5.2. Determination of hydropower helpful

The average daily load i.e. hydropower helpful (kWh/day) required is expressed by:

EH =
g*ρa*Q a*TH
ηP *3600  =  

CH *Q a*TH
ηP

 (1)

Where, gis acceleration of gravity (9.81 m.s-2);

ρais water density (1000 kg/m3);

 Qais daily water needs (m3/day);

TH is the total head (m);

ηPis pump system efficiency

The tank capacity is determined by the daily water needs and the autonomy of the system.
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the relationship between solar radiation and hydropower necessary. We have chosen 15°N,
the latitude of the locality (Keita town: Latitude 14.75°N).
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of sizing. In august the average time is 6.5 hours/day.
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6. Case study

A study on the photovoltaic water pumping system in a village at 30 km of Keita (Niger) to
meet the water needs of the five hundred (500) persons gave the following summarized results.

Figure 6. Photovoltaic water pumping station with a volumetric pump at Niger.

a. Assessment of daily the water needs: Using the Standard 3: (50 liters/day/person), the
water needs rises to 25 m3/day.

b. The average daily load i.e. hydropower helpful (kWh/day) required is given by this
expression :

EH =
g*ρa*Q a*TH
ηP *3 600  =  

CH *Q a*TH
ηP

 

With g= 9.81 m.s-2

ρa= 1000 kg/m3

Qa= 25 m3/day

TH = 52 m

ηP= 50 %

It provides: EH =7 085 Wh  

c. The available solar energy:

d. Daily average radiation of sunlight varies from 7.5 to 9.3 kWh/m2/day.
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To make sure to do a good sizing, we choose the minimum value of average radiance: 7.5 kWh/
m2/day.

The inclination to the horizontal plane of the photovoltaic panels is: β =15° N .

e. The sizing month is: August, 6.5 hours/day.

f. Sizing of the PV generator

Assuming a 25% loss due to the temperature and dust, the required electrical energy is given
by this expression:

W PV  =  
EH

Radiance*(1 - loss)

W PV =1260 Wc  

The operating point of our photovoltaic field is set at 120 volts due to the characteristics of the
inverter. The photovoltaic field will be composed of 10 multiple modules in series. Generator
power is 1260 Wc, the rate current is 10.50 A. With photovoltaic panels which have 3.5 A, we
will have 3 modules in parallel.

The table 3 shows the summary of case study.

Month of

sizing

Radiance

(kWh/m2)

Time of

sunlight (H)

Loss

(%)

EH (kWh) W PV (Wc) Voltage

(V)

Current

(A)

Configuration of

panels

August 7.5 7.5 20 7 085 1260 120 3.5 10 X 3

Table 3. Summary of case study

7. Conclusion

The use of solar energy in Niger, particularly photovoltaic energy, for water pumping is well
suited in this arid and semi-arid area due to the existence in this region of an underground
water potential, and a large solar energy potential more than 6 kWh/m2.

Photovoltaic generators are coupled directly to the pump with a DC/AC converter. Storing
water in the tanks avoids additional costs accumulator used to store electrical energy. The case
study clearly shows the advantage of photovoltaic pumping system compared to conventional
energy one which has many constraints of distance to the power grid, of transportation of fuel,
and of periodic maintenance of the engines. The cost of one cubic meter (1 m3) of water pumped
by the PV system is more advantageous than others systems. This pumping system constitutes
a solution for the water supply of these sparsely populated, remote and isolated areas (Thomas,
1987). With the falling prices of solar panels, this source of energy must be popularized and
integrated in the development strategy of these countries.
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